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When The Museum of Modern Art first suggestedin the spring of last year that this
exhibitionbe "an internationalreport" of the activityof younger artists,the task
seemed formidableand impossible. To demonstratein any one exhibitionthe varied and
valuablework of so many artists from so many countriesbecomes Herculean. Exclusions
are always a disappointment.
The choice had to be narrowed down to what seemed to be the strongest"style"or
internationalmovement of the last three years. While much of the work is alreadywell
known in Europe, it is still generallyunfamiliarto the Americanpublic. One of the
privilegesof presentingthis exhibitionis also to be able to introduce,among others,
some very importantartists from Argentina,Brazil, Canada, and Yugoslavia.
Those representedare part of a culture that has been considerablyalteredby communica
tions systems such as televisionand film, and by increasedmobility. Therefore,
photographs,documents,films, and ideas, which are rapidly transmitted,have become an
importantpart of this new work. This has led to an intellectualexchangeand an
internationalcommunityof artists.
INFORMATIONhas purposelybeen made broad and informal. It is an introductionto work
from which many of the aestheticconcernsof the seventieswill probably emerge. There
has been no attempt to strictlyimpose a definitionof an aesthetic,nor to present a
completehistoricalsurvey. The assemblingof works by so many artistswill allow various
evaluations,interpretations,
and considerations,but it is only a beginning.
I sincerelyhope that both the exhibitionand this book will be provocative,illuminating,
and informative. It is essentialfor a museum of modern art to deal with the artistswho
are broadeningartisticdefinitionsand challengingour preconceptions. We can only
begin to renew our thinking about art by showing and publishingwork that generatesperti
nent issues.
I wish to expressmy gratitudefor the kind cooperationand generous assistanceI have
receivedfrom many people and institutionsin the preparationof this exhibition.
On behalf of the Trustees of The Museum of Modern Art I particularlywant to thank the
artists. They have made INFORMATIONavailable.
I am most gratefulto The InternationalCouncil of The Museum of Modern Art for its
supportwhich has made possible the very essentialfilm section of the exhibition.
Without the Council'sextraordinarygenerosity,the cost of prints to be shown continu
ously in the gallerieswould have been prohibitive. Because of the Council'svision, we
can also look forwardto many of the films becoming a unique archive in the Museum at
the end of the exhibition.
An undertakinglike this transcendsall departmentalboundariesof the Museum.
Without the general enthusiasmof my colleagues,INFORMATIONcould not have been realized.
I am especiallygratefulto them.
In the preparationof INFORMATION,Cintra Lofting,CuratorialAssistant,has participated
with untiring thoroughnessand interestin every phase. I am immeasurablyindebtedto her.
Richard Palmer, AssistantDirector of the ExhibitionProgram,has helped with all the
difficultadministrativeproblemswith his customarypatience. April Kingsley,Curatorial
Assistant,has given unstintingattentionto the innumerabletechnicaldetails involved
in organizingthe actual exhibitionand the artists section of the book. Charles Froom,
ProductionManager, has been of crucial value in the installationof the exhibition. T
wish to thank them.
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aVailal:)le to me her "information"on so many of the people repreJane Necol, CuratorialAssistant,has preparedthe important,unorthodox,and necessarily
incompletereading list She has also, with great ingenuity,carried out the search fof
many of the photographsin this hook. She has my gratitude.
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Among many other members of the Museum staff who have helped me in various ways I should
ke^to thank. Emilio Ambasz, Jack Doenias,Arthur Drexler, Helen Franc, Richard Franklin
atricia Freeman,Wilder Green, Charles Hesse, John Hightower,Bernard Karpel Richard
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William Lieberman,Richard Oldenburg,Waldo Rasmussen,William Rubin
eter Schwartz,ElizabethShaw, John Szarkowski, and Susana Torre.
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For their valued assistance,I also wish to thank: Claudio Badal, Walter Bareiss Bvkert
a lery, Leo CastelliGallery,Paula Cooper, Horace de la Soliette Luca Doqi TVifS *
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Pontus Hulten,AlexanderTolas Gallery,Mrs. John Jakobson,Mr. and Mrs. Christopheria^d
FrancescoLeonetti,Bates Lowry, Helen McEachrane,Eva Tom Moehler Pace GaServ
Paz Michael P°rtman,Marta Sahlberg,Seth Siegelaub,Fred Tuten, Lja Vitaaf Lsfon
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Vito ACCONCI
Born 19^-0
, New York
Lives in New York

SERVICEAREA
1. Since I am in a show at the museum, I can use that show, as a service. My
space in the museum functionsas a 'post-office"box':during the exhibition,my
mail is forwardedby the post office to the museum.
2. Because the mail is at the museum, on exhibit,the museum guard's normal ser
vices are used to guard against a 'federaloffense':his functionshifts to that
of a mail guard.
3. The piece is performed (unawares)by the postal service,as the mail travels
to the museum, and by the senders of the mail, wherever they happen to be. I per
form the piece activelyby going to the museum to pick up my mail.

Notes on and around some uses of SERVICE AREA
— In going to the museum, I am performingin a differentstyle my ordinaryrole
of going down to get my mail.
Learningto 'get on the track.' Learning to make equivalent 'goingto the museum'
and 'going for my mail.'
(A performancepiece consistingof 1: a tape of a walk, specifiednumber of steps,
and 2: a live performer running in place, the same number of steps, trying to outrun
the tape.)
(A performancepiece in which a phrase of a song, on record, is played over and over
again until I can sing it, fairly exactly, along with the originalsinger: going on
to the phrase.)
— My performinghere means reactingto stimuli (wantingor needing mail, fearing
that mail might be stolen).
Performingthe piece means going against a form (the materials decreaseas I pick
up the mail). If I do not perform, the materialsbuild up (the mail increases)while
I am at rest. Left alone, the mail seeks equilibrium,which would be reached at the
end of the exhibition(all the mail together in one place: saturation).
Living on the land. (Farmers.)
Living off the land. (Nomads.)(Skimming;scanning.)
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Carl ANDRE
Born 1935 » Quincy, Massachusetts
Lives in New York
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Siah ARMAJANI
Born 1939, Iran (Persia)
Lives in Minneapolis,
Minnesota
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Keith ARNATT
Born 1930, Oxford, England
Lives in Tintern, Chepstow,Monmouthshire
, England

THE CONTENT OF MY WORK IS THE STRATEGYEMPLOYEDTO ENSURE THAT THERE IS NO
CONTENT OTHER THAN THE STRATEGY.
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Terry ATKINSON
David BAINBRIDGE

SCULPTUREETC

Michael BALDWIN (Art & Language Press)

THEORETICALFRAGMENTS

THE ART OF DAVID BAINBRIDGE
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David M. ASKEVOLD
Born 19U0, Conrad, Montana
Lives in Halifax,
Nova Scotia,

3H00T
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John BALDESSARI
Born 1931, NationalCity, California
Lives in National City
PROPOSAL: Possibly an impossibleproject. The idea is to exhibit a cadaver,
rather than a facsimileperson. What is intendedis a double play of sorts
One would possiblybe appalledat seeing the corpse, i.e., the factor of
aestheticdistancewould be broken down; but by controllingthe lighting,stag
ing, etc., so that it approximatesAndrea Mantegna'sDead Christ (makingit look
ike art, refer to what is establishedas art), the shock would be cancelledand
one might be able to look at the tableau with little or no discomfort. The sub«fteVer
-es1hetic°dist:n"

ae

^

iS

^

iSSUe °

toeakin

and

Special room would be built with a glass peephole. Rheostat lighting,refrigera
tion unit would be concealed.
xeirigera

BARRIO
Born 19^5, Porto, Portugal
Lives in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Work realized in Belo Horizonte,Minas Gerais, Brazil, April 20, 1970

Robert BARRY
Born 1936, New York
Lives in New York

ART WORK, 1970
It is always changing.
It has order.
It doesn'thave a specificplace.
Its boundariesare not fixed.
It affects other things.
It may be accessiblebut go unnoticed.
Part of it may also be part of somethingelse.
Some of it is familiar.
Some of it is strange.
Knowing of it changes it.
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FrederickBARTHELME
Born 19^+3,Houston,Texas
Lives in New York

MISCELLANEOUS(2)
19

1931, Siegen, Germany
)rn 193^, Potsdam, Germany
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Mel BOCHNER
Born Pittsburgh,Pennsylvania
Lives in New York

HHiT
lAftiiL

MEASUREMENTSERIES: BY FORMULA (CIRCLE)
Size: Determinedby installation
Medium: Black chalk on wall
2k
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Bill BOLLINGER
Born 1939, New York
Lives in New York

Stig BROEGGER
Born 19Hi, Denmark
Lives in Copenhagen,Denmark

PLACING PLATFORMS
Platform I was placed at Ore Beach near Stubhekoehing
, Denmark,on March 8th, 1970. Plat
form II in front of^the City Hall of Copenhagen,March 21st, 1970. Platform III in
Stroeget (a pedestrianstreet),Copenhagen,March 21st, 1970. Platform IV in front of
Aarhus Artmuseum,Aarhus, Denmark, March 21st, 1970. PlatformV in Jysk Kunst Galerie (an
art gallery),Copenhagen,March 21st, 1970.
All platformsare indenticalat 102 x 102 x 31 centimeters. Each platform carriesmy name,
a number, the date it was placed, altitudeof platform-top. None of the platformswas
kept under observation. A few pictureswere taken during and immediatelyafter the placing
of the platforms. A short film was made. After which the platformswere left alone.
A certain number of platformswill be placed in and around New York immediatelybefore or
during the time of the exhibition. Dates and locationswill not be revealed in advance.
The platformswill be placed without any precedingpermissionbeing obtainedfrom any
authority. Locationswill be chosen accordingto social differencesand the platformswill
be placed by an ordinarytruck company. The platformswill be built in New York.
Informationon when and where platformshave been placed will be transmittedto the museum.
Some^of the platformswill be kept under observationat certain times of individually
varying^timeschedules.^Possible documentationwill be presentedat the museum (photos,
i ' videotape,taped interviews). Some of the platformswill just be placed and then
left alone.
Some of the material collectedmight at a later time be presented as a book, possiblywith
a text (backgroundinformation,speculations,etc.). This of course will be a matter of
economics.
During^the exhibitiona platformwill be placed on the sidewalkoutside the museum as well
as inside the museum.
:

The project in general
FIELD OF FUNCTION - open, works at any type of interaction
value - varying
26
significance- varying

Stanley BROUWN
Born 1935» Paramaribo,Surinam
Lives in Amsterdam,the Netherlands

Stanleybrouwn
willem de zwijgerlaan 60
ansterdan
hoi1and
phone: 020- 1654CB

Victor BURGIN
Born 19^1» Sheffield,England
Lives in London

o
ANY MOMENT PREVIOUS TO
THE PRESENT MOMENT
1
THE
PRESENT MOMENT AND
ONIY THE PRESENT MOMENT
2
ALL
APPARENTLY INDIYICTJAL
OBJECTS DIRECTLY EXPERIENCED
BY YOU AT 1

3
ALL OP YOUR RECOLLECTION AT
1
OP APPARENTLY INDIVIDUAL OBJECTS
DIRECTLY EXPERIENCED BY YOU AT
0
AND KNOWN
TO
HE IDENTICAL
WITH 2

4
ALL CRITERIA BY WHICH YOU MIGHT
DISTINGUISH BETWEEN MEMBERS OP 3
AND 2

5
ALL
OP
YOUR
EXTRAPOLATION PROM
2 AND 3 CONCERNING THE DISPOSITION
OP 2 AT O

6
ALL ASPECTS OP THE DISPOSITION
OP
YOUR OWN BODY AT 1 WHICH
YOU
CONSIDER IN WHOLE OR IN
PART
STRUCTURALLY
ANALOGOUS
WITH THE DISPOSITION OP 2

7

ALL OP YOUR INTENTIONAL BODILY
ACTS PERFORMED UPON ANY MEMBER
OP 2

8
ALL 0' YOUR BODILY SENSATIONS
WHICH
YOU CONSIDER CONTINGENT
UPON YOUR BODILY CONTACT WITH
ANY MEMBER OP 2

9
ALL EMOTIONS DIRECTLY EXPERIENCED
BY YOU AT 1
10
ALL OF YOUR BODILY SENSATIONS
WHICH
YOU CONSIDER CONTINGENT
UPON ANY MEMBER OP 9
11
ALL CRITERIA BY WHICH YOU MIGHT
DISTINGUISH BETWEEN
MEMBERS 0»
10 AND OP 8
12
ALL OP YOUR RECOLLECTION AT
OTHER THAN 3

1

13
ALL ASPECTS 0* 12 UPON 'WHICH
YOU CONSIDER ANY MEMBER OP 9
TO BE CONTINGENT
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Netherlands
Netherlands
W. Germany
W. Germany
W. Germany
W. Germany
W. Germany
Y/.Germany
W. Germany
W. Germany
W. Germany
W. Germany
W. Germany
W. Germany
E. Germany
E. Germany
E. Germany
E.-Germany
E. Germany
E. Germany
E. Germany
E. Germany
E. Germany
E. Germany
E. Germany
E. Germany
Ukraine
U.S.S.R
U.S.S.R
U.S.S.R
U.S.S.R
U.S.S.R
U.S.S.R
U.S.S.R

51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28K
51.28K
51.28N
51.28N
51.28K
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28K
51.28N
51.28N
51.28K
51.26K
51.28K
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28K
51.28N
51.28N
51.28K
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.26K

0.00
0.01E
0.02E
0.04E
0.23E
0.30E
0.43E
3.35E
3.36E
3.40S
3.45E
3-49E
3.53E
3.53E
3~54E
3.5SE
4.00E
4.23E
4.28E
4.40E
4.23E
4.57E
5.HE
5.15E
5.16E
5.25E
5.28E
5.33E
5.40E
5.47E
6.02E
6.03E
6.10E
6.11E
6.22E
7.HE
7.18E
7.20E
7.46E
8.06E
8.20E
8.52E
9.01E
9.10E
9.59E
10.07E
11.06E
11.15E
11.33E
11.40E
11.58E
12.28E
12.38E
12.41E
12.57E
12.59E
13.08E
13.17E
26.03E
37.38E
41.59E
56.43E
60.15E
74.44E
75.46E
91.15E

Cheder
Hurino
Zhipkhegon
De Kastri
Crossfield
Drumheller
Beadle
D'Arcy Station
Simpson
Crookhaven
Sherkin I.
Southerndown
Nash
Cowbridge
Bonvilston
St. Nicholas
Cold Ashton
Karshfield
Chippenham
Y/elford
Bradfield
Reading
Heathrow
Islev/orth,bor
Richmond, bor
Richmond
I'ortlake
Barnes, bor
Putney
Battersea, bor
Brixton
Camberwell, bor
Greenwich,

U.S.S.R
U.S.S.R
U.S.S.R
U.S.S.R
Alberta
Alberta
Saskatchewan
Saskatchewan
Saskatchewan
Cork, Ire.
Cork, Ire.
Glamorgan, Wales
Glamorgan, Y/ales
Glamorgan, Y/ales
Glamorgan, Y/ales
Glamorgan, Y/ales
C-los, Eng.
Glos, Eng.
Y/ilts, Eng.
Berks, Eng.
Berks, Eng.
Berks, Eng.
T
Eng.
ili^dx, Eng.
Uiddx, Eng.
lliddx, Eng.
Surrey, Eng.

Surrey, Eng.
London, Eng.
London. Eng.
London, Eng.
London, Eng.
London, Eng.

51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28K
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.26N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28K
51.28N
51.28K
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
5H28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28N
51.28H
51.28N
51.28N

94.45E
104.25E
110.09E
140.46E
114.01Y/
H2.40V/
109.00'./
108.32V/
105.26Y/
9.43W
9.25W
3.36Y/
3.30Y/
3.27W
3.23V/
3.20.7
2.227/
2.19V/
2.07W
1.25'rY
1,08'./
0.59W
0.27V/
0.20V/
0.19V/
0.18V/
0.16W
0.157/
0.14V/
0.10V/
0.C6W
0.05V/
0.00

Data extractedfrom The Times Atlas of the World Mid-CenturyEdition,London, The
Times PublishingCompany,Ltd. , 1955
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Daniel BUREN
Born 1938, Boulogne,Seine, France
Lives in Paris

s i I .'

The only possible informationabout my work is to really see it.
Because every picture is illusion/transformation/reduction,
ny informationon my work is just a deformationof it.
he photographabove is taken in Monthelon Square, Paris.
\ &l
as informationabout my work rather than as a photo
graph of my work itself.
p
°

Donald BURGY
Born 1937, New York
Lives in Bradford,
Massachusetts

Documentation of the
pregnancy of Mrs. Geoffrey Moran
on 3/1/69 and the
birth of Sean Moran
on 3/11/69.

Contents
Birth photographs
Body measurements
Body photographs
Delivery room records
Labor room records

Donald Burgy
March, 1969
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Ian BURN
Born 1939» Australia
Lives in New York
Mel RAMSDEN
Born 19bh, Nottingham,England
Lives in New York

PROCEEDINGS
Formal reasoningargues for the distinctionof the grammaticalfeatures
of a propositionas separatefrom the facts represented. This may lead
to antinomybetween grammaticaland factualquestions,althoughif the
factual traits of the format OBJECT OF ART are admitted,we can in effect
forsee such a difficulty. Admittingsuch aquaintancewith the customary
applications(ie. instancesof use of the proposition)means that any
analysispresupposesthat "art-object"is existentand a given entity.
The short-comingsof this view are obvious;however,we contend that,
since "art-object"is being creditedwith some measure of ontological
status,we are not involved,on this level at least, in any existential
assertions. However this again allows undue emphasisto be awarded to
the subjectof the proposition,ie. the objects about which "of art"
is being predicated. (It is essentialto point out here that, in using
the term "object",anythingwhich can satisfy the syntax of its place
within the propositionis implied.)
Propositionalformats,which have been argued previously(Proceedings,
Feb. 1970), may be seen as entailingan application,so there is a long
history of spuriouslymaterial "
of art" linked directlywith
experience.^ A historicalresidueof applicationsor objects (asserted
as "as art") might mislead one into regardingthese applicationsas
non syntactical,that is, as somehow "given"rather than as a component
term within a necessaryline of argument (syntax). Within the proposition,
object , or rather the sign "
", is merely syntacticaland is not
contingentupon particularexternalmaterialsetc. RichardVon Mises
(cf. his "Positivism")has remarkedthat "apparentlymaterialassertions,
if studiedmore thoroughly,often prove to be syntacticalsentences",
and revealingthem to be such has been described (cf. Carnap) as a
translationfrom the "material"mode to the "formal"mode.
Thus, in the formal mode, it would be misleadingto uphold "
" as
entailedby and contingentupon the appearanceand presenceof any material
facts.
of art" cannot be manipulatedas if it were a fact and not
an assertion. Indeed, an object phaze of the "
" has to be based
within the propositionalformat to be within a necessarypart of the
argument; so this syntax precedes the conditionsof such apparent
assertions
.
Acknowledgingsuch applicationof propositionalargumentstressesthat
arguments material ramifications;however, it is being maintainedin
these proceedingsthat such ramificationsare insignificant,or, at least,
that it is insignificantto uphold such ramificationswhen faced with
the more radical formal mode. Materialmaneuverscannot contradict
formal rules. If the propositionalargumententails an application
within the materialmode, then admittedlyan anomaly of a kind is being
put forward. Assuming that, with the present propositionin mind, one
wanted to keep as close to the formal argumentas possible,then one has
either to "reduce"applicationto a strictlyfunctionalcondition,or,
completelydisregardboth the formal and functionalmode (and these could
32
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be related in this instance)and remain along the materialstratum. The
latterwould permit the arrangingof applicationsand the considerationof
the respectivemerits of various objects as "as art" despite this entailing
the functioningconditionsand constancyof the propositionas a prerequisite.
Now a propositionsuch as "
of art" could be seen as sharing,along
with the propositionsof formal logic, a disinterestin the eventualmeaning
or material-subject-matter
of its propositions. It is here that one must
decide on priorities:whether to comprehenda necessaryand formal argument,
or, to delimit the provinceof significantassertionsto an ostensible
materialmode. Isolationand analysisof possiblesyntaxesought to be
made prior to prescriptionof materialformats. It is one distinct
standpointto apprehend"
of art" by recognizingmaterialcharacteristics
but quite another to comprehendthat the "
" ought to functioncognizably
as a formal argument!
To repeat,we should acknowledgethat stylisticshifts presupposethe
constancyand supportof the formal propositionalfunction,althoughthese
shifts cannot contradictnor effect this function.
It might be possiblenow to considerbriefly conditionsunder which the
present propositionalformat may appear as necessary. For example,it
could be assumed:if "
" can be asserted,and if^ "of art" is an
assertion,then "
" can be assertedas "of art". The conclusionmay
appear as necessarybut only by maintainingthe conditionalstatements.
Admittedlythere is little advantagein such a breakdownother than to
individuatethe terms of the argument. The propositionmight also appear
as necessaryif the differencebetween stating the propositionas "object
ar an(
art" is studied. Then "object"can be seen as
referentialand standingas the subjectwithin a normal subject-predicate
syntax,whereas "
" stands only for the syntacticalplace in this
same syntax. It might be conceivablewithin these conditionsto allow,
by some extension,that "
of art" is formallynecessary.
Furtheralternativeswould eventuallymake it necessaryto ask whether
this syntax is the only one that is devisable,or whether a propositionis
requiredat all! (Existentialconsiderationsof "art" are illusory,it's
always of "of art".)
If it is granted: it is not "what" one says with the languagebut the
languageone uses to say it, then this touchesupon a fundamentaland
problematictenet of so—called analytic"or "pure" conceptualart which
deservesnot to be completelyneglectedin these proceedings. It is
assumed that in discussionof "works of art" the functioningof these works
is implied and not the subject-material
or embellishment. It is postulated
that functionis determinedwithin the formal mode (the importanceof this
mode is along a syntactical"where" level, in the sense of uncovering
possible formal strata).
As has been stated, the distinctionbetween the formal and the material
mode is upheld stronglybecause the formal mode predeterminesthe "working"

of the materialmode. In fact, the stance taken against the object-as-art
by a number of the "analytic"artistshas occurredin part becausematerial
embellishmentand maneuversare so ineffectualin determininga function.
Its functionis predeterminedonce it is realizedas an object. A related
analogywas made (cf. M.Ramsden,"Noteson Genealogies")between the
functionand embellishmentof a chair. (Of course, this distinctionis
clearerin the instanceof a chair than it is with the apparently"useless"
functioningof "
of art".)
Continuinganalysisof the currentpropositionalformat is likely to provoke
at least a revisionof these conditions. It is not inconsistenttherefore
to begin formulationof terms for conditionsapart from the currentones.
This is, as Terry Atkinsonhas remarked,a fundamentaltenet of conceptualart.
Possibleformal appraisalmight involvea sort of "steppingback" from the
presentlyprescribedstructuring. (It becomes insufficientto merely
fulfillall the moves and roles which define the "institution's"
structure.)
Initiallythis renders redundantthe role of artist-as-supplier-of-objectsarranged-according-to-taste,
while at the same time compellingthe adoption
of what might be assumed as a meta-language. But to speak of a meta
languagesuggeststhat there is a stratumof centralconcernwhich is the
language. The conceptof strict boundariescounts mainly in the case of
materialcategoriesand is not as importantin formal analysis.
In the materialmode the assertionand syntax of "
of art" has to be
taken for granted. This kind of stratificationrules out the material
mode as a provinceof significantassertions. Materialassertionsare in
the main part irrelevant,if not directlymisleading,consideringthat
"
" is syntacticaland is not dependanton the possessionof certain
material characteristics.
As far as categorizationof the subject-material
in an ostensiblymaterial
"
" is concerned,one may propose the relationalmethod: (for instance)
for A to be an X, it must depend on A exhibitingsome featuresof an R,
which is already known to be an X. However, this kind of categorization
is restrictedto the materialmode, ie. it is the morphologyof a class
which is being maintainedand graded. Now, in contrast,the "declarative"
method reduces any possiblesubject-material
to a place in the propositional
format; "
" is propositionallyincludedbecause it is syntactically
requiredto assume this position. As far as classificationgoes, its
material appearance,contraryto the formermethod.,is now irrelevant.
It is more significantsyntactically"where" the assertionis going to be
made rather than from "what" it is going to be made. In this sense, there
is no need to individuatebetween "The Hay-Wain"and Duchamp's"Urinal".
(And it does not seem a determiningfactor here that both can be identified,
since both have been asserted,within the so-called"art-context".This muchpromoted context,if it is seen as galleries,museums,magazinesetc. seems
to be a haphazard conglomerateframeworkderived from what has been most
suitable for prior applications.)

For proceduresto be maintainedoutside of application,it cannot simply be
a curtailingof specificmaterialresults (for example,by the de-materiali
zationof one's subjects). The assertiveor declarativemethod remains
dealingwith the "
" as a subject-material
which preventssyntactical
analysisalong the formal stratum. Though material assertionshave been an
adequateprovinceof investigation,this is not of issue now; such assertions
are revealedas restingon formal assumptions. It is still hypothetical
whether propositionscan be developedwhich are necessaryand in which ob
viously factual constituentswould no longer count.
Syntacticallyanythingwill operate in the "
" and it would be reasonable
to assert (say) Sixth Avenue as "as art". But it is only reasonableas long
as Sixth Avenue remainsa componentterm (ie. remains as a subject)of the
propositionalconditions. One might dispute this particularassertiononly
within a materialmode (whichdoes not count) and on such basis as it is not
the subject to be given prominenceaccordingto one's taste etc. One can
not oppose Sixth Avenue on syntacticalgrounds.
With the above in mind somethingcan be mentionedabout possibilitiesof
definitionand exemplarydefinition. It appears that these can only be made
in the materialmode and are usually restrictedto a particularsubjectlanguage. In this sense, Sixth Avenue could not exemplifyunless a
"language"is derived for "
" consistingentirelyof the various avenues,
Fifth, Lexington,etc. of Manhattan. Only then might Sixth be judged the
best etc. So exemplaryfeaturesremain in the subjectsand cannot be up
graded to an ingredientof "of art". (Exemplification
has to be made nonsyntactically
, that is, in the materialmode; a strong case could also be
made for its being synthetic. In fact, analyticpropositionshave been
designatedas linguisticand syntheticones as factual.)
With a propositionof the sort "art entails application",it is temptingto
visualizeapplication;this is not easy to avoid. The establishingof an
alternateset of conditionseschewssuch applications. Regardingsuch an
activity,P.W. Bridgmanhas pointed out that "things"should be considered
in terms of "doings"and "happenings",that componentparts of an activity
must be performedin a specifiedorder, and that for completespecification
the performermust also be specified (on the specificationof a performer,
see "the alien" in D. Bainbridge's"Notes on Ml").
So PROPOSITIONALARGUMENTShave priorityover materialconstituents(after
analysishas taken place through inductionfrom the material to the formal
mode). It is hypotheticaljust how much "completespecification"
would in
volve; the expoundingof alternateconditionscould enter a regress (with
specificationssupportingspecifications!)
and it is arguablehow far this
would extend. However,planning,proceedingsand specificationsmay be
valued for the extent of their completeness. The argumentcounts.
March 1970
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L, Detroit,Michigan
New York

JamesLee Byars is the Poet Laureateof the UnitedStates"

Jorge Luis CARBALLA
Born 1937, Buenos Aires, Argentina
Lives in Buenos Aires

ChristopherCOOK
Born 1932, Boston,Massachusetts
Lives in Andover,Massachusetts
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Roger CUTFORTH
Born 19^, Lincolnshire,England
Lives in New York

24 April 69

Lat.32°54'N Long.l3°ll
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Photographof NOON TIME-PIECE3 in collaborationwith George Willcox

NOON TIME-PIECE. April 1969
Calendarof 30 days recorded.
Reading of place.
Photographsat 12:00 noon each day.
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Hanne DARBOVEN
Born 19I+I, Munich,
Lives
in Hamburg,

Germany
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Since he first came East in 1960, a
Gahfornian named Walter de Maria has
established himself as a kind of high
ground °H
artistic under
ground.
HisMideas are outrageous,
as he
apparently intends them to be. De Ma
ria aims not to please but to force the
viewer into studying his work and puz!
zling out its meanings. If the effort is infuriating more often than not, that makes
no difference in De Maria's view
simnM Z™ a
» a tantalizing
simplicity— a column of polished steel
a square sheet of blank paper with a sin'
gle word such as "Sky" fettered on
a TZZ
h with a smaI1 Plaque in
t labeled "Suicide." Each is intended
to convey or stimulate some arcane
fey or fiendish compulsion or conceit. '
d5
has made him, among
other things, a founding father of that
know
°
style of sculpture
known as Minimal art. In 1961, when
De Maria was still a neophyte artist
he built two plain wood boxes. They dif
fered from later Minimal artists' boxes
primarily by being open and fiHed with
wood blocks. De. Maria intended the
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Beyond Earthworks. The triumph of
helping to prophesy into existence three
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s previous ones, Manhattan's with-it
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Just as U.S. servicemen and college
students tack pictures of Raquel Welch
or travel posters on their walls, so mer
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DE MARIA WITH "BED OF SPIKES"

TIME, MAY 2, 1969

Jan DIBBETS
Born 191+1
, Weert, the Netherlands
Lives in Amsterdam,the Netherlands

How do you want to be representedin the catalogue? A page is the size of this
sheet and each artist will have one page.

Photographsof the piece in the show?

Photographsof a previouspiece?

Other photographs,

By a statement?

In any other way?

By

pctfe*",
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Gerald FERGUSON
Born 1937, Cincinnati,Ohio
Lives in Halifax,Nova Scotia, Canada
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PORTRAITURE
Garry Kennedy
November11, 1969 5.-20PM AST
French Village,Nova Scotia, Canada
Sprayed canvas
36 x 36 inches
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Rafael FERRER
Born 1933, San Juan, Puerto Rico
Lives in Philadelphia,Pennsylvania

HOMAGE TO MANZONI: BASE MAGICA

Barry FLANAGAN
Born 19^1, Prestatyn,Wales
Lives in London
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Group FRONTERA
Buenos Aires, Argentina
Adolfo BRONOWSKI
Carlos ESPARTACO
Mercedes ESTEVES
Ines GROSS
INFORMATIONAND CULTURE
TV (used by us on the instrumentallevel) is a technicalsystem that distributescultural
items: decidedly(new) informations
. It is, at the same time, a very importantmeans of
mass communication. As for the word "information,"it is necessaryto place it in a
pluralisticsituationin order to differentiate(and separate)it from mathematicalmea
surementof the originalityof a message. "Informations"are new facts of transitory
character. Culture,on the other hand, is destinedto "furnish"the minds of the
receivers.
One fundamentalproblem posed by TV is the role its programingplays in the construction
of the culture of a society.
Does TV now know how to package and conditionthe message? A formula occurs to us:
"viewersper hour" distributedin a given area for a certain fee. (Thisproblem is com
pletely foreign to us.)
How do we carry out our TV? How is a televisionnetwork realized? The object of our
work: to formulatea theory of the role of mass media in identifyinga culture.
Culture is the furnishingsof individualminds. Everyonehas his own culture,but we can
still speak of the culture of a certain society - the over-all image of the style of the
individualfurnishings- of which a catalog is made by the institutionsof social memory:
libraries,record libraries,museums, collections,etc. These present to us a qualitative
aspect of the knowledgeof elements;that is, a culturalconcretion. How is this culture
establishedin society?
1) The old culture,whose image underlieshumanisticthought,was establishedessentially
on the basis of a great disparitybetween the differentsocial levels. It suggeststhe
idea of a culturalpyramid,which, theoretically,finds its fundamentalsource in educa
tion. To develop the image, we shall say that the perceptionsproposed to us by the
phenomenaof the outsideworld are projectedby our conscienceon a "referencescreen,"
which is culture. What we know is a priori: the traditionalimage is constituted,in
principle,of a regular,orderly,hierarchicalnetwork, a little like a code of routes
containingmain roads, secondaryroads, and crossroads
.
2) The (new) culture is essentiallydifferent;we'll call it a "mosaic." It is based on
the idea of the existenceof two social levels. One is the masses, fed by mass media,
submergedin the continualflux of messages of all kinds, swallowingwithout effort or
durationwidely disparatefragmentsof knowledge,perpetuallycondemnedto oblivion.
Culture takes on jo. statisticaland passive character;it retains few elements of knowledge
- the mosaic fragmentsthat we shall call "culturemes
." The other level, "the intellec
tual society"of creators (in the most prosaic sense of the word), is also submergedin
the culture "mosaic,"but acts in a differentway: it absorbs the elementsproposed to it
in order to deliver a series of more or less originalmessages that will be sent out
through the mass media.
In other words, the mass media - press, radio, and television,above all - are the
"connection"between the intellectualsociety and the masses. All of the messages
receivedby the masses are disparate,disjointed,often contradictory;they will haphaz
ardly remain fixed in the individual'smind, serving as his "referencescreen" of
"culture." As opposed to the old culture,there are no orientationpoints, no orderly
network,no real way; only probabilities,elementsmore frequentthan others, fragmentsof
knowledge,resultswithout foundationsand general ideas without application,key-words
and outstandingpoints in the culturallandscape.
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The introductionof a micro-mediuminto the mass media is
ITINERARYOF EXPERIENCE

1
1. Exteriorview of the
recording"booth
2. Person enteringthe booth
3. Person listeningto a
questionand preparingto
answer
h. Person leaving the booth
and approachingthe playback
TV mechanism
5. Person watchingplayback
of tape
1+8
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1. With what do you associate"blood?
Group FRONTERA
2. What role do you think the family plays?
3. What is pleasure for you?
k. Why is love made?
5. Why do people eat?
6. What do you do for a living?
7. Why do people struggle?
8. What do people eat?
9. When do you joke? Why?
10. Would you make love in public?
11. Would you change your sex?
12. Do you search for new ways of making love?
13. Would you strip in public? Why?
lb.
Is the shape of things importantto you?
15. How do you define power?
16. Do you accept pornography?
17. Do you make love as many times as you would like to?
18. Why do you dress?
19. What do you dress up for?
20. Have you ever thought of being a bum?
21. Do you depend on anything in particular?
22. What do you do to imagine things?
23. Do you repeat an action daily? Why?
2k. Are you obedient? To what?
25. What does the word "order" suggestto you?
26. Would you steal? Why?
27. What belongs to you the most?
28. Are you an organizedperson? What for?
29. What does the word "organization"suggest to you?
30. Is there anythingmore importantthan sexual intercourse?
31. What do you admire in a child?
32. When do you look at the sun?
33. What is importantin the differencebetween the sexes?
3U. Is it importantfor you to prove the existenceof God? Why?
35. Would you like to know yourself?
36. What does the word "comfort"suggest to you?
37. What is perversionfor you?
38. How do you explain injustice?
39. What role does money play in your life?
kO. Why do you live in the city?
Hi. Why would you lie?
1+2. Would you accept suicide?
1+3. How do you think death should be?
1+1+.Why would you fight with someone?
1+5. Could you change yourself if you wanted to?
1+6. When do you think you conform?
1+7. What does work mean to you?
U8. What place does God have in your life?
1+9. Do you consideryourself a conventionalperson? Why?
50. In what sense have you changed in the past five years?
51. Explain why you are here.
52. What is happiness?
53. Describeyour mate or your love relationship.
5I+. Could you be friendswith a homosexual? Why?
55. What is prostitution?
56. Do you consideryourself a healthy person? Why?
57. Do you work in what you like the most?
58. What do you do when you've got nothing to do?
59. If you could choose again, would you be what you are now?
60. How do you think you make choices?
61. Do you think of your future? How?
62. What is your opinion of marriage?
1+9

Hamish FULTON
Born 19^6, London, England
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we describe to you with picture and word* a
sculpture which began on the last Saterdav in
November of *69 we had just made some cocoa when
it began to snow so we positioned
ourselxes at the
window as we began to look we felt our*e|\es
taken
into a sculpture of overwhelming
puritx life and peace
a rare and new art-piece we thank you for being with
us for these few moments
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12 FOC'RNIER STREET, LONDON

El. ENGLAND.

TEL. 01-2470161
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Wewouldhonestlyliketo
sayhow happywe are
to besculptors.

'ART FORALL.' 12 FOURNIERSTREET.LONDON. E.1 Tel. 247 0161

It is our intentionto bring to
everyonea realisationof the
beautyand necessity
of our sculpture.

'ART FORALL.' 12 FOURNIERSTREET.LONDON. E.1 Tel. 247 0161

STf*

It is importantfor newsculptorsto
cometo termswith themodern
limitationsof sculpture,apparent
only throughthe feelingof theeye.

Withthetearsstreamingdownour
faceswe appealto you to rejoice
in thelife of the world of art.

ART FOR ALL,' 12 FOURNIER STREET.LONDON. E.1 Tel. 247 0161

'ART FORALL.' 12 FOURNIERSTREET.LONDON. E.1 Tel 247 0161
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Dan GRAHAM
Born 191+2,Urbana, Illinois
Lives in New York
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3, 573, 000, 000. 00000000 miles
205. 00000000 miles
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.00367000 miles
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to edge of known universe
to edge of galaxy (Milky Way)
to edge of solar system (Pluto)
to Washington, D. C.
to Times Square, New York City
to Union Square subway stop
to corner 14th St. and First Ave.
to front door, Apart. ID, 153 1st Ave.
to typewriter paper page
to lens of glasses
to cornea from retinal wall

Hans HAACKE
Born 1936, Cologne,GermanyLives in New York

Proposal
POLL OF MOMA VISITORS
Two transparentballot boxes are positionedin the exhibition,
one for each answer to an either-orquestion referring to a
current socio-politicalissue. The question is posted with the
ballot boxes. The ballots cast in each box are counted photoelectricallyand the state of the poll at any given time during
the exhibitionis availablein absolute figures.
Visitors of the museum are given one ballot each with the purchase
of an entrance ticket. Holders of membershipcards and courtesy
passes receive a ballot from the guards at the entrance.Their
passes are to be marked so as to prevent the receipt of more than
one ballot. The guards also hand out one ballot to each visitor on
days when the museum entry is free. All ballots are numbered con
secutively.
The number of ballots handed out, the number of tickets sold, the
number of free pass entries and the number of free day visitors
are entered into a chart with the ballot boxes every day. The museum
instructsits personnel to make sure that no interferencewith the
polling process occurs and that no more than one ballot will be cast
by each visitor. The personnel and the visitors are requested to
report any irregularitiesto Hans Haacke, c/o Howard Wise Gallery,
50 W 57 St.,New York, N.Y. immediately.

Sample of charts

Dates
Tickets solds
Entries with artist,
membership,courtesy
pass, opening guestss
Entries on free days
Total entries:
Ballots handed outs
Ballots in box is
Ballots in box 2S
Certifyingaccuracy of figures for MOMA:
57

Ira Joel HABER
Born 19^7, New York
Lives in New York
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STATEMENTFOR INFORMATIONWALL WORK
I will exhibit pages from a booklet called "Presidents01 the United States."
This^booklet is publishedby The American Corporation,publishersof the Encyclopedia
Americana,as a public service. The cost of the booklet is ten cents. I sent for
it, and received it by mail. This booklet is one example of informationthe public
can obtain inexpensively. There are thirty-sixpages to this wall work; each page
measures seven and three quarter inches by four and one half inches. These pages
should be attachedto a wall in the museum in the followingway: Four rows of nine
pages each. The pages should be attachedto the wall by small pieces of masking
tape at the top of each page. There should be one quarter inch of space between
each page, and each row. The pages should be mounted from left to right in the
correct chronologicalorder of the presidents,beginningwith George Washington,and
ending with Riohard M. Nixon.
I am interestedin booklets,pamphlets,and other forms of inexpensivepublications
as an informationdevice. The reason I chose to convey informationabout the presi
dents of the United States is because of my own personal interestin American History,
and my interestin acknowledgedsequencesof facts. The present arrangementis
arbitrary,and personal. Other arrangementscould be:
one row of thirty-sixpages,
two rows of eighteenpages,
three rows of twelve pages,
six rows of six pages,
nine rows of four pages.
If this work is to be repeated after Richard Nixon leaves office, then the only possible
arrangementwould be one row of thirty-sevenpages.
March 28, 1970
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Randy HARDY
Born 19hk, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania
Lives in New York

The tool must fit in hand.

The pond is still —
wood.

like a piece of uncut

The tool must have those qualitieswhich
permit it to "bounce"over water.

The tool is active —

The pond must have a surface diameterof
at least 150 feet.

The tool's path merges with the pond's
surface.

like a chisel.

The tool cuts the pond.
The tool sinks to the bottom of the pond
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Michael HEIZER
Born 19UU, Berkeley,California
Lives in New York

Hans HOLLEIN
Born 193^, Vienna, Austria
Lives in Vienna

SITES. 196k
Various locationshave "beenselected,photographed,and declaredas sites for nonbuildings,subterraneanbuildings,or slight modificationsof the surface.
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Douglas HUEBLER
Born 19U2, Ann Arbor, Michigan
Lives in Bradford,Massachusetts
LOCATIONPIECE #28. New England,December 19&9
On December 11, 1969, a photographwas made of the driver of an automobileor truck
who looked at the occupantsof the car that was, at that moment passing his, or her,
vehicle. The camera was located in the "passingcar." The "moments"representthe
followingrates of speed: 5; 10; 15; 20; 25; 30; 35; ^0; U5; 50; 55; 60; 65; TO;
75 miles per hour.
Fifteenphotographs,none "keyed"to a specificrate of speed, join with this state
ment to constitutethe form of this piece.
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Peter HUTCHINSON
Born 1930, London
Lives in New York
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MOLDPIECE

Blowup of red bread mold from Peter Hutchinson'sParicutinProject (a 250-foot-long
strip of bread and mold at crater'sedge producedby volcanic steam - January 1970),
This photo is a third-generationmold brought back from Paricutinby the artist,
regrown and photographedin New York.
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RichardsJARDEN
Born 19^-7
» Philadelphia,Pennsylvania
Lives in Halifax,Nova Scotia, Canada

"ANGLE,FACIAL. The angle formed on the face "bytwo straightlines drawn from the
"baseof the nose, the one to the "baseof the ear, the other to the most projecting
point on the forehead. In antique statuesthe facial angle is generally90°. As
a general principle it may he said that intelligenceis proportionalto the facial
angle. It is at any rate an incontestablefact that the lower one descends in the
human race, the more the facial angle diminishes."

,

Jules Adeline, The Adeline Art Dictionary New York, FrederickUngar, 1966,
p. 15
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Stephen KALTENBACH
Born 19^+0,Battlecreek,Michigan
Lives in New York
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On KAWARA
13,703 days

"ONE MILLION YEARS"

All the Informationof Mankind on the Earth
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Joseph KOSUTH
Born USA
Lives in New York

ONE AND THREE CHAIRS. 1965

At its most strict and radical extreme the art I call conceptualis such because it is
based on an inquiry into the nature of art. Thus, it is not just the activityof con
structingart propositions,but a working out, a thinking out, of all the implications
of all aspects of the concept "art." Because of the implied duality of perceptionand
conceptionin earlier art a middle-man (critic)appeareduseful. This art both annexes
the functionsof the critic, and makes a middlemanunnecessary. The other system:
artist-critic-audience
existedbecause the visual elements of the "how" construction
gave art an aspect of entertainment,thus it had an audience. The audienceof conceptual
art is composedprimarilyof artists - which is to say that an audienceseparate from
the participantsdoesn't exist. In a sense then art becomes as "serious"as science or
philosophy,which don't have "audiences"either. It is interestingor it isn't, just as
one is informedor isn't. Previously,the artist's "special"status merely relegatedhim
into being a high priest (or witch doctor) of show business.
This conceptualart, then, is an inquiryby artists that understandthat artisticactivity
is not solely limited to the framing of art propositions,but further,the investigation
of the function,meaning, and use of any and all (art) propositions,and their considera
tion within the concept of the general term "art." And as well, that an artist's depen
dence on the critic or writer on art to cultivatethe conceptualimplicationsof his art
propositions,and argue their explication,is either intellectualirresponsibility
or the
naivestkind of mysticism.
Fundamentalto this idea of art is the understandingof the linguisticnature of all art
propositions,be they past or present, and regardlessof the elementsused in their construction.
This concept of American "conceptual"art is, I admit, here definedby my own characteri
zation,and understandably,is one that is related to my own work of the past few years.
My activityas an artist should be consideredas one which is separatefrom the "construc
tion" of significantindividual"works." My activities,since 19^5» have consistedof a
series of investigationswhich are comprisedof propositionson/about/of "art." "Master
pieces" imply "heroes"and I believe in neither.
Every unit of an (art) propositionis only that which is functioningwith a larger frame
work (the proposition)and every propositionis only a unit which is functioningwithin a
larger framework (the investigation)and every investigationis only a unit which is
functioningwithin a larger framework (my art) and my art is only a unit which is function
ing within a larger framework (the concept "art") and the concept art is a conceptwhich
has a particularmeaning at a particulartime but which exists only as an idea used by
living artists and which ultimatelyexists only as information.
To attempt an "iconic"grasp of only a part or unit of the above paragraph (whichmeans to
considerone action a potential "masterpiece")is to separatethe art's "language"from
its "meaning"or "use." The art is the "whole"not "part." And the "whole"only exists
conceptually.
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ChristineKOZLOV
Born 19^5, New York
Lives in New York
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THE MUSEUMOF MODERNART 21 WEST53 ST NYK

PARTICULARSRELATEDTO THE INFORMATIONNOT CONTAINEDHEREIN
CONSTITUTETHE FORMOF THIS ACTION
C KOZLOV.

SF-1201 (R5-69)

flegpam

(0 t
containing
no information.
(2) Ppesentat»on/won-«PppsentationPFPPODUCTlON FROM AWT NEWS AT THE N. Y. CULTURAL CENTER. (3) INFOPMATlONs NO THEORY- LOOP TAPE ONLY ON PFCOPD. NEW INFOPMATlON EPASES
OLO INFOPMATlON. PPOOF OF THE EXISTENCE OF THE INFORMATION OOFS IN
FACT NOT EXIST IN ACTUALITY, BUT IS BASEO ON PFOBlBlLlTY. (4)
A
SEPIES OF CABLES SENT DUPING THE EXHIBITION SUPPLYING INFOPMATION
ABOUT THE AMOUNT OF CONCEPTS PEJECTED DUPING THAT TIME. (5) FIGURA
TIVE WOPK WHICH IS A LISTING OF EVERYTHING EATEN FOP A PEPlOS OF SIX
MONTHS. (6) 271 PLANK SHEFTS OF PAPER CORRESPONDING TO 2^1 DAYS OF
CONCEPTS REJECTED. (7) RECOPDEO SOUND OF BELL TELEPHONE OPERATOR
STATING TIME (DURATION 24 HOURS). CB) INFORMATION OPIFT: COMBINED
RECORDINGS Or NEWS BULLETINS OF THE SHOOTINGS OF ANDY WARHOL AND
Ropept Kennedy.
(9) Film no. 2 white ledep-16 mm-ioo feet,
(io) Film
NO. I ALL BLACK (EXPOSED)
BMM-IOO FEET.
( ll)
PRACTICE
PROJECT,
LEARN
ING HOW TO TYPE AND ENDING WITH NON-PROSE NON-POEM LANGUAGE, SYSTEM/
STPUCTUPE:
CONTEXT OF LEARNING HOW TO TYPE,
ACCOMPLISHMENT:
I. LEARNED
HOW TO TYPE, 2. CONCEPTUAL NON-CONCEPTUAL
'APT* .
(l2)
COMPOSITIONS
FOP

AudioStructurea cooingsystemfop souno.
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John Latham
Born 1921, Africa
Lives in London

BarryLE VA
Born 19Ul,Long Beach,California
Livesin Minneapolis,
Minnesota

NOTES FOR POSSIBLEPIECES

THE EQUALALL-SIDEDPRESSURE
IN THE CRUST OP THE EARTH DUE
TO THE WEIGHT OP THE OVERLYING
ROCKS.

A BED WHICH,BECAUSEIT LACKS
STRENGTHOR COHESIVENESS,
IS
UNABLETO LIFT ITS OWN OR THE
WEIGHTABOVE IT WITHOUT
BREAKING.

RESIDUALACCUMULATIONS
OP
COARSERPARTICLESPROM WHICH
THE FINER MATERIALHAS BLOWN
AWAT.

72

A ROLLINGMASS OP PARTLY
CONDENSEDWATER VAPOR,DUST,
AND ASH, HIGHLY CHARGEDWITH
ELECTRICITY.

SAND BLOWN OPP A MESA TOP INTO
A VALLEY OR CANYONMAY FORM A
SOLID WALL, SLOPINGAT THE
ANGLE OP REST OP DRY SAND OR A
PAN EXTENDINGDOWNWARDPROM A
RE-ENTRANTIN THE MPSA WALL.

Sol LE WITT
Born 1928, Hartford,
Lives in New York

Connecticut

PROPOSAL FOR WALL DRAWING, INFORMATION SHOW

Within

four

adjacent

souares,

each 4 • by 4 1,
four

draftsmen

will

be employed

at $4.00/hour
for four hours a day
and for four days to draw straight lines
4 inches long
using four different colored pencils;
9H bled-, red, yellow and blue.
Each draftsmen will use the same color throughout
the four day period,
working on a different square each day.
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Lucy R. LIPPARD
Lives in New York

n
M

A B_S_ EN .T E_E_
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I
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ABSENCE: l) withdrawal,nonexistence,nonresidence
, nonpresence,nonattendance
,
disappearance,dispersion. 2) emptiness,void, vacuum, vacuity,vacancy, depletion,
exhaustion,exemption,"blank,clean slate, tabula rasa. 3) absentee,truant. U) nobody,
no body, nobody present, nobody on earth, not a soul, nary a soul, nobody under the sun,
nary one, no one, no man, never a one.
Be absent, absent oneself,go away, stay away, keep away, keep out of the way, slip away,
slip off, slip out, hold aloof, vacate. Colloq hooky, cut, not show up, not show, French
Leave, SpanishPox, make oneself scarce. Slang, go A.W.O.L.,jump, skip,
l) absent, away, missing,missing in action, lost, wanting, omitted,nowhere to be found,
out of sight, gone, lacking,away from home. Absent Without OfficialLeave, abroad,
overseas,overlooked,overseen,on vacation. Colloq. minus. 2) empty, vacant, void,
vacuous,untenanted,unoccupied,uninhabited,uninhibited,tenantless,deserted,abandoned,
devoid, forsaken,bare, hollow, blank, clear, dry, free from, drained. Colloq. Godfor
saken.
Nowhere,elsewhere,neither here nor there, somewhereelse, not here. Dial.-nowheres.
Without,wanting, lacking,less minus, sans.
SEE ALSO PRESENCE
*
Games are situationscontrivedto permit simultaneousparticipationof
many people in some significantpattern of their own corporatelives.
1311819811212 13312218111+
PART I
A. For each artist in the exhibitionwhose name begins with a vowel, proceed as follows:
go to the Museum of Modern Art Library and look under the artist'sname in the general
card catalogue. From the first book or article entered under his last name (whetheror
not it is his own name), transcribethe 2l+thsentence (2+9+6+l+6+0=2H)
. If there is
nothing under that name, take the first name occurringin the cataloguethat begins the
same way and has the most beginning letters in common with the artist'sname (e.g. for

*The followinginstructionswere sent to KynastonMcShine in lieu of an Index to the
INFORMATIONcatalogue,for which the necessaryinformationdid not arrive in time. When
I realized it would not, I decided to substitutesome absentee informationarrived at by
chance. I opened a paperbackedition of Roget's Thesaurusto ABSENCE,hoping to get some
ideas. The book had been given to me, second-hand,by a friend in December 1969; I had
not opened it until this point (Wednesday,April 15, 1970, 3:30 PM, in Carboneras, Spain).
When I did so, I found not only the entry above (now cut and revised)but two red tickets,
unused, inscribedas follows: Museum of Modern Art, FILM RESERVATIONWednesdayAfternoon
3:00 PM Showing NOT FOR SALE Keller Printing Co. New York; the numbers on them were
296160 and 296159• These tickets determinedthe initial frameworkfor the following
situation/text. Quotationsfrom,and debts or referencesto the works of the following
persons are includedin it: Art Workers Coalition,Gaston Bachelard,Robert Barry,
FrederickBarthelme,D.E. Berlyne,Mel Bochner,John Cage, Marcel Duchamp,Dan Graham,
Latvan Greene, Douglas Huebler,William James, On Kawara, Joseph Kosuth, R.D. Laing, Sol
LeWitt, MarshallMcLuhan,Ad Reinhardt,Saint-Beuve. L.R.L.
7^

,

Barthelme:

Barthel,

Barthe,

Barth,

Bart,

Bar,

Ba, B, in that

order).

For each artist
in the exhibition
whose name begins with a consonant,
follow the same
procedure
taking
the 32nd sentence
(2+9+6+1+5+9=32)
of the first
book or article
occur
ring in the most recent
full
volume of the Art Index . If in any case there
is no text,
or no 2hth or 32nd sentence,
reproduce
in its place the 8th picture
or the picture
on
page 8 or the picture
1/8 of the way through
the reference
(8=common denominator
of
2U/32).
B. Make an alphabetical
list
of these
artists,
each name followed
by the quotation
arrived
at above, with full bibliographical
source in parentheses
after
it (i.e.
author,
title
of book, publisher,
place published,
date,
page no.; or, in the case of an article:
author,
title,
magazine,
vol. no., date,
page no.).

ACCONCI,

VI TO.

see: ACCARDI,

"Die erste Einzelausstellung
M.E.

BAINBRIDGE,

CARLA.

in Deutschland findet im September 1966 in der Galerie

Thelen in Essen statt."
(Galerie

M.E.

Thelen, Essen. Carla Accardi . [Essen, The Gallery,

DAVID,

(Baines, George Grenfell.
"Cost ceilings - curse or blessing?"
Journal of the Royal Institute of British Architects
vol. 76, no. 4,
April
(939, p. 160.1

ANDRE, CARL.
"An astronaut who slips out of his capsule in space has lost his environment,
living organism has an environment."

.

(The Hague, Gemeentemusem . Carl Andre
1969,] p. 5.)
ARMAJANI,

SIAH.

any
BALDESSARI, JOHN.

[The Hague, The Museum,

(Baldessari, John.
December 1968.)

(Jones, Peter. "Arman and the Magic Power of Objects."
v.VII,
no. 3, March 25, 1963, p. 41.)
see: ARNATT,

Art International,

(Arnatt,

Ray.

BALDWIN,

MICHAEL,

"Solving

see: BALDWIN,

Each Problem".

Art News,

(Kudielka, Robert. "New English sculpture - Abschied vom Objekt."
Kunstwerk, v. 22, no. 1-2, Oct. -Nov.
1968, p. 19.)
BARRIO,

"A View of Opposites. " Ark

see: BARRIOS, GREGG.

no. 28, December I960, p. 31.)

see: ARTARIA, PAUL.

"Ein richtig gebautes Holzhaus ist im Sommer kl)hl,
halt auch die Wbrme."

.
920-1940

Basel,

/T
. he

BARRY, ROBERT.
"Also in the show will be a room filled

see: ARUP, OVE.

(Arup, Ove.
Foreword to Faber, Colin,
New York, Reinhold, [cl968,]
p. 7.)

Candela

Shell Builder

DAVID,

see: ASKELAND,

ideene som fanget hans interesse."

[1958.]
ATKINSON,

Jan.

Kosuth and Weiner.

See illustration.
v. 43, no. 2, November

1968, p. 8.)

JAN.

"I Paris suget harv til seg av de maleriske nyvinninger de franske malerne hadde
frembragt, i Tyskland synes det derimot f/rst og fremst a vaere de fi losofisklitteraere

(Askeland,

sound."

BARTHELME , FREDERICK, see: BARTH, BRADI .

(Arts,
ASKEVOLD,

with ultrasonic

(Rose, Arthur.
"Four interviews with Barry, Huebler,
Arts, v. 43, no. 4, February 1969, p. 22.)

"In another way his achievement is built on a broad basis: he is not just an engineer,
or an architect, or a contractor and constructor, but all three rolled into one."

jeans."

(Barrios, Gregg.
"Naming names: the films of Carl Linder."
Film Quarterly
v. 22, no. I, Fall 1968, p. 42.)

im Winter wird es rasch warm und

(Artaria, Paul. Schweizer Holzhauser aus den Jahren 1
B. Wepf, 1942, p. II.)
ARTSCHWAGER, RICHARD,

67, no. 8,p7

ARTHUR ME RVYN .

"A menacing young bitch uses a sharp knife to cut a defenseless victim's
ART & PROJECT,

vol.

"Neben Diversion und Grundlastigkeit,
als Prinzipien der New Sculpture, tritt damit
die Gesetzmassigkeit der 'Syntax':
der Bezug zwischen den formalen Setzungen ist
wichtiger als ihre monolithische Einzelprasenz. "

RAY.

"It is rather like the poet and the sunset."

,

See illustration.

see: ARMAN.

"Thus, for example, round objects will by their nature make curved marks when dipped
in colour and rolled across a surface."

ARNATT, KEITH,

see: BAINES, GEORGE GRENFELL.

"As primary and secondary school costs are partly met out of local authority rates, a
second interest in maintaining ceiling levels is created, though it does seem that final
costs which are known to the local authority are not as well known in the Ministry
unless a flagrant breach occurs."

1966,] p. [3].)

#

,

Barthelm,

Profiler

I. Norsk Grafikk...

Oslo,

BECHER, BERNHARDand

HILLA.

see: BECHTEL, EDWIN DE TURCK.

" They illustrate."
(Bechtel, Edwin De Turck. "Illustrated books of the sixties: a reminder
of a great period in illustration."
Print, v. 23, no. 3, May 1969, p. 21.)

Dreyers Forlag,

p. 8.)

TERRY, see: ATKINSON,

BEUYS, JOSEPH.

TRACY.

"A variety of this substance later became the "celluloid"
now little used but well-known
to our grandfathers in forms as diverse as b?11i ard—
:ba 11s and shirt collars.
(Atkinson,
Presence.

Tracy. Introduction to Milwaukee,
Art Center.
Milwaukee,
[The Center,] 1969, p. 5.)

A Plastic

"Richard Serra se souvient de Pollock, et meme de Motherwell; mais ou son originality
delate, non sans quelque aff6terie, c'est lorsque, alognant sur un mur neuf harnais de
caoutchouc d6coup6s en lanifcres aux belles inflexions d6coratives, il souligne le
mouvement de I'un d'entre eux d'une nonchalante arabesque de n6on."
(Pierre,
May
BOCHNER, MEL.

Jos6.

"Les grandes vacances de I'art moderne."

L'Oeil , no. 173,

1969, p. 13.)

see: BOERS, DIETER.

"Die kunstlerische Arbeit erweist sich am uberzeugendsten dort, wo entgegen aller
Irritierung trotzdem eine autonome asthetische Gestalt gefunden wird.
(Boers, Dieter.
"Deutsche Kunst: eine neue Generation
v. 22, no. 9-10, June- July 1969, p. 4.)

II".

Kunstwerk,

LIPPARD

BOLLINGER,

BILL.

DE MARIA,

"Now the dross is almost all gone, for the natural history and the techni-poetry
returned to Europe on his recent trip there."
(BCrunelle], ACI],
1969, p. 17.)
BROEGGER, ST1G.

"Bill

Bollinger."

see: BROEK, JOHANNES

Art News,

was

H. VAN DEN, AND BAKEMA,

(
ing6nieur."
BROUWN,

STANLEY,

. "Pavilion N6erlandais:
L Architecture d'

refuge against the dehumanizing

industrial

age."

(Shirey, David L. "Impossible art - what it is: earthworks."
Art in America, v. 57, no. 3, May- June 1969, p. 34.)

v. 67, no. 9, January
DIBBETS, JAN.

J.B.

"L'ensemble repose sur quatre piliers implant6s dans une pifece d'eau."

,1
Aujourdhui

WALTER.

They saw nature as a protective

Van Den Broek et Bakema C. Weeber,
no. 143, April-May
1969, p. 15.)

"Vieles von dieser Gesellschafts-Anti-Form,
ouf der einen Seite der Hang zur Kontemplotion
und anderseits die von der Verherrlichung des physischen und schbpferischen Ichs getragene
Aktion, ist in diese neue Kunst eingeflossen. "
(Ammann, Jean-Christophe.
"Schweizer
no. 5, May 20, 1969, p. 48.)

Brief . " Art International,

v. 13

see: BROWN, BILL.
FERGUSON,

GERALD.

"You might just be right about the corn pone but, then, you're probably not."
"In o world of rapid change and new invention,
(Williams, Jonathan.
"Of Brown and Penland."
no. 3, May- June 1969, p. 47.)

radical departures have come to be expected.

Craft Horizons, v. 29,
(Ferguson, Gerald.
"Jim Leedy.
College of Art, February, 1969."

Anna Leonowens Gallery.
Nova Scotia
Artscanada, v. XXVI, no. 2, April 1969,

BUREN, DANIEL.
FERRER, RAFAEL.

"The beholder will have hod no more than the illusion of communication."
(Claura,
January
BURGIN,

M. "Paris commentary. " Studio,
1969, p. 47.)

v. 177, no. 907,

"The organizers of the show, Marcio Tucker and James Monte, had arranged things such
that this splendid desecration was the first thing one saw upon entering the exhibition
area .

VICTOR.

"Cage is hopeful in claimingj'We are getting rid of ownership, substituting use)^
attitudes towards materials in art are still informed largely by the laws of conspicuous
consumption, and aesthetic commodity hardwear continues to pile while utilitarian
objects, whose beauty might once have been taken as conclusive proof of the existence
of God, spill in inconceivable profusion from the cybernated cornucopias of industry."
(Burgin, Victor.
p. 119.)

"Situational

aesthetics. " Studio,

no. 178, October

(Schjeldahl,
Peter.
1969, p. 70.)
FLANAGAN,

"New York letter."

Art International,

v. 13, no. 7, Sept

BARRY.

"Kandinsky worked in total isolation
on into a brighter future."

at Neuilly,

fired by the hope that he might live

1969,
(Glueck, Grace.
"Open season. New York gallery
v.57, no. 5, Sept. /Oct.
1969, p. 117.)

notes. " Art in America,

BURGY, DONALD.
GROUP FRONTERA.
"Thus the art system has maintained
itself for data."

its vitality

by constantly

"An inventive scheme breaks out of the traditional city-block,
link-fenced
mold, and steps clustered units across the hilly, irregular terrain."

(Burnham, Jack. "Real time systems. " Artforum,
September 1969, p. 50.)
BURN, IAN

and RAMSDEN, MEL.

(
P.S. 36 is scaled for very small pupils — and a highly urban setting."
Architectural
Record, v. 144, no. 5, Nov. 1968, p. 152.)

see: BURNETT, CALVIN.

"Adele Serronde, who channeled city 'Summerthing Project funds into scaffolding, paint
and fees of $500 per mural, stresses the impact of these two artists as role-models: 'The
main thing is to get the younger boys interested', she says, 'to hove them see somebody
as an artist who isn't feminine, who's virile and, well, strident.'"
(Kay, Jane Holtz.
"Artists as social reformers. " Art in America,
no. I, January 1969, p. 45.)

HAMISH.

see: FULLER, RICHARD BUCKMINSTER.

"L'intellect
aussi d6pend de ce principe des contraires: il aspire 6 la mfetaphysique, mais
ramfene le d6sordre 6 I'ordre; il dfiveloppe des idfees de complexity croissante, mais simplifie
les moyens d ' expression . "

v. 57,

(Ryser, Judith.
RIBA 68: londres. Remise de la m6dai!le d'or royale
d'architecture
6 Richard Buckminster Fuller."
Werk, v. 55, no. 9,
September 1968, p. 624.)

BYARS, JAMES LEE.

GILBERT and GEORGE,
"This theory diminishes the value of further verbal communication
presumably only distorts the reality of the original meeting. "
(Barnitz, Jacqueline.
1968, p. 19.)
CARBALLA,

JORGE, see: CABIANCA,

"Six one word plays. " Arts,

"Unidentified
v. 43, no. I, Sept. /Oct.

VINCENZO.

COOK,

CHRISTOPHER, see: COOK,

e regional! IN/ARCH
1968, p. 499.)

BRIAN F.

Museum

(Cutler, Anthony.
"Garda,
Gotland."
The Art Bulletin,
DARBOVEN,

HANNE.

Kttllunge, and the Byzantine trodition on
v. 51, no. 3, September 1969, p. 258.)

see: DARBOURNE and DARKE.

(
• "Housing,
v. 145, no. 866, April

76

("Telephone's hot breath: poet Giorno's Dial-a-poem
Forum v. 131, no. I, July/August 1969, p. 43 f .)
GRAHAM,

DAN.

see: GRAHAM,

(Graham, Robert. "In the galleries."
May 1969, p. 64.)
HAACKE,

Pimlico London."
1969, p. 286.)

Architectural

Review,

."

The Architectural

ROBERT.
sound asleep, on diminutive

beds."

Arts Magazine,

v. 43, no. 7,

HANS.

"Our age - it is one of science,

mechanism, of power and death."

(Glueck, Grace.
" ' Tis the mcnth before Christmas ....
New York
gallery notes." Art in America, v. 57, no. 6, Nov. /Dec. 1969, p. 154.)
HABER, IRA JOEL,

see: HAAS, FELIX.

"Younger architects like Rosselli, 4 (house at Lake Maggiore, 1958), Ungers, 5 (Students'
Hostel at Lindenthal, near Cologne, 1958), and Chasmonn, 6 (model of house at Tzoala,
near Tel-Aviv,
1965), build to strike hard, to shock - in short to do what the dadaists
did. "
(Haas, Felix.
"Dada and architecture.
no. 866, April
1969, p. 288.)

See illustration.

Artscanada,

POETRY SYSTEMS.

see: CUTLER, ANTHONY.

"The martyr's face has ears set almost at right angles to his head, like the saint in the
north soffit of the Garda arch, and the contours of his face are defined by similar
contrasts between highlight and shadow."

objects."

"Reason: too much taped obscenity. "

and in the left hand is an object of

(Cook, Brian F. "Two Etruscan bronze statuettes. " Metropolitan
Journol, v. I, 1968, p. 170.)

falling

Gerry.
"1000 words on Lee-Nova."
no. 2, April 1969, o. 15.)

"Most of them are sprawled,

"Its right arm is missing from just above the elbow,
irregular shape that appears to be a liver."

CUTFORTH, ROGER,

1966."

flying objects are unidentified
(Gilbert,
v. XXVI,

GIORNO

(Cabianca, Vincenzo.
"I premi nazionali
Architetturo,
v. 13, no. 157, November

see: GILBERT, GERRY.

between people which

'Non fe quindi possibile, di fatto associare in una stessa riunione le centinaia di
invenzioni feconde del mondo dell'architettura
cariche spesso di indicazioni di stupendi
e validi traguardi con le pochissime opere che tale validity riescono a mantenere sirro
al livello attuativo dopo essersi misurate e scontrate con le difficoltft
del sistema."

,

playground

v. 8, no. I,

FULTON,
1

see: FROST ASSOCIATES.

reaching outside of

"

The Architectural

Review, v. 145,

HARDY, RANDY,

LEWITT, SOL.

see: HARDY, HUGH.

"It requires that the performer move to be understood, and it emphasizes the actions of
his body. "

"Nevertheless, his paintings and drawings can easily be broken down to their art- historical
components - Art Nouveau, Sur.reaJrsm, and Informal."
(Sommer, Ed. "Prospect 68 and Kunstmarkt 68."
no. 2, February 20, 1969, p. 32.)

(Hardy, Hugh. "An architecture of awareness for the performing arts."
Architectural Record, v. 145, no. 3, March 1969, p. 118.)
LONG,

HEIZER, MICHAEL.
"The Downs are hills covered with a natural lawn."

Giocano
~
(Hutchinson, Peter. "Earth in upheaval. Earth works and landscapes."
Arts Magazine, v. 43, no. 2, November 1968, p. 19.)
HOLLEIN,

RICHARD,

McLEAN,
( Architecture

d'Aujourd'hui

, no. 140, October

BRUCE.

1968, p. xxiii.)
"The sculpture department at St. Martin's has never accepted a status quo; deep commitment
to the possibilities of sculpture and to the need for development has ensured a constant
questioning of ideas which are in danger of hardening into attitudes."

HUEBLER, DOUGLAS.
"Barry."
(Rose, Arthur R. "Four interviews with Barry, Huebler,
Arts Magazine v. 43, no. 4, February 1969, p. 22.)

,

MEIRELLES, CILDO.

"'Stella, Noland, & O litski 1 sounds like the name of a slightly seedy law firm but is,
of course, the still- reigning triumvirate of what Clement Greenberg dubbed PostPainter ly Abstraction. "
,
nternational

(Schjedahl, Peter. "New York letter."
Summer 1969, p. 64.)

Art I

(Harrison, C. "Some recent sculpture in Britain."
January 1969, p. 27.)

Kosuth, Weiner."

HUOT, ROBERT.

JARDEN, RICHARDS,

see: JARAY,

focus on Albuquerque.
1969, p. 47.)

" Craft Horizons,

MARTA.

(Margolies,
September

Earth works and landscapes."
1968, p. 19.)

J.S.
"TV - the new medium ."
1969, p. 50.)

that is more important

Art in America,

no, 57,

MORRIS, ROBERT.

TESS.

"One of Edward Kienholz's Tableaus entitled 'After the Ball' contains the following
first-novel prose: 'In the kitchen, sitting at a table, under an unshaded light bulb is
the father, tired, rigid, menacing.'"

"The observer can detect the subliminal ly enclosed nature of the work only by productively
associating in the artistic process."
(Kudielka, Robert. "Tess Jaray: New paintings."
v. 13, no. 6, Summer 1969, p. 41.)

Art International,
(Plagens, P. "557.087 at the Seattle Art Museum."
November
1969, p. 66.)

Artforum,

no- 8,

STEPHEN.
NAUMAN,

"In another work, he seems to prop a lead picture rectangle
of a pipe wedged diagonally from the floor."
(Kozloff,
Artforum

r,
KAWARA,ON.

Alan R. "U.S.A.:
September

"And when the object is precious, ownership becomes a responsibility
than the experience of the object."

"The Downs are hills covered with a natural lawn."
(Hutchinson, Peter. "Earth in upheaval.
Arts Magazine v. 43, no. 2, November

noJ77,

see: MEISEL, ALAN R.

(Meisel,
no. 29,

v. 13, no. 6,

PETER.

,

Studio,

"Surely there is no other place in the U.S. with as many shops selling local crafts as
Santa Fe, and time was available for browsing and purchasing Indian rugs, jewelry,
pottery, basketry, and kachina dolls. "

MINUJIN,

KALTENBACH,

PIETRO.

(Cailleux, Jean. "The literature of art. The art of Pietro Longhi."
Burlington Magazine
v. Ill, no. 798, September 1969, p. 567-568.)

HANS.

See illustration.

HUTCHINSON,

v. 13,

"Later, with the exception of L'Elefante (Salom Collection),
an animal which had been seen
in Venice in 1774, the Contodini Che
A Carte of 1775 (Paulucci Collection),
the
mention of a Confessione exhibited at the Fiera del la Sensa by Longhi in 1779, the only
references are to portraits."

,

L'

see: LONGHI,

Art International,

BRUCE.

against the wall by means
"X's legacy to posterity will consist largely of some legends, a mass of photographic
documentation,
a few items little more than souvenirs, and a handful of traumatized
first-class critical minds."

Max. " 9 in a warehouse. An 'attack on the status of the object.'"
v. 7, no. 6 February 1969, p. 41.)

(Schjeldahl, P. "Anti- illusion: procedures/material."
no. 13, September 1969, p. 70.)

see: KAWASHIMA.

"These are subtle and intense paintings that somehow achieve serenity and energy at
the same time. "

NEW YORK GRAPHIC STUDIO WORKSHOP,
"In principle,

("Reviews and previews."

Art News, v. 68, no. 6, October

no doubt,

see: GRAPHICS,

Art International

,

STUDIOGRAPHIC.

purpose and beauty walk hand in hand."

1969, p. 13.)
(Banks, C. and J. Miles.

Studio,

no. 175, April

1968, p. 215.)

KOSUTH, JOSEPH.
NEWSPAPER,

see: NEWMAN,

ROBERT.

"Barry. "
(Rose, Arthur R. "Pour interviews with Barry, Huebler,
Arts Magazine, v. 43, no. 4, February 1969, p. 22.)
KOZLOV,

CHRISTINE,

see: KOZLOFF,

"In fact, these prints were neckties,
rather alien territory."

Kosuth, Weiner."

(Newman, Robert. "Exhibition
Art News, no. 67, September

MAX.

"As for those spectators who have preferred the beauty of that splendid car, the Bugatti
Royale, to any of the mere works of art in the show, this is as literalistic
a mistake
as preferring a beautiful woman to the incomparably different beauty of the object
which is her portrait."

GROUPOHO.

LATHAM,

JOHN.

OITICICA,

"Against precedents. " Studio International,
1969, p. 90.)

HELIO.

see: OKA,

Helsingfors,

HIDEYUKI .

"This is indeed regrettable, for it seems to me that we are thereby losing one of
the simpler amenities of life, but I see no way of reversing the trend without a
deliberate effort to preserve what now amounts to a dying art."

v. 178,

(Oka, Hideyuki.
How to Wrap Five Eggs. Japanese Design in
Traditional Packaging. New York, Harper & Row, cl967, p.~TC).)

LE VA, BARRY.
"By spring, there were only a few stakes with bags of hardened grey powder and a few
thin crusts of cement to remind us of the distribution."

,

JOHANNES.

(Ohquist, Johannes. Neuere Bildende Kunst in Finnlond
Akademische Buchhondlung, 1930, p. 5 ."J

See illustration.
(Harrison, Charles.
no. 914, September

see: OHQUIST,

at Gain Ground Gallery."
1969, p. 18.)

Er malt die 'Alte Frau mit dem Korbe' (Bild S. 50), den Fischer 'Auf dem Meere'
(Bild S. 52), die grosse Kinderszene 'lm Luxembourggarten' (Bild S. 5l)und die
'Biiuerinnen vor der Kirchhofsmauer in Ruokolaks' (Bild S. 54) mit einer Leuchtkraft der Farbe und einer Schttrfe der Charakteristik,
die damals verbluffend wirkten.'

(Kozloff, Max. ". . .art negotiates with the machine as the central and
most unavoidable presence of its time. " Artforum,
v. 7, no. 6, February
1969, p. 23.)

.

works of art staking out a strong position in still

(Rosing, Larry. "Barry Le Va and the non-descript
v. 68, September 1969, p. 52.)

distribution."

Art News,

ONO,

YOKO.
"Place the canvas where the west light comes in."
(Cox, Anthony.
"Instructive Auto-Destruction.
vol. I, no. 5, August 1966, p. 17.)

" Art and Artists
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OPPENHEIM,

DENNIS,

see: OPPENHEIM,

"Meret Oppenheim.T.V.Form

MERET.

med hjalm.

(Thollander, Leif.
no. 2, March-April

RUSCHA, EDWARD.

Gipsrelief.

1954. "

See illustration.

"Meret Oppenheim. " KONSTrevy,
I960, p. 77.)

vol . XXXVI .

(Art News,
SANEJOUAND,

PANAMARENKO.

(Exhibition
GIULIO.

at Gibson Gallery.

Arts , no. 43, May

see: PAOLO Dl GIOVANNI

1969, p. 67.)

(Kudielka,
Kunstwerk,
SLADDEN,

'"It's

Hirshhorn said."

a Hopper,'

1

(Jacobs, J. "Collector:
July 1969, p. 69.)
PENONE,

GIUSEPPE,

see: PENNI,

see: SLADE, ROY.

(Slade, R.
November
SMITHSON,

Joseph H. Hirshhorn."

Art in America,

no

("Earthworks."

(Zerner, H. "Les eaux- fortes de Jean Mignon. "
March 1969, p. 9.)

L'Oeil,

Studio, no. 176,

ROBERT.

LUCA.

Dans un milieu extrEmement fficond oCi I'on voit plusieurs graveurs travailler
trfes voisines, les chances d'erreur sont 6lev6es."

outside richer universities."

"Up the American vanishing point."
1968, p. 174.)

"The thousand- square- foot expanse was 'salt of the earth
technologies. "

57

SONNIER,

PIPER, ADRIAN,

RICHARD,

R. "New English sculpture, Abschied vom Objekt."
no. 22, October
1968, p. 19.)

Many salaries are low, particularly

(Mallory, M. "Lost Madonna del Latte by Ambrogio Lorenzetti . "
Art Bulletin,
no. 51, March 1969, p. 42.)
see: PECHSTEIN, MAX.

1969, p. 9.)

MICHAEL.

FEI .

"In both these paintings the Virgin is frontal, an unusually severe pose when one
recalls the numerous Trecento Sienese paintings in which the Madonna fondly and
wistfully inclines her head toward the Child."

PECHTER, PAUL,

No. 68, October

see: SANDLE,

"In der Referenz vor Philipp King (geb.1934) aber ist man sich allgemein einig: ob
bereits Busserlich die bekannten Lehnformen ('L-shapes') seinen Einfluss ausweisen,
w,e be. Tony Benjamin und Derrich Woodham, oder eine prinzipielle
Gemeinsomkeit
vor legt (Evans, Hall) - die Renaissance der grundlastigen Plastik durch King ist die
wirkungstrBchtigste
Tat in der Geschichte dieser Bewegung gewesen."

The spacecraft would continue in flight for four years or be stopped in several hours;
thus even the exploration of certain stars would become a possibility."

PAOLINI,

J.M.

Art in America,

triumphing over the new

no. 57, May

1969, p. 34.)

KEITH.

de maniferes
"As had been the case with each successive wave of new sensibility,
especially since
the triumph of Rauschenberg in 1963, the more daring German dealers have endorsed
young American artists by creating platforms for them, often long before their being
widely shown in this country."

no. 171

see: PIPER, DAVID WARREN .

(Pincus-Witten,
Robert.
October
1969, p. 40.)

"Keith

Sonnier."

Artforum,

v. VIII,

no. 2,

Since World War II, demand for handcrafts has been given a new lease on life."
SOTTSASS, ETTORE, JR. see: SOTO,
(Piper, David Warren. "Canada: dimensions 1969."
no. 29, September 1969, p. 71.)

"Its ceaseless visual whirring

PISTOLETTO, MICHELANGELO.

PRINI,

Art International

concentrates the mind and eye in a curious way:"

(Peppiatt, Michael.
"Paris Letter."
September 1969, p. 75.)

"Any other choice would have been as good or bad; 'not to saw at all does not
solve anything either, and besides, Engels likes sawing.'"
(Blok, C. "Letter from Holland."
1969, p. 51.)

JESUS RAPHAEL.

Craft Horizons,

THYGESEN,

, no. 13, May

ERIK,

see: THORNTON,

Art International,
1

RICHARDS.

"He also learns the 51 katakana and 51 hiragana characters,
letters and the Arabic numbers."

EMILIO.

plus the 26 Roman

(Thornton, Richard S. "Japanese Design Education."
v. 24, no. 138/139, 1968, p. 320.)

"Se, infatti, alcune de queste operazioni (come quelle di Zorio, di Anselmo, di
Merz, di Pistoletto) riescono o sono riescite, altrettanto non si pub dire per
molte altre."

VAN SAUN,

v. 13, no. 7,

Graphis ,

JOHN.

"A good glass of beer is better than a good piece of sculpture. "
(Dorfles, G. "Arte concettuale
no. 13, March 1969, p. 37.)

o arte povera?:

Art International,
(Sharp, Willoughby.
"Place and Process."
November
1969, p. 48.)

PUENTE, ALEJANDRO.
VAZ,
'Sobre una mesa de enorme tamafto, coloc6 una serie de espejos rectangu lares,
pertenecientes a celdas penitenciarias. "
(Whitelow, G. "Carta de Buenos Aires. " Art International
May 1969, p. 28.)

GUI LHERME

MAGALHAES.

"but the principal

no. 13,

VENET, BERNAR. see: VENETIEN,

"'Vieles von dieser Gesellschafts-Anti-Form,
auf der einen Seite der Hang zur
Kontemplation und anderseits die von der Verherrlichung des physischen und
schbpferischen Ichs getragene Aktion, ist in diese neue Kunst eingeflossen. '"

see: VASS, GENE.

RAINER, YVONNE,

"Schweizer

brief."

Art International,

no. 13. Mav

see: RAINER, ARNULF.

1969

WALL, JEFFREY, see: WALLACH,
"It was this dialectic
forward . "

, v. 13,

JEAN.

("Reviews and Previews."
(Ammann, J.C.
p. 48.)

Art International

'Wang, a Zen calligrapher and teacher at the University
tongue-in-cheek
titles to underscore this disparity."

,

v. 8, no. 3,

motifs were geometric circles and squares."

(Mellow, James R. "New York Letter."
no. 2, February 20, 1969, p. 46.)

RAETZ, MARKUS.

Artforum,

Art News

of Massachusetts, uses

v. 68, no. I, March

1969, p. 71.)

ALAN.

between theory and first-hand

experience

that drove his art

See illustration.
(Wallach, Alan.
1969, p. 47.)

(Sotriffer, K. "Ausstellung, Museum des 20. Jchrhunderts. " Kunstwerk
no. 22, February 1969, p. 8.)

"Tbomas Cole. " Artforum,

v. 8. no. 2, October

WEINER, LAWRENCE.
RINKE,

KLAUS.
"WEINER.

'Its 'art' is depersonalized calculable,
multiplyable,
transformable, very close to
industrial design, a grammar of form that can be technologically
applied towards
shaping one's environment."

,

(Bonin, W. von. "Baden-Baden: a new method of exhibiting."
Arts, no. 44, September 1969, p. 53.)

78

Materials."
(Rose Arthur R. "Four Interviews with Barry, Huebler,
Arts Magazine
v. 43, no. 4, February 1969, p. 23.)

WILSON,

IAN.

see: WILSON,

WILLIAM.

Kosuth, Weiner »

ADDENDA
BRECHT, GEORGE,

see BREEZE, CLAUDE.

"Breeze's heartless examination
scientific,
actual, physical."

of the conflict

between the sexes is forcefully

(Simmins, Richard, "Claude Breeze: Recent Paintings and Drawings,"
Artscanada,
v. XXVI, no. 128/129, February 1969, p. 37.)
D'ALESSIO,

CARLOS,

see DALEY,

WILLIAM.

"These are not cups as such but are about cups: the spirit of cups, cups reincarnated,
cups purified by removal of function. "
,

(

, "Exhibitions,"

Craft Horizons

v. XXIX,

no. 2, Mar ./Apr.

1969,

p. 43.)
LIPPARD, LUCY.
"Perhaps there is some not merely personal significance in the fact that they all
deal with landscape or with implications of an extensive space.
(Lippard, Lucy, "Notes in Review of Canadian Artists '68,"
Artscanada, v. XXVI, no. 128/129, February 1969, p. 25.)

N.E.

THING

CO.

see: NEUBURG,

HANS.

"The world's first great poster museum in the Polish capital

bears witness

to this fact."
(Neuburg,

Hans, "Second International

Poster Biennale in Warsaw,

Graphis , v. 24, no. 137,1968, p. 242.)

McSHINE,

KYNASTON

. see MAC TAGGART,

WILLIAM.

"These portraits are really the beginning of his emergence from the cave.
,

(
1 "Recent Museum Acquisitions,"
The Burlington
v. CXI, no. 790, January 1969, p. 32.1

Magazine

PART II

A. If it is true that the artist possessesthe means of anticipatingand avoidingthe
consequencesof technologicaltrauma, what then are we to think of the world and
bureaucracyof "art appreciation"? Would it not seem suddenlyto be a conspiracyto
make the artist a frill, a fribble,or a Miltown?
1331221811U

17191^

...Thelogic of the photographis neither verbal nor syntactical,a conditionwhich
renders literary culture quite helplessto cope with the photograph
For most people,
their own ego image seems to have been typographicallyconditioned,so that the elec
tric age with its return to inclusiveexperiencethreatenstheir idea of self.
929b
For art as either action or idea, memory, or the absorptionof some referentto an art
work or an art idea into the observer'sconsciousness,is instrumental. By memory, I
mean less the retentive,the fact-storagefaculty,than the associativefaculty. From the
arts we are learningto make connections,jumps, through cues and clues that come to us in
fragments.
121202211U

718551^5

It is not so much for you, my friend,who never saw this place, and had you visited it,
could not now feel the impressionsand colors I feel, that I have gone over it in such
detail, for which I must excuse myself. Nor shouldyou try to see it as a result of what
I have said; let the image float inside you; pass lightly;the slightestidea of it will
suffice for you.
19191^20-2521225

f

°
23912129113

theSS raPld

perspectiveviews of

10113519

Philosophymakes us ripen quickly,and crystallizesus in a state of maturity. How
then without 'dephilosophizing
' ourselves,may we hope to experiencenew images shocks
which are always the phenomenaof youthful"being?
'
T11920151U

2138512118^

Fragmentationcan he a highly effectiveartisticor criticalapproachto much new art It
which'
f
comm
than the traditionallyunified or literaryapproach^ in
which all sorts of superfluoustransitionalmaterialsare introduced. Interpretation
analysis,anecdote,Judgment,tend to clog the processesof mental or physiological '
information^ lrrSleVant
^°™
rather than allowinga direct respond tf the hasic

fication
llre
™
tion,
a

718551^5,1516. 3920
We think we want creativechildren,hut what do we want them to create?
18.1+
. 12191Vf
No one will take No for an answer.
lb

115911+81181+20

Chance brings us closer to nature in her manner of operation.
1015811+ 3175
It is, m fact, quite possible that before the next one hundred years are up our thought
!ower animus thT ^
^extinction, in a way that would he quite impossible?or
lower animals that are incapableof thinking.
1+.5.

2518122511+5

B P
errata sheets in the exhibitionspace where visitors can correct any inaccu
rate information spelling,etc. in the material on view or in the catalogue. Edit out
facetiouscommentsand publish as a review of the exhibitionin an art magazine.

'+
lde
y°J

ed
d
e
ped
cial

Emile Durkheim long ago express the idea that the specializ task
always esca
the action of the so
conscience.
133122l8lH
171915
"
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PART III
A. Match the name of each artist in the exhibitionwho is or will be in New York or
environswith that of a Trustee of the Museum of Modern Art whose last name begins with
the same letter (use proceduresimilarto that in Part I/A, going to the next letter in
the alphabet If still incomplete);ask each trustee to spend at least 8 hours talking
to that artist about art, artist'srights, the relationshipof the museum to society at
large,or any other subject agreed upon by the two of them. This should be executed
within 6 months of the opening of the exhibitionand can be appliedto foreign artists
if individualtravel plans are known far enough in advance.
B. On the first afternoonafter the opening of the exhibition(preferablya Wednesday)
that this is statisticallypossible,give the holders of film tickets numbered 296160
and 296159 lifetimefree-admissionpasses to the Museum (valid any day of the week). If
the holder is Black, Puerto Rican, Female, or a working artist without a gallery
affiliation,give him/her in additiona free xerox copy of any piece or pieces in the
INFORMATIONexhibitionutilizingRoget's Thesaurus;if there aren't any, or if the
artistrefuses,give a free copy of the catalogueof the Museum'spermanentcollection.
C. Show no films glorifyingwar.
Ask the American artists in the exhibitionto join those willing on the Museum staff in
compilingand signing a letter that states the necessityto go A.W.O.L. from the unconsti
tutionalwar in Vietnam and Cambodia;s,endit to 592,319 (296l60+296l59
) men at armed
forcesbased in each state of the USA. (if this is impossible,to 56 major newspapers.)
D. Purchase one work by those artists in the exhibitionwhose names appear first, second,
fifth,sixth, ninth, nineteenth,and sixtieth (if it goes that far) in the alphabetical
list of exhibitors;donate one each to seven (or six) independentmuseums all over the
world which are located in low-incomeareas, outside of major cities.
E. Xerox and publish as an insert to the catalogueof the INFORMATIONexhibition,all
availableinformationon any extant proposed reforms concerningartist'srights, such as
rental fees, contracts,profit-sharing,artists'control over works sold, shown, etc.
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Richard LONG
Born 19^5, Bristol, England
Lives in Bristol

SCULPTUREON SODA WITH FLAMINGOSFEEDING IN THE BACKGROUND,AFRICA. August 1969

m Jt

si*

COUNTY CORK, IRELAND. 196?• Earth and grass, 8 feet in diameter
82

REDCLIFFBAY, SOMERSET. 1968. Rocks, lU feet square

iiiaia

BOWLING GREEN, BATTERY PARK, NEW YORK. 1969 . Turf, 20 X UO X k feet
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"
a
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Bruce McLEAN
Born 191+1+,
Glasgow,Scotland
Lives in London

FIFTY PIECES FROM '"KING
FOR A DAY' AND 999 OTHER PIECES/WORKS/THINGSETC.
Proposal for a retrospectiveat the Hayward Gallery,London
1+31. Walking man with head missing,piece.
1+32. Walking man with head and 1 arm missing,piece.
1+33. Walking man with head and 1 arm and leg missing piece.
3 . Walking man with head, arm & ^ a leg and section of the torso. (piece)
435. Seated torso piece.
1+36. Seated torso with separatehead on same plinth piece.
1+37
• Three forms abstractpiece.
1+38. My brother paints bridges piece.
1+39- Drapery work (for interiorinstallations).
1+1+0.Mixed multi media piece.
1+1+1.Terracottawork, (littlebrown nude) 1st version.
1+1+2.Big still-lifework.
1+1+3.Larger than life, still-lifework.
hhh. The biggest larger, still-life,than life, still-lifein the world (piece)
4++5. The smallest still-lifein London (work).
1+1+6 Big brown landscapepiece.
1+1+7.Another look at Henry Moore (piece)3rd version.
1+1+8 Early one morning, after 'Caro'. work.
1+1+9 Tra. la la la and the Xmas pudding piece after 'King'Piece.
1+50 Song, dance tra. la, la, la cough smile, piece. 12th version
451. Calling in on Nigel piece. (joke)with undertones,work.
1+52 Portrait of the artist as portrait as portrait,piece.
1+53. Goodbye baby blue, work/thing, piece.
I+5I+.Its all over now, baby blue, work/piece/thing.
455. Homage to baby blue, piece.
1+56. Baby blue meets the little blue nude piece.
1+57- Baby blue goes grey over you, work/thing/piece.
458. Jump in piece.
1+59
- Jump out piece.
1+60. Jump all over piece.
1+61 Heh there you with the art in your eyes piece.
1+62 She makes art when she walks piece/work/thing.
1+63. Piece within a piece, piece.
1+64. Piece without a piece, piece.
465. The artists as your friendlybore, piece.
1+66. Concealedart as hidden as art, piece.
i^J*
^
for interiorsof soft furniturepiece/thing/work.
468. Multi media piece for doors (interiors)piece.
I+69. Heavy rock soft roll and Bruce McLean package work second stage. (piece)
470. Homage to heavy rocks & soft roily polly art.
1+71
.. Homage homage homage piece, part 1 second phase. Piece/work.
472. Hallo young sculptorsyour under arrest, piece.
73. Waiter Waiter, there's a sculpturein my soup. Piece.
7l+. I say I say a funny sculpturehappened on my way to the retro, piece.
475. Little blue nude No. 50. 10th series, piece.
1+76. Happy sculptureis here again, work/piece/thing.
477. A new and long hard,look at sculpturein the fiftiespiece
incorporatingthe Ken Armitage show featuringLynn Chadwick.
478. Sad art, a precis, piece.
479. Art as issue as issue, work/piece.
1+80. Terracottaturd, piece No. 2.
l+8l. Sculptoras a superman? piece.
81+

Cildo Campos MEIRELLES
Born 19^8, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Lives in Rio de Janeiro

I am here, in this exhibition,to defend neither a career nor any nationality.
I would rather speak about a region which does not appear on officialmaps, a region
calledthe SOUTHERNCROSS. Its original inhabitantsnever divided-it. Others came,
however,who for some reason did it. Such a divisionremains to this day.
I believe every region to have its boundary lines, imaginaryor not. The line I am
referringto is called Tordesilhas. Its Eastern side you know rather well through
post cards, pictures, descriptionsand books.
I would like, however, to speak from the other side of this border, with my head
under the Equator line, hot and buried in the ground, the very oppositeof
skyscrapers,their roots in the ground, about all constellations. The wild side.
The jungle in the head, deprivedof the brilliancyof intelligenceand brains. About
this people, about the heads of these people, they who searched,or were forced, to
bury their heads in the ground or in the mud. In the jungle. Therefore,their heads
within their very own heads.
A circus: ways of thinking,capabilities,specializations,styles, all ends. What
remains is what always existed: the ground. The dance to be performedbegging for
rain. And the swamp. And from the swamp worms will be born, and again life.
Another thing: always believe in rumors. In the jungle there are no lies, only very
private truths.
The precursors. But who dared to intuit,West of Tordesilhas,other than its own
inhabitants? Hard luck on the hippies and their sterilizedbeaches, their dis
infectedlands, their plastics,their emasculatedcults and their hysterical
intelligence. Hard luck on the East. Hard luck on those who compromise: willfully
or not, they take the side of the weak ones. Worse for them. For the jungle will
grow and spread out to cover their sterilizedbeaches, their disinfectedlands,
their lazy sexes, their buildings,their roads, their earth-works,think-works,
nihil-works,water-works,conceptual-works
and so on, East of Tordesilhasand in
each and every East of no matter what region. The jungle will go on spreadingit
self over the East of no matter what region. The jungle will go on spreadingitself
over the East and over those who compromise,until all those who have forgotten,or
no longer know, how to breathe oxygen will die, infectedwith health. Cat bed.
Within its womb it still bears the shy end of the metaphor: since metaphorshave no
intrinsicvalue West of Tordesilhas
. It is not that I myself am not fond of meta
phors: I want someday all works to be looked at as hallmarks, as remembrancesand
evocationsor real and visible conquests. And whenever listeningto the History of
this West, people will be listeningto fantasticlegends and fables and allegories
.
For a people who can transform its History into fantasticlegends and fables and
allegories,that people has a real existence.

April 1970
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Marta MINUJIN
Born Buenos Aires, Argentina
Lives .inBuenos Aires

MINUPHONE,Howard Wise Gallery,
New York, 1967

MINUCODE,Center for Inter-AmericanRelations,New
York, 1968
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Robert MORRIS
Born 1931, Kansas City, Missouri
Lives in New York

A METHOD FOR SORTING COWS
It is essentialto have a long corridoror alley with a large room or pen off to
one side and approximatelyhalfway between the ends of the corridor. Naturallythe
more cows being sorted the longer the corridorand the larger the pen. Two men are
requiredto sort cows in the method presentedhere - it can be done by one man but
the effort required- the running,the stumbling,the falling,the sweating,the
panic of the animals - all of these things make it impractical. Essentially,the
2-man method is as follows. The cows are driven into the corridorpast the gate of
the room or pen. The gate to the room or pen must swing open toward that end of
the corridorwhere all of the cows are crowded. The first man continueswith cows
past the gate. The second man stops at the gate; he is the gate man. The other man
is the head man and makes all the decisions*.When sorting cows the gate man S>
subordinatestation should be well understood. He must, for the sake of efficiency
and safety, never questionthe head man's decisions. Now imagine that the head man
is down by the cows at the end of the corridor,always keeping himself between the
gate man and the cows and keeping the cows crowded up againstthe far end of e
corridor. He can do this easily by making fidgetinggestures. This keeps
necessarylevel of nervousnessup among the cows - so long as the cows are milling
around the head man can tell that he has them in the palm of his hand so to speak.
When ready to sort the head man brings the cows to attentionby suddenlyraising o
arms straightout, bending both knees slightlyinto a kind of ply, droppingthe
upper part of his body and at the same time jumpingwith the lower. The head man
should practisethis motion until it is a smooth movement,yet one which transforms
his entire being into a state of absolutealertness,potentialityand authoriy.
good head man will transfixupwards of 30 cows with such a motion. After t e rea y
to-sort movement is made and the cows are stock still, nearly hypnotized,the ^ate
man should place his feet well apart and get a good grip on his gate. He shou
e
slightlycrouchedand concentratingon the head man. Slowly the head man will
straightenup and walk toward the cows, keeping just to right of center, l
e ga e
is on the left.
The cows will inch toward the left side as he inches toward the right. A crowding
will occur in the left corner until one Cow will bolt out and down the left side oi
the corridorpast the head man. But this is exactlywhat the head man wants. He
knows just what to do with this cow: as it bolts he screams by or m.
i
the former the gate man flattenshimself against the gate and attemptsto become
part of the wall; if it is the latter,he immediatelysprings out into the corridor
pulling the gate open at about a 60-degreeangle. The cow will dart into the pen
and he slams the gate and freezesto immobilityand intense concentrationon the head
man. The inchingtoward the right on the part of the head man, a cow bolting, the
in or by scream,the immobilityor action on the part of the gate man
so l goes
^Ttil all the cows except the last have made their exit from the end of the corridor.
The last cow is approachedby the head man in a more lyrical and less tense way;
usually the last cow is also somewhatmore relaxed and knows what is expected of him.
One might say that the last cow is "shooed"since the expert timing of the head man
is now not required. This cow will usually trot rather than bolt down the corridor
to its destined in or by place. The head man must then turn to his gate man and say,
"That'sthe one we're looking for."

Reprintedfrom Art and Literature, 11 (Lausanne,Switzerland},Winter 19^7
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N . E. THING CO. LTD.
Name registered,Vancouver,British Columbia,Canada, 1966
Incorporated,Victoria,British Columbia,Canada, 1969
TERRITORIALCLAIM - URINATION. September27, 1969
Claimedby Iain Baxter, President,N. E. Thing Co. Ltd., at Inuvik,Northwest
ffl'oha
l°
' ln
Arctle Circle,"Canada. One of series of TerritorialClaims on
global scale. Done as part of N. E. Thing Co. Ltd. Arctic-VSIPr
to go inside
the Arctic Circle, September25-27, 1969.
nside

^lrle
ide
oject,

President,urinating

Urinationmark on ice inside Arctic Circle
at Inuvik, N.W.T., Canada

PHOTO-VSI (FRONTALVIEW AND 90° VIEW). 1969
VSI - Visual SensitivityInformation,N. E. Thing Co. Ltd. Terminology

Frontal view of PHOTO-VSI
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90° view of PHOTO-VSI

THINKINGRE: CONCEPTS,ART (IF THAT'S THE PROPER WORD), COMMUNICATIONS,
MEDIA, ANYTHING
Definitions
:
1. c
concept

o
on

n
new

cep
causes

t
effectingperceptualthinking

* We have developeda new system at NETCO for definingwords (see above).
This system accepts the word as a completeconcept in itself and that its
componentparts (each letter) can and should describethe meaning. It
provides some very profoundways of definingwith many times some new
insightsinto the way a word works. We would like to publish a DICTIONARY
which defines words in this manner.
- It should be rememberedthat you can come up with a number of combinations,
sometimesall can be put down, - some usually feel better than others.
2. c
one
e
p
t
ar
t
coming on new causes effecting perceptual thinking and recording them
3. N. E. THING CO. NOMENCLATURE
ACT ART VSI SI SSI MSI -

AestheticallyClaimed Thing
AestheticallyRejectedThing
Visual SensitivityInformation(term NETCO uses instead of "art")
SensitivityInformation(all culturalinformation
)_
Sound SensitivityInformation(music,poetry /read/, singing,oratory,etc.)
Moving SensitivityInformation(movies,dance, mountain climbing,track,
etc.)
ESI - ExperientialSensitivityInformation(theatre,etc.)
** - It should be recognizedthat there are categorieswhere certaintypes of
sensitivityinformationare combinedwith others to provide their form,
but for the most part the categoriesabove have been establishedbecause
the "arts" tend to have a particularemphasison one kind of information
characteristic
.
- We find that by setting up a new set of definitionslike this that people
are better able to see the cross-relationship
between the "arts and in
so doing can become much more involvedand supportiveof the new types of
"arts activity"- SensitivityInformation- SI - that are going on.
- The idea of comprehending"all arts as informationhandled sensitively"
breaks the historicalchains that keep them apart from each other and
grosslymisunderstood.

Expandeddefinitions:
VSI - Visual SensitivityInformation
A term developedand used by the N. E. Thing Co. to denote more appropri
ately the meaning of the traditionalwords "art" and "fine art" or
"visual art." Refers to the handling of-visualinformationin a sensitive
manner. Also refers to the "artist"as a VISUAL INFORMER,as someonewho
knows how to handle visual informationsensitively.
SI - SensitivityInformation
A term developedby NETCO to denote all forms of culturalactivities,i.e.
dance, music, theatre, film, fine art, poetry, novels, etc. It is based
on the theory that there are all types of INFORMATIONaround in the world.
INFORMATIONis usually, or tends to be, confrontedwith and dealt with in
either a practicalor sensitivemanner. Thus INFORMATIONwhich is handled
in this pure or sensitiveway culminatesin SI (SensitivityInformation)
in general context,and eventuallyleaves its mark on our life as culture.
The divisionswithin SI are based on the dominantcharacteristicof that
particulararea of information,for example: Vision - VSI - Visual
SensitivityInformation(painting,sculpture,architecture,books, etc.)
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or Sound - SSI - Sound SensitivityInformation(music,singing,poetry,
etc.), or Motion - MSI - Moving SensitivityInformation(film,dance, some
forms of mountain climbing,some areas of track and field), or Experience
- ESI - ExperientialSensitivityInformation(theatre,some movies based
more on life experiencesper se than on strictlyvisual, or especially
areas or events which include some of all the other informationconcentra
tions).
SID - SensitivityInformationDynamics
A NETCO term to denote the culturalactivityand climate of the times.
TRANS-VSI- Transmissionof Visual SensitivityInformation
Term to denote the flow of Visual SensitivityInformationfrom place of
transmissionto place of reception- via any communicationsmedium - like,
telecopier,telex, phone, telegram,letter, videophone,conversation,
Telestar,television,etc. A number of these transmissiondevices embody
the possibilitiesrelay, cognizanceand interplay. This is at the moment
bringing into play the cultural impact situationwe are experiencingand
will experiencemore so when this flow of SI developsuniversaland pro
vincial overtones. We shall then be experiencingglobal SI or "culture"
through the ends of all our highly developedsenses and along the lines
and at the receptorsof our electricsystems.
TRANS-SI - generallyspeakingthe same as above, only think of it in the broader
sense.
CIRCULARWALK INSIDE ARCTIC CIRCLE AROUND INUVIK, N.W.T., CANADA. September26, 1969
Two presidentsof N. E. Thing Co. Ltd. walked in circularfashion around the outside
perimeterof the town of Inuvik, N.W.T., Canada, inside the Arctic Circle. (lilO
photos were taken of one of the presidentswalking by the other president. Total
distance of the circularwalk was 3 1/2 miles, measuredby pedometer,and total num
ber of steps necessaryto accomplishthe walk was 10,31^.)
Photos picked at random from the 1^0 showing various locationsaround the circular
walk. September26, 1969
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N. E. THING CO. LTD.
50,000-MILETRANSMISSIONWITHIN 3 MINUTES. December 1969
Presidentof N. E. Thing Co. Ltd. at telex carryingout 50,000-miletransmissionfrom
from North Vancouver,B.C., to Joy Manufacturing,Newfoundland,Canada.
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KYNASTON MCSHINE
ASSOC CURATOR OF MODERN ART
MUSEUM OF
II

MODERN ART

WEST 5 3RD STREET

IAIN

BAXTER.

NEW YORK NY

PRESIDENT.

TELEXED SELF PORTRAIT
FRONT SIDEsCOURSE

N.E.

THING

CO.

FROM MEMORY -

BROWN HAIR

LTD.

1969

SLIGHTLY

BALDING

AT TEMPLES

OVER EARS WIDTH OF NOSE NORMAL AVERAGE LIPS
BOTTOM OF EARS FAIR

COMPLEXION

BLACK NON-PROTRUDING
RIGHT

Presidentseated at telex carryingout
50,000-miletransmission

ADAMS APPLE

GOLD CAP ON FRONT

AVERAGE LIPS

SIDE

SLIGHTLY

OVER EARS NORMAL SHAPED NOSE

BURNS TO BOTTOM OF EARS FAIR

LONG BLACK EYE LASHES NON-PROTRUDING

CHIN

AS LEFT

SIDE

i COURSE BROWN HAIR

ONLY IT

BOTTOM LOBE AREA FAIR
iCOURSE

BROWN HAIR

PROTRUSION
LEXION
N.

E.

1419

EYE BROWS

THE RIGHT SIDE

TO SLIGHTLY

TURTLE NECK SWEATER HAIR

TOP SIDE

IS

OVER COLLAR

OF NAVY BLUE

COVERS MOST OF EARS EXCEPT FOR

COMPLEXION

FRONT AREA SLIGHTLY

OF NOSE AND CHIN

SHOULDERS FAIRLY

THINNED

OUTNORMAL

AND CHEEK BONES FAIR

COMP

BROAD

THING CO LTD
RIVERSIDE

DRIVE

F ONEC60 4 >9 29 -36 6 2.

N VANCOUVER

BC CANADA

TELEX NBR 04-507802.

CABLE

ANYTHING

N E THING VCR

h M THEORY
M M m m ^

VSI

^ m m M M

MATERIALMAXIMUM mental minimum ^

VSI

> minimum material MAXIMUM MENTAL

Note:
k M THEORY - explainsthe differencesin
emphasis of VSI (VisualSensitivity
Information)before (pasthistory
of "art") and now (onward)
Double arrow ^
VSI ^ - denotes a con
stant flow between theitwo attitudes
VSI - always the result (painting,sculp
ture, idea, statement,pottery, con
cept, etc.) regardlessof attitude

COMPLLLLLL*

ADAMS APPLE NON-

PROTRUDING CHEEK BONES COURSE RED-BROWNISH

BACK SID£

NAVY BLUE

NECK SWEATER

sCOURSE BROWN HAIR

RIGHT SIDEtSAME

BURNS TO

EYES LONG EYELASHES

TOOTH SPACE BETWEEN EYES SHORT DISTANCE

TURTLE
LEFT SIDE

CHIN

HAZEL

AND SLIGHTLY

SIDE

VANCOUVER

Bruce NAUMAN
Born 19^+1,Fort Wayne, Indiana
Lives in Pasadena,California

HOLOGRAMS (MAKINGFACES). 1968. Photographicimage on glass, 8 x 10 inches

The New YorkGraphic Workshop
announcesits
FIRST CLASS MAIL EXHIBITION *14
from
The Museumof ModernArt

Summer1970

LUIS

CAMNITZER, JOSE
GUILLERMO CASTILLO, LILIANA PORTER
3
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Group OHO
Formed 1966,

Ljubljana,

Milenko MATANOVIC
Born 19^7, Ljubljana,
Lives in Ljubljana

Yugoslavia

Yugoslavia

zeml ja
earth

sonce
sun

Ljubljana

MILiiNiCOMATAjNOVIC, 1970
interkontitentalni projekt amerika— evr
pa
intercontinental project america— evro—
pe
(1)
istocasno so k clani grupc oho, dva
v ZUA in uva v evropi , spustili vzi—
galico na kos papirja z visine 10 cm
simultaniously the h members of oho
group, 2 of them in new york city in
usa, 2 in ljutaljana in jugoslavija,
looked at the sun and dropped from
the height of 10 cm a match stick on
a piece of paper

1.
Milenko
Matanovid
New York
USA

2.
3.
Marko
David
Pogacnik Nez
LjubljanaNew York
Jugosla- USA
vi ja

4.
Andraz
Salamun
Ljubljana
Jugoslavija

datum
date

4.2.1970

DAVIDa
time object
Sasovne
progran

5 .2.1970

6.2.1970

a grid
unitsA
identi
raster
Stirii
predat

7.2.1970

Matanovic
Milenko

8.2.1970

9 .2.1970

1 unit,
a squar
a,b,c ,d
sides :

each po
a direc
movemen

10.2.1970

New York

Ljubljana

11.2.1970
1 unit
1 aquar
4 secti

12.2.1970

13.2.1970

14.2.1970

Nez
David

•alamun
Andraz

15 .2.1970

das
time
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Group OHO
David George NEZ
Born 19^+9, Cambridge,
Massachusetts
Lives in Ljubljana,
Yugoslavia

DAVID NEZ, 1970
time - structures, to be documented on 8
object - program

rvvtt
film (1 position-l frame, 16 frame® per
second)

l.the two basic circuits

obe baziSni cirkulaciji

Sasovne strukture, ki se dokumentirajo na 8 mm film (lpoziclja—1 sliSica, 16 allele
na sekundo)
program za objekt

A.
B.
C.
0.

A.
B.
C.
D.

a grid marked off on floor
units A,B,C,D presented by foui
identical cubes
raster narisan na tla
atiri identiSne kocke
predstavljajo enote A,B,C,D

A.ab,ac,ed,bd
B. ab,bd,cd,ac
C. ac,cd,bd,ab
D. bd,cd,ac,ab

ab,ac,cd,bd
ab,bd,cd,ac
cd,ac,ab,bd
cd,bd,ab,ac

horizontal selection

vertical selection
A.
B.
c.
D.

1 unit,
a square with point
a,b,c,d•
sides: ab,ac,bd,cd

1 enota, kvadrat
8 tockami a,b,c,d in
stranicami ab,ac,bd,cd

each point selects
a direction of
movement (diagonal)

vsaka toSka selekcionira
smer gibanja (diagonalno)

each side selects
a direction of
movement (horizontal
vertical)

smer gibania (horizontalno,

1 unit = 1 sauare
1 square X lo « 1 sectioi
4 sections « total grid
(64 squares

4 sekcije

16 « 1 sekcija
celotni raster
(64 kvadratov)

diagonal selection
A.
B.
C.
D.

ab,ac,cd,bd
bd,ab,ac,cd
ac,cd,bd,ab
cd,bd,ab,ac

the two basic circuits
A.
B.
C.
D.

unit A in section A
eno t A v sekciji A

ab,ac,cd,bd
bd,ab,ac,cd
cd,ac,ab,bd
bd,cd,ac,ab

ab,ac,cd,ac,.ab,ac,cd
ab,bd,cd,bd,ab,bd,cd
cd,ac ,ab,ac ,cd,ac,ab
cd,bd,ab,bd,cd,bd,ab

horizontal
n
0

unit C in secti
C
enota G v sekciji C

sekciji D

A.
B.
C.
D.

selection

ab,ac,cd,ac,ab,ac,cd
ab,bd,cd,bd,ab,bd,cd
ac,cdbd i ,cd,ac,cd,bd
bd,cd,ac,cd,bd,cd,ac

ac,ab,bd,cd
bd,ab,ac,cd
ac,cd,bd,ab
bd,cd,ac,ab

horizontalna selekcija
A.
B.
C.
D.

ac,ab,bd,cd
bd,ab,ac,cd
cd,ac,ab,bd
cd,bd,ab,ac

vertikalna selekcija
A.
B.
C.
D.

ac,ab,bd,cd
ab,bd,cd,ac
ac,cd,bd,ab
cd,bd,ab,ac

diagonalna selekcija
A.
B.
C.
D.

ac,ab,bd,cd
ab,bd,cd,ac
cd,ac,ab,bd
bd,cd,ac,ab

obe baziSni cirkulaci^.
A.
B.
C.
D.

ac,ab,bd,ab,ac,ab,bd
bd,eb,ac ,ab,bd,ab,ac
ac,cd,bd,cd,ac,cd,bd
bd,cd ,ac ,cd ,bd,cd ,ac

horizontalna selekcija
A.
B.
C.
D.

A .,ab,bd,ab,ac,ab,bd
bd,ab,ac,ab,bd,ab,ac
cd,ac,ab,ac,cd,ac,ab
cd ,bd,ab,bd,cd ,bd,ab
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Group OHO
Marko POGACNIK
Born 19^,
Kranj , Yugoslavia
Lives in Kranj

MARKO POGACHIK,1970
projectsgroup OHO
projektigrupa OHO

5 ,l-3.tehni5na
relacija (kako) (2)
technicalrelation (how)
2-4.materialnarelacija (kaj)
material relation (what)

.1.sistematiino
siatematlc
2 .racionalno
rational
3-senzlbilno
sensitive
4 .intuitivno
intuitive

7 .1 .sistematiSno-racionalna
selekcija
sistematic-rational
selection
2.sistemati5no-lntuitivna
selekcija
sistematic-intuitive
selection
3 .senzibilno-intuitivna
selekcija
sensitive-intuitive
selection
4 .senzibilno-racionalna
selekcija
sensitive-rational
selection

S.l.prva smer koncentracije
first directionof concentration
2.drugs smer koncentracije
second directionof concentration
3.tretjasmer koncentracije
third directionof concentration
4.5etrta smer koncentracije
fourth directionof concentration
2

9 .1.kvadratizvensvetnekoncentracije
out-of-worldconcentrationquadrate
2.kvadrat evetne koncentracije
world concentrationquadrate
3.kvadrat grupne koncentracije
group concentrationquadrate
4.kvadrat individualnakoncentracije
individualconcentrationquadrate
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10.1 .izvensvetna
sfera
out-of-world
sphere
2.svetna
sfera
world sphere
3.grupna sfera
group sphere
4 .individualna
sfera
individu— ^-^al sphere

11 .1 .slstematlSno-racionalna
vlogs
sistematic-rational
role
2.sistematl5no-intuitivna
vloga
sistematic-intuitive
role
3 .senzibilno-intuitivna
vloga
sensitive-intuitive
role
4 .senzibilno-racionalna
vloga
sensitive-rational
role

12.1.MarkoPogacnik
2.David Hez
3.AndrazSalamun
4 .MilenkoMatanovid

13.1.splo5nidel (1.-6.)
general part (1.-6.)
2.proJekt:grupa
OHO (13.)
projects
group OHO (13.)
3.posebnidel (6.-12.)
particularpart (6.-12.)

Group OHO
Andraz SALAMUN
Born 19^7, Ljubljana,
Lives in Ljubljana

ANDRAZ SALAMUN, 1970
1. zelezna krogla, 3 kg
iron ball, 3 kg
3. aluminijastacev
aluminium pipe

andra2 Salamun, 1970
2. medeninaat obroi
braziery riu^
3, zelezna cev
iron pipe
6. vljak
screw

Yugoslavia

Group OHO
Tomaz SALAMUN
Born 19^1, Zagreb, Yugoslavia
Lives in Ljubljana,Yugoslavia

SCULPTURE117° C

I. 1969

SCULPTURE117° C

the first statementis about the accidentalityof the world
the second statementis about the first condition
the third statementis about a nod of the head
the fourth statementis about a briefcase
the fifth statementis about a method of distinguishing
102

II. 1969

HelioOITICICA
Born 1937,Bio de Janei
Livesin Rio de Janeiro

limit itself
of an univer
doesn't exis
open-behavio
against li£e
make formula
, participat
solutions :
representati
propositions
of accidenta
from the acc;
"lying down"
possibilitie
these are st
communal-cei
can concentr
(wholly expe
(the country
the most bra:
intensely wi"
given : they
practice : ii
be expanded ,

Dennis OPPENHEIM
Born 1938, Mason City, Washington
Lives in New York
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GROUND LEVEL - (PUSH-UPSON MUD) - A SLIDE PRESENTATIONWITH SOUND. 6 MINUTES
Energy in the form of ground pressure expended for its own sake.
Photographicresidue returnedto exact locationvia slide projectionon snow.
Artist re-enters.
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Yoko

0N0

MAP PIECE
Draw an imaginary map.
Put a goal mark on the map where you
want to go.
Go walking on an actual street according
to your map.
If there is no street where it should be
according to the map, make one by putting
the obstacles aside.
When you reach the goal, ask the name of
the city and give flowers to the first
person you meet.
The map must be followed exactly, or the
event has to be dropped altogether.

CLOUD PIECE
Imagine the clouds dripping.
Dig a hole in your garden to
put them in.
1963 spring

Ask your friends to write maps.
Give your friends maps.
1962 summer

WEARING-OUT MACHINE

FALLING PIECE

Ask a man to wear out various things
before you use them.
Such as:
Women
Clothes
Books
Apartments
Pianos
Typewriters

Go outside of you.
Look at yourself walking down the street.
Make yourself tumble on a stone and fall.
Watch it.
Watch other people looking.
Observe carefully how you fall.
How long it takes and in what rhythm you fall.
Observe as seeing a slow motion Him.
1964 spring

1964 spring

-1
Name:
Age:
Sex: Male Female
Occupation:
Please check the following
data:

ways

'>

I J}]^

2)

I have ^
never
well.

3)

CIRCLE
put
stamp
here
Send to:

to draw circles.

YOKO ONO

drawn circles

I 3111a better circlewas
now.
drawer in the past,
when I was

Other comments regarding your
circle experience:
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DRAW

EMPIRE STATE BLDG.
N. Y. C.
(age).
© IH9

1, N. Y.
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PANAMARENKO
Born 19^+0, Antwerp,
Lives in Antwerp
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Giulio PAOLINI
Born 19^0, Genoa, ItalyLives in Turin, Italy

hHHMh

1i

RAPHAEL URBINAS MDIIII
Photographicreproduction
in actual size
of the light in the doorway of the temple
painted by Raphael in
The Marriage of the Virgin
1 7/8 x 1 3/8 inches

1968
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ART

DEVICE

THE

ARTIST

THESIZED
PERIOD
SPECIFIC

A
OF

NO. 8

PAUL

REPRESENTED
NUMBER
THE

LAST

REFERENTIAL

SELF- ADDRESSED

BY

THIS

OF

RELATED

18

MONTHS.

MATERIAL

ENVELOPE

DEVICE
WORKS
TO
SEND

PECHTER *70

HAS
OVER

RECEIVE
A

SYN
A
MORE

STAMPED

TO :
PAUL
PECHTER
196 E. 3 ST.
NYC
10009

Giuseppe PENONE
Born 19^7, Garessio,ItalyLives in Garessio
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Adrian PIPER
Born 19U8, New York
Lives in New York

on
i

)
a

Three Models of Art Product
Kejr

(I) - any sensory,intellectual,or otnerwiseexperientialinformation
input
(C) - any active consciousnesswnich discriminates,qualifies,adds to,
interprets,alters, and utilizes (I).
(P) - the product (e.g. thougnt, action, idea, object,event, etc.) of
(I) — —y (C). An art product (P is defined as any product (P)
which is presentedin an art context.
— y - is transformedinto
System I
(I) ~> (C)

a
)
)
a

(P )

(P is a separateand final stage in the
productionprocess. (P nas a physical
and/or temporalexistencewnich is quali
fied hy hut externalto (I)
(C).

System II
(I)

a
)
)
a

(C; P.)

(P is a final stage within tne domain
of (C). (P properlyhas internalaxistence only, wnich is conveyed tnrough
externalcommunicationforms, e.g. lang
uage, plans, photos, etc.

System III

(^» ^&)K—(c)

ya)

)
a

)
a

Systems

(P is any particular(I) condition.
(P nas a physical and/or temporalexis
tence, which is unqualifiedhut recognized
and distinguisnedhy (C).

In each of tne ahove systems, (I) — y (C) is antecedent,(P) or (P a
transitiveconsequent. Other models may he constructedusing the same
four componentsin varying functionalpositions.
This expositionuses System II.
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MichelangeloPISTOLETTO
Born 1933, Biella, Italy
Lives in Turin, Italy
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ULTIME

Emilio PRINI
Born 19^+3,Stresa, Italy
Lives in Genoa, Italy
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AlejandroPUENTE
Born 1933, La Plata, Buenos Aires, Argentina
Lives in New York '
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Markus RAETZ
Born 19^1, Berne, Switzerland
Lives in Amsterdam,the Netherlands
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Yvonne RAINER
Lives in New York
L

STATEMENTON MAY 11,

19 70

I an going thru hard times:
In the
pressmg,
milling
swarming,
pulsing,
choreographic
gestures
seem trivial.

^y

In recent
performances
actual
ways in which
°se OUr Vltal
if

ereSt6d

pe^ormLje?

shadow of real recent
converging,
passing
changing
in this
country,
formalized

I have allowed
for elements
to emerge that pertain
to
we engage with each other.
But like
any group we will
these
"engagements"
remain on the level
of fun and games.
^

thereapy

as Performance,

hut

I am still

I experience
did before.
imagination

a strong
sense of risk when I think
ahout what lies
ahead.
My conditioning
- with its powerful
imperatives
of history
, quality,
and control
- lurks
ever in my peripheral
vision!'
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It is not necessary to read this program prior to performance.

A.

Primary:

B.

Secondary:
"genre"

C

comntN
original

BY YVONNE RAINER
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Performing someone else's material in a stvle
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°
or working in a kno™ sty^e or
?
someone else's material in a style
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all of the following occur

1.

Rehearsal:

2.

Run-thru:

3.

Working out:

Creation of new material in performance. It
may result in intense response-behavior kind
of activity. It can resemble ^"rehearsal" and
may involve "teaching".

Surprises:

Material (objects, activity) introduced without
previous knowledge of all the performers.

5.

Marking:

Performance of previously learned material in
the absence of some of the conditions necessary
tor polished performance, such as adequate space,
proper number of performers, proper expenditure
of energy, etc.

6.

Teaching:

A performer teaches previously learned material
to one or more performers who do not know it, or
choreographer invents
new material.

7.

Behavior:

a.

Actual: individual gestural and verbal activ
lty spontaneously occurring in performance
of a predetermined situation. Can occur dur
ing any of the above or in "b".

b.

Choreographed: behavior that has been obser
ved, then learned, edited, or stylized prior
to performance.

"
and refining - Drocess that normally precedes Derformanrp
and a growing skepticism about the necessity to maL a clear-cut
'

p-oer
S,

Performing original material in a personal style.

to go to any of th three performance
areasat

.«
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*
r
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9.

I never
ambition

Rudimentary Notes Toward A Changing View of Performance

CONTINUOUS
PROJECT-ALTERED
DAILY

rigina1
'
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Levels of Performance Reality:

WHITNEY MUSEUM OF AMERICAN ART
March 31, April 1, April 2, 1970

ye
ecislons

interested

Performance of previously learned material
that is not in polished condition (i.e., has
been insufficiently rehearsed) , thereby neces
sitating verbalizations, repeats, arguments,
etc. The material itself may be re-learned
(having been performed at an earlier date) or
may be having a first performance, in which
case all the kinks" may not have been worked
out (cf. "working out").
Polished performance of material. May involve
verbalizing because of pre-arranged "signals"
or actual response during performance. (See
Behavior") .

Guaaenheim
year hae

lo Tot make

3.
*c.

Professional: the range of gesture and de
portment visible in experienced performers.

*d.

Amateur: the range of gesture and deportment
visible in inexperienced performers.

The distinction between these two categories is becoming
more blurred as seasoned performers begin to
®™!rt in £he
ditional controls and so-called amateurs become more expert in the
new dance modes.
A selection of roles and metamuscular conditions affecting (though not
always visible during) the execution of physical feats.

,

adolescent
angel
athlete
autistic child
angry child
Annette Michelson
bird
Barbra Streisand
Buster Keaton
brother
Betty Blythe
black militant
confidante
Carrie Oyama
competitor
energized dancer
Edward Sloman
enemy
follower
Fidel Castro
friend
feminist
George Sugarman
girl with hare lip
head
husband
hard drinker
Hollis Frampton
hunch back
leader
Louise Brooks
lover
Lucinda Childs
middle aged fat man
male nude
mother
Martha Graham
macrobiotic foodist
Michael Keith
Norma Fire
old person
out-of-shape dancer
old teacher
playing child
pregnant woman
pompous nobody

peer
redhead
Richard Forman
sick person
swimmer
short woman
schizophrenic
senile old lady
tired person
tall girl
12-year old ballerina
weight lifter
W. C. Fields
young woman
young man
anger
convalescence
celibacy
constipation
catatonia
drug-induced state
discipline
diarrhea
exhilaration
equanimity
fatigue
fear
gas
good muscle tone
in the pink
impotency
large bone structure
malnutrition
menstruation
not in the pink
overweight
puberty
pleasure
pregnancy
pain
power
relaxation
responsibility
senescence
sciatica
terminal cancer

4.
Excerpts from correspondence with group 11-69, 1-70
(following performances at University of Missouri & Amherst College)
"...I am ready to accept total freedom of 'response'. At this moment I have
trepidations about allowing people to 'alter' my material or introduce their
own, BUT (concurrent with my trepidations) I give permission to you all to
do either of these at^your own risk : i.e. , you will risk incurring the veto
power of me or other members of the group in performance (I do not want to
know about such intentions prior to performance) . In short, I reserve the
right - and I confer upon all of you the same right - to be true to my/your
responses in performance - be they enthusiastic or negative - bearing in
mind the natural precedence and priority of my material."
"...re 'doing your own thing' - one chance per person per performance. I'm
still fooling around with spoken material. I don't think that reading...
works. Now I have narrowed it down to commenting directly on the action (in
structions, comparison with previous performances) or reciting learned mater
ial....The Lenny Bruce idea still lurks in my head. Real performance bits:
stand-up comic, reminiscing actress or actor; quotes about performance. But
it can't be improvisational or 'in the style of'; it must be a performance of
someone else's material at a remove from the original or implied perform
ance. ...Primary performance is what we are already doing - original mater
ial.... I want the spoken stuff to be tertiary - someone else's material, or
material that has actually previously been brought into existence (via media,
or live), performed a£ though it is one's own, but in a style completely dif
ferent from or inappropriate to the known original. The degree to which it
can be established that the material is being quoted rather than imitated
will save it from 'bad' performance. (Cf my hitherto unsuccessful monologues
I have neither the skills nor the familiarity to do 'good' secondary perform
ances, like sportscaster or comic, and at this point I haven't the foggiest
notion how to establish that I want to do 'Bad Secondary Performance'.) This
will happen through clues in the material itself - references to actual dates
events, people, etc., obviously not connected to the current performers (or
'tertiary performers!'). At one point I really wanted to do a secondary
Lenny Bruce - imitate him or find someone who could. I think my ultimate
decision was much more interesting. ...The ambiguities and cross-purposes of
live presence vs. apparent behavior vs. implied intention conveyed by specifi
source material vs. unconvincing performance: It all adds up to a kind of
irony that has always fascinated me. When I say 'How am I like Martha Graham
I imaqine that my presence is immediately thrust into a new performance^ warp
(in the minds of the spectators) . From that moment on people are forced to
deal with me as a certain kind of performer someone who is simultaneously
real and fictitious, rather than taking me for granted as a conveyor of in
formation (simply because I'm talking half-way rationally)
Similarly I
feel that the tension that is produced from not knowing whether someone is
reciting or saying something - pushes a performance back and forth in and
out of warp* "
"The phenomenal aspect of what you did also characterized the whole experi
ence for me. The words I keep thinking of to describe it come perilously
close to current psychotherapeutic cliches: reality of encounter, responsible
interaction, truthful response. To put it in a more personal way: 1 got a
glimpse of human behavior that my dreams for a better life are based on real, complex, constantly in flux, rich, concrete, funny, focused, irrmediate,
specific, intense, serious at times to the point of religiosity, light,
diaphanous, silly, and many- leveled at any particular moment."

Klaus RINKE
Born 1939, Wattenscheid,
Germany
Lives in Dlisseldorf,
Germany
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From OPERATIONPOSEIDON The sun awakes sensualyearnings
Summer thunder storms bouncing between the Ruhr and the canal
The tremblingof light and heat
A handful of sand thrown in the moon
That which is above and below water

Edward RUSCHA
Born 1937, Omaha, Nebraska
Lives in Hollywood,California
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Boxed portfolioof an edition of 70

j. Los Angeles Tap Water
2. Pacific Ocean Salt Water
3. Eyewash (Murine)
4. Witch Hazel (Borbro distilled)
5. Acetone (Gray Cross)
6. Bleach (Clorox)
7. Hydrogen Peroxide (Gray Cross)
8. Candlewax (Halo)
9. Spot Remover (Energine)
to. Antiseptic (Listerine)
ft. Turpentine (T&R Factors of Texas)
t2. Sperm (Human)
13. Ant
14. Gunpowder (DuPont superfine)
15. Rust Solvent (Liquid Wrench)
16. Lacquer Thinner (Sinclairs)
17. Topsoil
18. Drain Cleaner (Liquid Drano)
19. Eau de Cologne (Partner)
20. Beer (Coors)
21. Nail Enamel (L'Orcal Coffee Caramel)
22. Gasoline (Mobil Ethyl)
23. Spirits of Peppermint (Borbro)
24. Oil of Wintergrcen (Borbro)
25. Castor Oil (Borbro)

26. Glacial Acetic Acid (Robinson)
27. Sulfuric Acid (Mallinckrodt)
28. Butch Wax with lanolin
2g. Wine (Chateau Latour 1962)
3°- Glue (Wilhold Glu-bird)
3 Bacon Grease
3^- Leather Dye (Shinola)
33- Tincture Merthiolate (Norco)
34- Urine (Human)
35- Lacquer (Pactra clear)
36. Shellac (Master Mixed orange)
37> Varnish (Grumbacher spray damar)
3 Petroleum Jelly (Vaseline)
39- Milk (Knudsen)
40- Coca Cola
4 Ammonia (Goodwin's)
4^> Tobacco (Gauloise)
43- Salad Dressing (Kraft Roka blue cheese)
44- Bourbon (Old Charter)
45- Egg Yolk
4^- Egg White
47- Chocolate Syrup (Hershey's)
48. Grass
49* Glycerine (Alvarado Pharmacy)
50. Rose Petal (American Beauty)

51. Oil Paint (Bellini Cad. Yellow Deep)
52. Pepper Sauce (Tabasco)
53. Ketchup (Heinz)
54. Spinach
55. Green Onion
56. Radish (Red)
57. Parsley
58. Beet
59. Turnip
60. Pepper (Yellow)
61. Cabbage (Red)
62. Tea (I.ipton's)
63. Coffee (Yuban)
64. Apple Juice (Tree Top Pure)
65. India Ink (Pelikan)
66. Mustard (French's)
67* Cocoa Butler (Hershey's)
68. Dairy Butter
69. Worcestershire Sauce (Lea & Perrins)
70. Olive Oil (Star)
71. Mineral Oil (Squibb)
72. Motor Oil (Texaco 30W-HD)
73. Meat (T-Bone)
74. Molasses (Bier Rabbit)
75. Cinnamon Oil (Magnus, Mabee ft Reynard)
Inside Silk: Blood of the Artist

Twenty-sixgasoline stations,various small fires, some Los Angeles apartments,
every building on the Sunset Strip, thirty-fourparking lots, Royal road test,
business cards, nine swimmingpools, crackers,stains,baby cakes, real estate
opportunities

J. M. SANEJOUAND
Born 193^, Lyons, France
Lives in Paris
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Richard SLADDEN
Born 1933, Somerset,England
Lives in Richmond,Surrey, England
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Robert SMITHSON
Born 1938, Passaic,New Jersey
Lives in New York
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Keith SONNIER
Born 191*1,Mamou, Louisiana
Lives in New York

121*

VIDEO WALL PROJECTION. 1970. Foam rubber, 16 x 90 x 38 inches, TV
projectorand camera,two video-tapes

Ettore SOTTSASSjr.
Born 1917» Innsbruck,Austria
Lives in Milan, Italy
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Erik THYGESEN
Born 19U1, Myborg, Dennii
Lives in Copenhagen
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John VAN SAUN
Born 1939, Denver, Colorado
Lives in New York
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GuilhermeMagalhaesVAZ
Born 19U8, Araguari,Minas Gerais, Brazil
Lives in Brasilia,Brazil

Bernar VENET
Born 19^1 j Nice, France
Lives in Nev York
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During the exhibitiona TV set in the gallery will he turned on whenever Stock
Market and classroomprograms are presented. The rest of the time the TV will he
turned

off.

Jeffrey WALL
Born 19U6, Vancouver,British Columbia,Canada
Lives in Ruislip,Middlesex,England
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oleumfloor,the waitresses
makingtheirroun
ds of the tables,etc.— maybeotherpeopleat
othertablesespecially
over Diane'sshoulder.
Occasionally,
Bonniepassesthe camerato Dia
ne and Dianetakespictures,possiblyincluding
someof the same articlesin her photosof Bo
nnie.At anothertime,Bonnieand Dianeare in
a restaurant it mightbe the same restaurant,
it mightbe a differentone. Thereis no tape
recorder;
thereis no camerain its leather
case.Instead,on the tablebetweenthem,along
withthe coffee-cups,
the pieceof peachpie
withice creamand the ash tray,is a stackof
photographs
or printedphoto-cards.
The pict
uresrepresent
Bonnieand Dianein a restaur
ant,sittingat a tabletalking,and many in
cludeview of the room of the restaurant,
the

mmmsmmm

curbs,trees,blockhouse,
etc.
/VoV* jia. f
/V
ck
t /*v

ruttedroad edges

back on a largelawn,a gravel-covered
path side
walk,a concretecurb,a sewergratingetc.;a
wide slopingboulevard,
brightautumnsunlight,
a curbstoneto the right,M& an intersection
with a metallic-colored
stationwagonpositioned
(moving)in it, a wide grassymedian,a low con
crete,cream-colored
blockhouse
structureset on
the grassymedian,low treesalongthe curbs,the
edge of the heftysilverand blue dashboard,
etc.
As we ride in thismovingcar, I flip through
a stackof photographs
whichis lyingon my lap.
I witnessa black-and-white
grey landscapeproc
eedingwithouttransition
factorsfrom one indi
stinguishable
positionto the next.As well, th
ere mightbe image
Jwhich I cannotseem to relate
to the experience
of the car-ridelandscape
vis
ion: imagesand visionsof sex ## acts carried
out in semi-public
places,of trucksand machin
ery in an unpavedparkinglot, of a particular
te
boothstandingempt .

lephone
y
doorsto the kitchen,otherpeopleat othertab
c/u t 0 c/7 t " { ,y\^ I,.j, .
— /leseating,waitersor waitresses
at theirtasks
etc.Also amongthesepicturespiledup on the
DRhAKYCHrAISTxtY
PiiCCiJDUkii
tablemightbe be photographs
not takenin a re
staurant
at all, but insteadin a bathroomcubi
cle.The sequenceis not ditinguishable
in any
Someoneis standingin a bathroomcubiclein
veryusefulterms.Theremightbe photographs
#
a movietheatrelobby.In her handsshe holdsa
takenfroma movingcar, showinga longcurving smallportableslideprojector.
On the door of
road,patchedin places,and boundedon each si
the cubicleare projectedimagesof overtsexual
de by thicktreesand bush;showinga streetco
acts carriedout in a cubicleidenticalor simi
rnerwith a low, light-colored
bungalowset well lar to this one.
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lAf'-rr/trWAWMVi

thelessit is true a commondialoguefor
all blue cars with shinysilvery-blue
leath
eretteseats,red trucksw/grey(stripedwith
red and some green)seats,whiteChevrolets
with grey-green
seats,beige-coloured
Chevr
oletswith grey-brown
seats all this a "co
mmon language"
. Who shouldI speakthroughall
the slideshows,the interminable
shuffling
throughstacksof cardsbleakand dreary,ne
ver leadinganywherebut to more rollsof fi
lm shot in more accidental
places stacksof
ice creamsandwiches
behindthe window,the
blackand whitepolicecar pulling
away
from the stop light all heavypulsingheart-

vacuumarea

low definition

WALL
what is to be learnedfrom riding,sitting,
flippingthroughgrey photographs
of unremar
kablequality?^BHH» Men and womenstanding
in busses*underfluorescent
lighting,sitti
ng in restaurants,
lobbies,standing on si
dewalksand elevators,
sittingin livingrooms
watchingtelevision have anythingto learn?
Themselves
defeatured—
— photosof themselves— like photosof myself producevirtually
no emotivereaction.The mirrorand the photo
do nothingyet cannotbe eliminated
nor dist
inguishedfrom the0illusory"activities"
of
"reallife",whereverthat is to be found.A
photograph
showinga long gentlycurvingboui
levard,neat smallhouseslinedup alongeit
her side,a grassedstripbetweenthe two
halvesof the road (alsolow whiteconcrete
2nd photo

truckseats

Deatsand regions,wherejust continually
si
ttingtherereceivinglightimpressions
on
the retinaon the lens of the camera,sound
wavesvibratingthe eardrumvibratingthe
flBb sensitivepickupsin this littlemike
here,sittingon my lap cameralyingon the
recorder
body.This commonlanguage*has the
pleasant
effectof includingwhatevermight
occurin theseunrelatedregions.Imaginea
development:
huge highwaybillboards
with ma
ssivephotoblowupsof landscapenot unlike
the landscape
unwindingall aroundthe bill
boarditself this massiveartificial
anal
oguefor the highwayonly on the highway.
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Have someonetakeyou on a car ride some
where the routeis not important.
Buy some
photo-cards
from an artistof this theatrical
school(maybemake up your own cards)and ta
ke themalong.You shouldneverbotherto go
if your intentionis to find out something_
aboutthe car §4- ridesand the photosand the*
roanipulated
— for betteror worse
— sequences
— \

'An

highwaycurb streamingpast the car window
— sho
rt whitepost with diagonalyellowand blackst
ripedmarker,the standardmirrorframe:inside
it— rushinggravelshoulderwith the singlesho
rt whitehighwaypost distancemarker.)
— we see
it everytime we pass by that way in the car
everytime we driveourselvesby thatway. Shou
ld I, as I passedthis particular
sectionthis#
particular
curving
boulevard
or
curving
highway,
P1
emptyfrom its brownmanilaenvelopea seriesof
/yv%*kt
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LawrenceWEINER
Born 19^0, New York
Lives in New York

The artist may constructthe piece
The piece may he fabricated
The piece need not
to
be built
iivu
uW
UU11U
Each being equal and consistentwith the intent of thp at-Mo-h
a • •
conditionrests with the receiverupon theIc^oVo?
receivership ^

Tried and True

%
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Ian WILSON

as ^

1968
1969
1969
19T0

New York Times, June l6
Seth Siegelaub,'March 31'
'WhenAttitudesBecome Form,' Kunsthalle,Berne, Switzerland
'Information,'
Museum of Modern Art, June
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Carlos D 'ALESSIO
Born 1935, Buenos Aires, Argentina
Lives in Argentina

PROJECT FOR A CONCERT OF ELECTRONICMUSIC
This project consistsof an open musical work whose object is to receive and incorwithin theP lang
its originallanguage,thus creating another concert
within the concert at the same time that the first is being performed. To achieve
or structured' " Sn
° electronicmusic wiL be taken £ the bise
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DIAL-A-POEM during the exhibition
Arranged by Giorno Poetry Systems

Vito Acconci
John Ashbery
Bill Berkson
Ted Berrigan
Joe Brainard
Michael Brovnstein
William Burroughs
John Cage
Jim Carroll
Joe Ceravolo
Eldridge Cleaver
Kathleen Cleaver
Clark Coolidge
Diane Di Prima
Kenvard Elmslie
Larry Fagin
Dick Gallup
Allen Ginsberg
Giorno Poetry Systems
Barbara Guest
Brion Gysin
David Henderson
Abbie Hoffman
Lenore Kandel

Call 956-7032

Program changed daily

Kenneth Koch
Jackson MacLov
Gerard Malanga
BernadetteMayer
Taylor Mead
Frank O'Hara
Joel Oppenheim
Ron Padgett
Lennox Raphael
Jerry Rothenberg
Aram Saroyan
Peter Schjeldahl
Bobby Seale
John Sinclair
Gary Snyder
Tony Towle
Tom Veitch
Diane Wakoski
Anne Waldman
Levis Warsh
John Wieners
Emmett Williams
and other poets

ESSAY

Each artist was invited to create his own contributionto this book, a situation
which meant that the materialpresentedwould be either directlyrelated to the
actual work in the show, or independentof it. Therefore,this book is essentially
an anthologyand considereda necessaryadjunctto the exhibition. Contraryto the
McLuhan thesis, books are still a major communicationsystem, and perhaps becoming
even more important,given "the global village"that the world has become. After
all.Time magazine is availablealmost everywhereon Wednesdaymornings.
The materialpresentedby the artists is considerablyvaried, and also spirited,if
not rebellious- which is not very surprising,consideringthe general social,poli
tical, and economic crises that are almost universalphenomenaof 1970. If you are
an artist in Brazil,you know of at least one friend who is being tortured;if you
are one in Argentina,you probably have had a neighborwho has been in jail for
having long hair, or for not being "dressed"properly;and if you are living in the
United States,you may fear that you will be shot at, either in the universities,in
your bed, or more formallyin Indochina. It may seem too inappropriate,if not
absurd, to get up in the morning,walk into a room, and apply dabs of paint from a
little tube to a square of canvas. What can you as a young artist do that seems
relevantand meaningful?
%

One necessityis, therefore,at least to move with the cultural stressesand pre
occupations(as if you had a choice),particularlywith the obvious changes in life
style. The art cannot afford to be provincial,or to exist only within its own his
tory, or to continueto be, perhaps, only a commentaryon art. An alternativehas
been to extend the idea of art, to renew the definition,and to think beyond the
traditionalcategories- painting, sculpture,drawing,printmaking,photography,film,
theater,music, dance, and poetry. Such distinctionshave become increasinglyblurred

,

Many of the highly intellectualand seriousyoung artists representedhere have
addressedthemselvesto the questionof how to create an art that reaches out to an
audiencelarger than that which has heen interestedin contemporaryart in the last
few decades. Their attempt to he poetic and imaginative,without being either aloof
or condescendinghas led them into the communicationsareas that INFORMATIONreflects.
Superficially
considered,some might seem to be directly involvedwith dandyismand
the "gesture,"and while some are, others use these as approachesto more subtle,
sophisticated,
and profound ends. The activity of these artists is to think of con
ceptsthat are broader and more cerebralthan the expected "product"of the studio.
With the sense of mobility and change that pervades their time, they are interested
in ways of rapidly exchangingideas, rather than embalmingthe idea in an "object."
However,the idea may reside on paper or film. The public is constantlybombarded
with strong visual imagery,be it in the newspapersor periodicals,on televisionor
in the cinema. An artist certainlycannot competewith a man on the moon in the
livingroom. This has thereforecreated an ambiguousand ironic position for the
artist, a dilemma as to what he can do with contemporarymedia that reach many more
peoplethan the art gallery.
In the reevaluationof their situation,some artists have attemptedto extend them
selvesinto their environmentand to work with its problems and events. Some have
becomeaware of their own bodies, in a way that has nothing to do with the accepted
idea of the self-portrait,but more with the questioningand observingof sensations.
Othershave embracednatural phenomena in ways that are at times romantic and at
timesborderingon scientific.
An intellectualclimatethat embracesMarcel Duchamp,Ad Reinhardt, Buckminster
Fuller,MarshallMcLuhan, the I Ching the Beatles,Claude Le'vi-Strauss
, John Cage,

ESSAY

Yves Klein, HerbertMarcuse, Ludvig Wittgensteinand theories of informationand
leisure inevitablyadds to the already complex situation. It is even more enriched
by the implications,for example, of Dada, and more recentlyhappeningsand Pop and
"minimal"art.

With an art world that knows more readily about currentwork, through reproductions
and the wide disseminationof informationvia periodicals, and that has been altered
by television,films, and satellites,as well as the "jet", it is now possible for
artists to be truly international;exchangewith their peers is now comparatively
simple. The art historian'sproblem of who did what first is almost getting to the
point of having to date by the hour. Increasinglyartists use the mail, telegrams,
telex machines,etc., for transmissionof works themselves- photographs,films,
documents- or of informationabout their activity. For both artists and their
public it is a stimulatingand open situation,and certainlyless parochialthan even
five years ago. It is no longer imperativefor an artist to be in Paris or Hew York.
Those far from the "art centers"contributemore easily, without the often artificial
protocolthat at one time seemed essentialfor recognition.
Inevitablyfor art film and videotapeare growing in importance. It is quite obvious
that at this point they are major mass media. Their influencehas meant that the
general audience is beginningto be unwilling to give the delicate responsesneeded
for looking at a painting. Artists are beginningto use this to their advantage.
They hope to introducea large public to more refined aestheticexperiences.
The films and videotapesin this exhibitionand listed in this book have often been
describedas "minimallystructured,"which means that the content is non-narrative
and that the style, while being almost an extensionof cine'mave'rit?
, is like so much

of the other work in the show, simply a method of distributingthe visual information
that intereststhe artist.
The generalattitudeof the artists in this exhibitionis certainlynot hostile. It
is straightforward,
friendly,coolly involved,and allows experienceswhich are refresh
ing. It enables us to participate,quite often as in a game; at other times it seems
almosttherapeutic,making us questionourselvesand our responsesto unfamiliar
stimuli. The constantdemand is a more aware relationto our natural and artificial
environments.There is always the sense of communication. These artists are ques
tioningour prejudices,asking us to renounce our inhibitions,and if they are reeval
uatingthe nature of art, they are also asking that we reassesswhat we have always
taken for granted as our acceptedand culturallyconditionedaestheticresponseto
art.
It is only too obvious that there are unpredictableimplicationsfor the established
systems. For example,the whole nature of collectingis perhaps becoming obsolete,
and what is the traditionalmuseum going to do about work at the bottom of the Sargasso
Sea, or in the Kalahari desert, or in the Antarctic,or at the bottom of a volcano?
How is the museum going to deal with the introductionof the new technologyas an every
day part of its curatorialconcerns?
I have purposelymade this text short and very general. INFORMATIONwill allow for a
more careful and thorough analysisof all the aestheticand social implicationsof the
work. My essay is really in the galleriesand in the whole of this volume.

KynastonL. McShine
AssociateCurator of Painting and Sculpture
lUl
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U.S. and Hanoi Delegates Debate Table Design

By PAUL HOFMANN

Vanct

opposite number Each
companied by four aides
As related by an American
official afterwards. Mr. Vance
No Progress Reported
started the discussions by propoting three seating arrange
not previously put for
proposed a plain round table. ments
talks
"We would take two quar ward.
The first was described as
The American delegates in ter segments of the table and
you [Americans and South Vi- an arrangement of two halfiui uiiure etnamese allies] could take the oval tables placed against each
that would indicate the exist- remaining half." a North Viet other to form a broken oval.
ae
: of
quoted as
i The second American proposal
sides of belliger- p
delegate was H
having suggested.
called for two half-circle tables.
This was done mainly at the! Thp d
between two P|"
t0 form a broken circle.
urging of the delegation of the 9,
and one
of a c.r-|™eth
proposal made by
Saigon regime, which was not c,e 8
both 180 de-l^r ' Vance would have the two
directly represented at today's grees was *
made to naif-circle
tables
separated
confidential session
convey Hanoi's and the Viet- somewhat from each other,
with two rectangular tables for
However, -the United States they were
C two distinct
,,
forces
secretaries and tape recorders
the Saigon regime was a "pup between them.
Colonel Lau restsged that his
talks to reflect the fact that pet" of the United States.
During today's meeting held delegation rejected the "con
there are two sides in the war
cept of tw sides," and went
Vietnam.
These are Hanoi and the skirts, diagrams were shuffled on to propose a table in the
of a complete, unbroken
Vietcong on one side, and the back and forth and participants form
United States, to South Viet crudely scrawled new furniture circle.
Mr. Vance in a rejoinder,
namese allies, and other allied patterns on note pads.
made a further proposal. He
troops on the other aide. Wash
said the two half-circle table.ington and Saigon consider the Effort for Compromise Seen
National Liberation Front of
Nothing was decided. An could be pushed together to
adjoin the proposed secretarial
South Vietnam, the political
superstructure of the Vietcong. pointed out afterwards
that tables between them. How
as no more than an auxiliary! while the Communist side had ever, the American side Insisted
«
.u_ Hanoi
« — ; regime
— —
not accepted any of the United Ithat the secretarial tables must
force
of• the
States table proposals, it had jut out "several centimeters"
Front Wants Separate Status
rejected them either. The on either side from the curved
Hanoi and the Vietcong
United States and its South tables between which they
tlnued today to demand seat Vietnamese allies also were were to be inserted, a centi
ing arrangements
that would
meter is about two-fifths of an
considering inch.
give the front a visibly sepa
rate status.
The American official who
However, some progress was
gave an account of today's dls~en tonight In the fact that
explained
that
the
"«UI
U1B
UUllCa
Hanoi's
delegation
dropped States and Hanoi were groping Umted^^States'
insistence
PARIS. Dec.
13 — United
States and North Vietnamese
officials met privately for three
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Readers Indignant at Impasse on Tables in ParisUS. URGED
TOBEGIN
A VIETNAM
EXODUS
,
| If Anne Rubinstein of Man- bc held in a
Dr, Samuel Wishik suggested
self-determin

h
'ted

hattan had her way. the dis- m,l,tar
3
jpute over the shape of the ne
gotiating table at the Vietnam ithe"
peace talks in Paris would be
"If in 25 years there
settled quickly: There wouldn't world, that generation will no" f
be any table. The delegates remember the shape of a table "
i would stand.
wrote Pamela McDonough 'a

Vietnamese
WASHINGTON. Dec. 26—The
National Committee for a Sane
Nuclear Policy has called for
immediate withdrawal of "sub
stantial numbers" of American
troops from South Vietnam as
the first step toward withdraw
al of all foreign troops in 1969
This is a shift from the posi
tion taken by the organization
the last four years, ac
cording to Sanford Gottlieb, ex
ecutive director of its Washing>n office.
Previously the group sup
ported negotiated withdrawal
of all foreign troops from South
Vietnam after the end of hos
tilities. rather than a unilateral
merican initiative.
The group adopted the new
position at its national conferin New York earlier this
de month. Its directors also urged

New York Times with their own negotiators should sit
MIC
suggestions — some serious, floor. "They could change their
some humorous, others bitter positions every day and please
and sarcastic — for breaking each other." she wrote,
jthe seating deadlock at the ex ! Other letter writers, such as
panded talks.
Robert S. Cutler of Brooklyn
The United States and
included drawings of the sug
lies want a two-sided s
gested tables. Mr. Cutler also
arrangement to avoid giving submitted
. „. t his idea to
-v, President.'resident
elect Richard Nixon.
Suggests V-Shaped Table
and enhanced status.
Mr Cutler's idea was roughly
Most Express Indignation
a V-shaped table with the South
North Vietnam and the Viet Vietnamese and Vietcong sitting
cong have rejected the concept ,
back on the inside of table would satisfy the
of two-sidedness.
and have the V. where they would not mands for four-sided and
calls for a round table, a sug look at each other The North sided tables.
and
Americans
gestion seconded by Miss Can- Vietnamese
From Hong Kong. H L.
dace O'Brion of Wyckoff. N.J. would sit along the outside, wrote that each of the four
Miss O'Brien said. "If it was facing in. where each could negotiating parties shojjld sit
good enough for King Arthur, see its opponents.
of the junctions of the
it should be good enough for
f a table shaped like

to
\,
bac

\T7

dignation that the fighting and
killing continued in Vietnam
while the Paris negotiators
"quibbled," as one wrote, over
the shape of a table.
"Nobody seems to argue over
the shape of artificial limbs or could be divided in half to sat
pine boxes that this monstrous isfy the allied desire for twodaily. creates." Mr and sided talks but would also inMrs. Albert Ludwig of Brook- jelude four separate
seatingl
lyn wrote
s
to meet th demands of
They thought the talks should Hanoi and the Front.

e,des

!been under General Francos;
"The advantages for every
SpainOustsFamily
. Ipersonal tutelage since boy-jside," he wrote "are obvious

\0f

Carlist

Prince,

\ °The sources said the expulfljifdetai?b"w"rds be
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6 Gr0wing Par for WidenedPeaceTalks'

From Page 1, CoL 5

•ret now is not too safe. But
it was certain that if an American caw the beard he would
realize
that
no Vietnamese
would be wearing a beard like
that
"As soon as I saw the chop
per bank up on its side and
could see the side gunners look
ing down I knew I was in. All
I could think of to say when 1
got I ) the i
At that point .
ed Out of that area.
Major Rowe, a lieutenant at
the time of his capture when
his outpost was overrun, had
little to say that was creditable

.

tin six lettered thepee. |
tables by the U J, were dU*.
ese negotiators
who prefer t

I possible confer
i by the North Vletnam1 table, at top left.

uc«ny a nan nour. ne avoided
'» CoL 4 ment said. Colonel Leu offered
any answers that, he said, might - two-sided conference." After to renounce the use of namejeopardize prisoners of war. his news conference. Mr. Nam !plates and flags at the conferSome of the questions involved hinted to some reporters thati jence table.
his treatment while in captivity the formulas had been rejected.
The head of Hanoi's delegaHe discussed life in a prison
The impression
remained,
camp in a general way. After nevertheless, that the Hanoi tion here, Pham Dang
being introduced by Col. Henry Vietcong stand was intention said after conferring with Mr.
Vance
today that the other
H. Arnold Jr., assistant informa ally vague.
ride's reaction to the proposals
tion officer at the San Francisco
A North Vietnamese state
Tim Hoi Nub, a ,1«puty leader of vietcong negotiated, ex"
Presidio, Major Rowe offered a ment today strengthened this 'is not a dear-cut rejection."
Mr.
Lam
expressed confidence hibits sketches of designs for tables from Cyrus R. Vance.
few details of his escape.
impression. It quoted Colonel that expanded talks would
"We had moved from a Lau as having s
yes start.
part of the peace talks might domestic matter that would
prison camp we were in be- terday that the seating pattern
Tonight the South Vietna eventually
be moved from have to be discussed in Saigon,
cause of the process of invadr should "stress neither the con
a report
by Paris.
ing our area," he said. "It was cept of two sides' nor that of mese denied
while relations between South
Agence France-Presse that quot
The report said that relations Vietnam and North Vietnam'
a fluid situation. I separated Tour parties.'"
w
«, the Saigon
-»
ed sources close to
between
the
Saigon Govern- might be negotiated in Hanoi
myself from the Vietcong at
To accomplish this, the state- delegsti^T s^Tu^eS^
« that ment and the Vietcong were a or aboard a ship.
on# point, hailed and flagged.

explained

Briton Detained in China
Reports a Throat Ailment
NORWICH, England, Do, US
(Reuters) — Anthony Grey, the
Reuters correspondent held in
solitary confinement in Peking
for 17 months, said in a Christ
mas telegram received by his
mother today that he was be
ing treated for pharyngitis, a
mild throat infection, but oth
by Mrs. Agnes Grev. a widow,
at her home here
.
Mr. Grey, who is 30 years
old, was confined to his home
in retaliation for the arrest last
year of Chinese journalists in
volved in riots in Hong Kong.
He is limited to a single room
of his Peking house, with the
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SETUP
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PaintingsDefaced
At Metropolitan;
Onea Rembrandt

By MARTIN ARNOLD
Ten paintings, including a
Rembrandt, were defaced at
the Metropolitan Museum of
Study Says School Dispute Art yesterday, in an apparent DeniesLaxnessand Lauds
Exposed Intense Feelings protest against the museum's Ginsberg
— An Accountant
"Harlem on My Mind" ex
AgainstWhitesandBlacks hibition.
and O.E.O.Disagree
Damage to the paintings
was slight, but Thomas P. F.
By MARTIN TOLCHIN
Hoving, the museum's direc
Mayor Lindsay defended the
tor, said in a voice shaking
ty's antipoverty agency yes
with anger that "the inten
terday against charges of fis
tion of this example of pois
WASHINGTON. Jan. 16—
cal irresponsibility
and said
By HENRY RAYMONT
The Civil Aeronautics Board
onous vandalism is the most
panel
appointed
by grave in the history of this that the Human Resources Adannounced today that it had
and its subsidiary
tentatively decided to allow Mayor Lindsay to study bigotry
UNITED STATES
IQ
departments "all have checks
the city has concluded that
the nation's domestic airlines
Protesters against the ex
i appalling amount of racial hibition, which uses photo and balances and auditing and
C\
>OUTH VIETNAM /O
to raise passenger fares an
self-policing systems that
prejudice
—
black
and
white
—
average of 3.8 per
murals, slides and record pretty good— that are pretty
By PAUL HOFMANN
still sub surfaced in and about the ings, have contended that it
The
ject to final confirmation by school controversy."
shows a white man's view of
"H.R.A. — particularly :
PARIS, Jan. 16—An agreereport made public last Harlem. About 35 of them.
the board after it receives
under
Dr.
Ginsberg
ent was announced here to
night, the nine-member panel
public comment.
By EDWIN L. DALE Jr.
day for the opening of the ex
propaganda
and
' Under the new rates, ef said that
showing
and a |
auditi
and checkpanded talks on the Vietnam
fective March I, first-class threats used by >lack extrem- blackc^kU^ and jhnner
and
and investigative]
WASHINGTON. Jan.
1
war. The first session is to be
during
last
year's
school
air fares would rise by $3
party at the
President Johnson laid out
Imachinery," Mr. Lindsay told a
held Saturday at 10:30 A.M.
dispute con
to $10 and certain coach decentralization
inews conference at City Hall.
fore Congress today an <
(4 30 A.M.. New York time).
tained "a dangerous compo
fares by $1 to $2.
The vandal or vandals were
nomic strategy for 1969
Last night, Mitchell Sviridoff,
The accord broke a 10-week
The board's decision would nent of anti-Semitism."
not cau
and w
the
ci
fir5t Human Re
volving both less boom and less
deadlock on procedural matters
It also condemned manifes
increase
revenues
of
the
inflation than last year — a
that had blocked negotiations
tations of antiblack bigotry. Continued on Page 28, Column 1 sources Administrator, said that |
country's
11
trunk
airlines
strategy known to be endorsed
ion substantive issues by the
found to be expressed;—
; would "eel today with the!
in all its essentials by the in by almost $200-million this
Iparticipants in the conflict
sophisticated and si/b-InprtAftrr
nif
II II Q A jCommissioner of Investigations.
year, according to airline
coming Nixon Administration.
Under the terms of the agree
tie fashion,- bot -equally evil. Ktr
UK I DI JAN. Ol ,
"als" ^""ceiSn
Its main elements are a small
ment. representatives
of the
Six airlines had sought a
surplus in the budget and a
United States. South Vietnam.
monetary policy by the Federal larger fare increase. Com
North Vietnam and the National
Unless adequate measures
\
I KM.
S HKA
W. M. O'Reilly, president of
plaining
of
falling
profits
Reserve Board allowing money
Liberation Front or Vietcong,
e taken immediately by the! U,
"IMIjUIkJ
IMMVthe
accounting
and credit to expand, but at a Continued oo Page 93, Column 1 j city administration to impro'
mad.? a Federal audit of the
will sit at a circular table with
much lower rate than ir
H.R.A. on Dec. 13. said yester
out nameplates. flags or mark
interracial relations, the panel ... .,
, ...
inflationary 1966-68 period
day of officials of the city's
ings.
warned,-the school con-CitySaysMostIrregularities
Mr. Johnson, in his annual
agency:
Two rectangular tables, meas
troversy
maybeonlythefirst-]inthe Antipoverty
Agencyantipoverty
Economic Report to Congress,
'They do not adequately un
uring about 3 feet by 4V4 feet
number of similar
cautioned that restraint on ex
HaveBeenCorrected derstand what is meant by
will be placed 18 inches from
fron tations.
pansion of the economy should
fiscal responsibility."
the circular table at opposite
No One Is Named
not be pushed to the point of
sides.
Tough Administrator'
This report on the Human
bringing on a race:
The 11-page report, was pre
The Mayor's praise
Shape of Table an Issue
said that his strategy involved
pared by the Special Commit- Resources Administration was
The seating arrangements
a "cooling off of the economy
Racial and Religious prepared by Richard Reeves,
Administrator.
and a waning of inflationary Threatensto Fight ApprovalPrejudice, headed by Bernard Barnard L. Collier, Richard
were the main stumbling block
of Iwhom he described as "
Phalon and Richard Sei
forces," but that it still fore
the expanded talks.
as Treasury Secretary if Botein, who retired on Dec. 31 The
eel lent
administrator"
New York Times.
saw "a highly
prosperous
The Saigon regime and WashPresiding Justice of the Ap
H? RetainsBank Stock pellate Division of the State The Federal Office of Eco- "a very tight-reined, a
year."
'
ington
contended
that
the
tough administrator ."
By THEODORE SHABAD
Supreme Court in Manhattan
>mic Opportunity
has in
Ntnm Team Agrees
He said Mr. Ginsberg had
H. JoinedJohnsonin Urging
S2
and the Bronx.
structed
the city's
Human
By JOHN W. FINNEY
His Council of Economic Ad
staffed H.R.A. with "some ex
MOSCOW. Friday. Jan. 17— j Saigonto AcceptPlanfor " SouthVietnamandinsisted
The
panel
was
appointed
by
Resources
Administration
to
re
visers, in their companion and
cellent administrators and fis- Two Soviet manned spacecraft
WASHINGTON. Jan.
16— Mayor Lindsay on Nov. 9 to port before Jan. 31 on what cal people, and that process 0 the Soyuz series docked in
lengthier renort. forecast that
ProceduralCompromise
^oniy 'itT^
determine whether any of the action has been taken to cor
"the unemployment rate should Senator Albert Gore raised po
has not ended either."
(orbit around the earth yesterThis wpuld buttress their conremain below 4 per cent" ol tential obstacles today to im parties in the school dispute rect a long list of alleged ir
The H.R.A. was set up by day and remained joined for
lention that the Vietcong guerin neighborhood
of the were responsible for any of regularities
the labor force this year de mediate confirmation
Mayor
Lindsay
29
months
ago
m0
than
four
hours
while
two
Texts of Johnson and Hanoi ri,,M were on, **
of North
spite the slowdown. Inflation, Nixon Cabinet by objecting that the hate literature that has ap- antipoverty agencies.
transferred from one
The
irregularities.
which as the superagency responsible as
statements. Page 2.
jVietnam.
a
according
to the forecast, David M. Kennedy would have
.
Today's agreement provided
Citing "limitations of time
officials said yesterday for the . city's $122-million-a- vehicle to the other, taking an
conflict of interest as Secre
should drop from a rate of
year antipoverty program.
jhour-long
• walk"
through
seating
formula
elastic
enough
and
authority."
the
panel
de-jhad
been
"mostly"
corrected,
more than 4 per cent to "a tary of the Treasury.
Mr Lindsay said that "there space,
for
the
allies
to
speak
of
two
clined
to
name
any
individuals
rrnged
from
the
fact
that
tove that caught his
little more than 3 per cent."
The link-up between Soyuz 4,
groups connected with the local agencies used unnumbered have been some administrative!
To some extent in public colleagues by ftirprise, the Ten
Washington]*
Jair 16—-The'
<°
'"'".'.T
weaknesses in it [H.R.A.] be- with one man aboard, and
'°""»
affair,
comments, and pnvitely even nessee Democrat threatened to charges and countercharges of checks to the hiring of con fore Dr. Ginsberg took over."; Soyuz 5. carrying a three-man incoming Nixon Administration
i-Semitism and racism that sultants who have been paid
intervened directly with the ,This amb.guity pem.its all parmore, the economic team of oppose the nomination of Mr.
"Since Dr. Ginsberg has crew, produced what was dePresident-elect
Richard
M Kennedy to the Treasury post has marked the school crisis. Si. 000 but apparently had no taken over," the Mayor went (scribed in an official announce- South Vietnamese Government,' 'If"""
t0 ?"
m
Instead,
it
recommended
that
until
the
Chicago
banker
agreed
urge a procedural comproP™*
d,spute
_
Nixon has made plain its view
long-range inquiry . into the
Those problems were diacov- on, "he's reorganized it and ment as the "world's first ...ise in the talks on Vietnam.] '"""lays
meeting will take
relinquish his stock in the
that this basic policy is the
continues
to
reorganize
it,
in
experimental
space
station"
whole
range
of
racial,
religious
ered by teams of investigators
Continental
Illinois National
right one.
the way for early dis- u
posslb
""f"
order to make sure that it's iwith a total of four compart- paving -of
substantive issues in
duesnon °< Pmcedure. to
Mr. Nixon has reserved the Bank and Trust Company. Mr. and ethnic conflicts be en from the O.E.O., one of the fiscally tight and yet at the ments providing a shirtsleeve
p
| be followed in substantive fourright to change a key element Kennedy is the former chair- trusted to a permanent con Federal agencies that finances same time, according to the environment,
Through both Ambassador w,v negotiations on the war
of the bank, one of the ference of representatives from local poverty programs. The in
of it—extension of the 10 per
of Congress, the, Soyuz 4, with three astro- Ellsworth Bunker in Saigon and
n's largest
commercial the city's private religious, hu- vestigators visited local agen command
W Avere
Harriman, the
cent income tax surcharge —but
Inauts aboard, landed safely torelations and civil-rights cies last June and reported poor are served."
I.
only if this can be done and
secretary
of State- designate ""I""
he,d °' ,ht Unl
Mr. Lindsay criticized The day. the Moscow Radio re- William P. Rogers in Washingfindings then and last Decem
in apparent reversal of po agencies.
dtl
*"
oth
still preserve a budget surplus,
New
York
Times,
although
not
ported.
The
panel
carefully
avoided
ber.
ton. President-elect Richard M Am
htr
said
thanks perhaps to a sharper sition before the Senate Com
article yester-| "The three
Nixon informed the daigon reM** <"•'
procedural
tapering off of the war in Viet mittee on Interior and Insular taking sides in the school The local organizations —
Affairs, Gov. Walter J. Hickel,
gime
last
weekend
that
he
(
Continued on Pag IS, Cohan 1 the Secretary of the Interior- Continued on Page 1», Column • Continued on Page 20, Column 11Continued on Page 20, Column < Continued on Page 12, Column 2 joined President Johnson In Continued on Page 2, Column 1
designate, gave what was con
jbdeking the compromise for
sidered a firm promise to con
mula on physical arrangements
and appealed for Saigon's suptinue a Federal freeze on the
disposition of federally owned
In separate statements today.
Alaska land until Congress set
By WALTER SULLIVAN
tles the issue. The dispute had
For the first time an enzyme Mr. Johnson and Mr. Nixon ac
threatened to block his confir—one of the complex "master Iclaimed the breakthrough. Each FindsAutopsyPhotosShow
Reverses
Humphrey,53-45,
chemicals" of life-has
been s
lh
P""
b thf
The Secretary-designate
has
2 ShotsKilled President
synthesited
|progresa— Mr. Johnson at hav.
on RulingAiding Liberals proposed
placing his substantial
"The feat, achieved virtually ln P
,he
in,( » ntw
holdings of Continental Illinois
simultaneously by two labors- P
before he left office and
stock in a trust, to be admin
By WARREN WEAVER Jr.
tones using basically different |
Nlxon " h,v,n
avoided
istered by the bank, but Senamethods, is expected to open ['dntinued haggling over proWASHINGTON, Jan. 16—The
new fields of research into the Continued on Page 2, Column 7
latest attempt to curb Senate Continued on Page U, Column 2
most intimate chemical proc- ^
—
By FRED P. GRAHAM
debate failed today when
Democrats and four Republi
"This is probably the beginWASHINGTON. Jen. 16 — A
cans deserted the antifilibuster
ning of a new generation of |
cause on the second of
therapeutic agents." sa
|
ssuiuig
i
appointed by Attorney General
critical test votes.
Robert G. Denkewaltei
Ramsey Clark to examine the
president for exploratory re
Opponents of the filibuster
» in t«i r-*mTaiwnai-«n
secret autopsy photographs of
By LEONARD BUDER
were able to muster a bare
search at the Merck Sharp A
SWARTHMORE. Pa , Jan President Kennedy's body has
The Rev. Milton A. GalamiDohme Research Laboratories,
jority. 51 to 47. on a mo
16-—Dr Courtney C. Smith, confirmed the Warren Commis»n. an outspoken critic of the
as the achievements were an president of Swarthmore Col- sion's conclusion that the Presto cut off debate, relying «
nounced yesterday.
two-day-old ruling by Vice teachers' union, has been ap
lege. was strirken faulty with ident was killed by two shots
The enzyme rlbonuclea** has
President Humphrey that he pointed chairman of the Board
a heart attack today while from behind,
been synthesized not only by waiting to meet with a faculty
would not require a two-thirds of Education committee
The year-old report was reoversee the forthcoming
majority for this purpose.
ine Merck
merrK Laboratoi
committee studying demands leased tonight by the Justice
Rahwav. N J . but also by thp hby black
Sl
wh khad oc- Depart
*
But then the Humphrey rul contract negotiations with the
students who
Rockefeller University. York 'cupied the admissions office for
ing itself was challenged, and
The department will use the
Avenue and 66th Street, where
The appointment was made
a coalition of Southern Demo
more than a week. He was Sfrrvptrt in court here tomorrow
rsterday's joint
crats and conservative Repub by John M. Doar, president of
years old.
m an attempt to block Jim Garlicans voted the Vice President the city board, who said he re
| Five hours later, the two nson NfW Orleans Distnct AtRibonuclcase.
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garded Mr. Galamison as "the
down. 53 to 45.
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do/en black students in the !orney f
subpoenaing the
office i
For all practical purposes, best man" for tl.at post. Mr.
graphs from the National
!l cells, has long been a
Doar sgid that the Negro min
and left the building
Continued on Page 18, Column 7 ister. who is the board's vice
said
Mr Garrison has charged that
tw i« imparl
sped for Dr the autopsy material would bol
ting
president, "is independent, will
of
nple structure
Smith, but
be fair and will meet his re
ster his upcoming assassination
Although the Merck research- demands later
sponsibility."
s
sivike
of
a
new
generation
1
Dr.
Smith.
American
Secre conspiracy trial against a New
Albert Shanker. the presi
by showf drugs, neither they nor the tary of Rhodes Scholarship"
dent of the United Federation
. lentists at Rockefeller U'niver- since 1953. was pronounced Cont
^ p
17,Column I
of Teachers, declined yesterday
imment on the selection of Members of the two research teams that synthesized ribonuclease flank a model of the 1itv expo ted any immediate ap- dead in his office at the 104
i medicine Rather. Iyear-old.
Quaker
Galamison to head the enzyme. In front are Dr. Ralph F. Hirschmann, left, and Dr. Robert G. Denkewalter of '
The News Summary and
the door has been school by Dr Morr
board's collective bargaining Merck Sharp A Dohme. Behind them are Dr. Bernd Gutte, left, and Dr. R. Bruce Merrifield
Index appears on Page 2.
Continued on Page 19, Column 2 of Rockefeller University. Apparatus used by Rockefeller team in synthesis is at rear. Continued on Page 27. Column I jContinued on Page 44, Column 1
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the electronic
oasis
transcends
conventional
time/place
realities.
like the printed
circuit,
it is invisible.
here today /gone tomorrow. now you see it/
now you don't,
global consciousness
diagrams are idea
shows
you can't
build a model of them.
,
,
invisibility
is a prime objective/an
intricate
presentation
technique,
the electronic
oasis is best exposed/selected
by electrovideographic
images/100
per second/
viewed while floating
thru a
times tunnel
at the sound of light,
the electronic
oasis is a process
a life
art process.
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SSION TO SIXTH PARIS BIENNALE
BtJIXPERIMENTS IN ART AND TECHNOLOGY
, NEWYORK
IKAGEDMICRO-REALITY SLICE, HOUSTONTEXAS

CYCLI

AUDIO-VISUAL

EXPLOSION
IMAGEFUTURE
FOR FUTURELIFESTYLE
ON PLANETEARTH
JARY ARCHITECTURE
NOMADICLIFESTYLE
PROJECTION
YOU'

T^LIVE

IT EVERYDAY
/THE COSMIC MIND

LC^iefmSIONSCONDUCTED
betweenspringequinox
Ir SOLSTICE,
SOUTHCOAST
OF TEXAS
A
PERFORMANCE
ANT
irirTFNCE
LIFEARTTHEATRE
RESOURCES
IN EVERYDAY
WORK/THINK/PLAY
ENVIRON!®
ON JEr! HWSTON TEXAS,SEPTEKBER
26, 1969

O

W B

ANT FARMLIFEART
RESOURCES

OFFICIAL PARTS INVENTORY
MODEL OF " THE ELECTRONIC CV.SIS"
1969 PARIS BIENNA3
gulf lunar
En) kits
3d space
istructokit
mothermanil
it of the mothers
fly the flal >umper sticker
fly your flag plas stickit
our flag puzzles
1 confederate flag
1 apollo lunar spacecraft kit
1 texas cowboy hat
1 texas license plate 1942 #627 706
1 texas license plate d*o*u*g
1 texas license plate c*h*i*p
5 usa flag decals
1 apollo lunar module kit
1 book'revolution for the hell of it
5 minature scale plastic cowboys
10 zig 2ag papers
1 ant farm
1 vertabrea texas longhorn steer
1 space atlas
400 shares stock
1 talking trip to the moon
5 post cards texas state flag
1 set apollo color slides
1 portable laser unit

LOSTIN A PARA'
SEVERAL
ONLY

like

CLOUD
OP THE WIND

USINGMgTjfeNOUGH
TENSIONTO HOLD
;nough
I MAKE eNVI
RONMENTSFOR PEOPLE
LIKEMAKINGLOVETO THEMIN THE PARACHUTE
STONEDTOGETHER/
ALWAYSALONE
THE SUN MOVESACROSSTHE SKY
FILLINGVOIDSIN TIMELOST «
nomadictripmay 18, 1969

fcTRE
CAMERAS

ECORDERS
TonMONITORS
AUDIOHEADPHONES
>10PORTABLE
RECORDERS
'PLASTIC
MEDIACANOPIES
CLOUDPARACHUTE
LANDBLANKETPARACHUTE
AMERICAN
FLAG9X12
AMERICAN
FLAGCAKE
PLASTICBUSINESS
MANEQUIN
UNIFORMS WHITEWORKMANS
COVERALLS
HEADLIGHTS
MOTORCYCLE
GOGGLES
AMERICAN
FLAGMEDALLIONS
TOTALEXPERIENCE
ENVIRONMENT
ASSAULTS
ALL THE SENSES
INVOLVING
AUDIENCEIN QUASIREALLIFE/SENSORY
OVERLOll
A MEDIAPERFORMANCE
IN 8 PARTS
ALLEYTHEATERSEPTEMBER
261969/UNIVERSITY
OF HOUSTON
COLLEGEOF ARCHITECTURE
SEPTEMBER
27,1969

STEPPING
INTOTHE
THE GLOBAL
tj
LLI^LEISUREFUTURE,WHERECITIES
SIT AS MONl
roTHE PAST
LIFE QpEpOl
GREENERPASTURES,
AND IN THE MIDST
OCCUR
T
DASIS,A PLACEWHEREPEOPLEGATHERTO
INTERA( \Y/EXCHANGE
INFORMATION
THE ELECTRONIC
OASIS,CHANGING
AS MEDIANOMADSSTOP
TO ESTABLISH
MEDIANODES
/PLEASURE
EXCHANGE
THE MOBILE,COLLAPSIBLE,
FANTASYENVIROWORLD
FREEAT YOURFINGERTIPS
PLAN NO SCALE
1 STATICMATRIX
2 MEDIATRUCK
3 CHUCKWAGON
4 SHOWERDOME
5 PNEUMATIC
PILLOW
6 DREAMCLOUD
7 HOLOGRAPHIC
ENVIRONMENT
PROJECTOR
8 ONE MAN LIVINGPAK
9 MAX BRA (HAUSRUCKERDESIGN)
10 STRAWBERRY
PALACE
11 ENVIRO/TRIP
UNIT
ONE GIANT HIGH FOR MANKIND!
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LIVING
NUDES
TAKEOVERMUSEUM
NEWYOU, Mm:
THENUDESat the Museumof ModernArt yesterday
were not just paintingsand statues.Six youngwomenand
two men shed their clothes and frolicked in the sunny
Museumgarden and reflectingpool amid larger-than-life
nudestatues.
The bare romp,stagedby KayolKuaama,a 2»-year-old
Japanese sculptress,took Museumofficials by surprise.
Miss Kusama,who previouslystaged nude "happenings"
on Wall Street and near the United Nations, said the
Museumwas a placewhere "youcan take oil your clothes
in good company."
News,"paintedandpu

vu sa ner accompucesaio as zuu visitor* sv- jr
astonishedsecurityguardlookedon In apparentshock.
As the eight nuoes stood in. the pool and mimicked
their stone and metal companions,Chief SecurityOfficer
Roy Willisma pleadedwith them to get dressed. But the
youngpeopleheld their poses.
Miss Kuaamasaid the displayhad a seriouspurposeto protestwhatshe calledthe museum'slack of modernity.
She called it a "mausoleumat modernart."
Williams,after 20 minutes, convincedthe nudes to
dress and leave. As be escortedthem from the enclosed
garden on West Mth Street, he warned them never to
return.(AP)

by the TrWdsdPublish ing Company,Limited,O-MSt Vincent
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FILMS

This is a partial "butrepresentativelist of films that reflect many of the concernsand
attitudesof the artistsrepresentedin the exhibition. Most of the films will be shown
in the galleriesin the "informationmachine" during the exhibition,and, for a more
carefulviewing, in the auditorium. Unfortunatelysome of the films listed were unavail
able because of technicallimitations.

Vito Acconci. USA
START. KEEPING UP. CIRCLE.JUMPS. PUSH. FILLING A SPACE. 1969-70. Super 8/silent/
color, 3 minutes each
Marc Adrian. West Germany
BLACK MOVIE.. 1957-63. Color/3minutes 18 seconds
RaymundoAmado. Brazil
APOCALIPOPOTESE(GUERRAE PAZ). 1968. Photographyand production: LeonardoBartucci;
Music: CaetanoVeloso; Dancer: Mangueira. 35mm/sound/color/lO
minutes
Siah Armajani. USA
TO PERCEIVE 10,000 DIFFERENTSQUARES IN 15 MINUTES. 1970. l6mm/silent
/color/15 minutes
John Baldessari. USA
VIEWPOINT. l6mm/film loop
Barrio. Brazil
Two l6mm films
Robert Barry. USA
SCENES. 1967. l6mm/silent
/color and black and white/7 minutes
GianfrancoBaruchello. Italy
C0STRETT0A SCOMPARIRE. 1968. l6mm/sound/color/l5
minutes
Joseph Beuys, West Germany. Henning Christiansen,Denmark
EURASIENSTAB
. 1968. Producer: Wide White Space Gallery,Antwerp. 16mm/sound/black
and white/20minutes
Mel Bochner. USA
WALKING A STRAIGHTLINE THROUGH GRAND CENTRAL STATION. 1965. Made with Robert
Moskowitz. l6mm/silent
/black and white/72 seconds
N.Y. WINDOWS. 1965-66. Made with Robert Moskowitz. l6mm/silent
/black and white/9
minutes
DOROTHEA IN FIFTEEN POSITIONS.STASIS.360° x 3. 1970. Super 8/silent/colorllh
minutes each
Robert Breer. USA
66. 1966. l6mm/sound/color/5
minutes
69. 1968. l6mm/sound/color/6 minutes
K. P. Brehmer. West Germany
MADAME BUTTERFLY. 1968. l6mm/silent
/black and white/2 minutes
WALKINGS. 1968-70. l6mm/silent
/black and white/c. 30 minutes
Marcel Broodthaers
. Belgium
LE C0RBEAU ET LE RENARD. 1967. Producer: Wide White Space Gallery,Antwerp. 16
silent/color (specialscreen)/6 minutes
Stanley Brouwn. The Netherlands
WALKING IN DIRECTIONOF SEOUL. 1970. 8mm/silent/color/3
minutes
Christo. USA
WRAPPED COAST, ONE MILLION SQ. FT., LITTLE BAY - 1969, NEW SOUTH WALES, AUSTRALIA.
1969. Producersand filmmakers: Michael and ChristianBlackwood. l6mm/sound/color
Bruce Conner. USA
REPORT. 1965. l6mm/13minutes
Hanne Darboven. West Germany
6 BOOKS, 68' - 6 FILMS, 68'
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FILMS

The "informationmachine" or "visual jukebox"designedby Ettore Sottsassjr.

Walter de Maria. USA
BEDS OF SPIKES. 1969. l6mm/sound/color/9
minutes
HARD CORE. 1969.
l6mm/sound/color/28
minutes
Franjois de Menil. USA
THE TITLE. 1970. l6mm/sound/color/l5
minutes - 21,600 frames
Erro. Iceland
GRIMACES. l6mm/silent
/black and whiteA5 minutes
FernsehgalerieGerry Schum. West Germany
LAND ART. 1969- Objects by: Richard Long, Barry Flanagan,Dennis Oppenheim,Robert
Smithson,Jan Dibbets, Marinus Boezen, Walter de Maria, Michael Heizer. l6mm/sound/
black and white/38 minutes
Rafael Ferrer. USA
TIMBALES. ICE. BUCKETS.TWIN LINE. CONGA. ROAD STAIN. 1970. Super 8/silent/color/3
minutes each
Robert Fiore. USA
See: Graves, Oppenheim,Sharp
Morgan Fisher. USA
THE DIRECTOR AND HIS ACTOR LOOK AT FOOTAGE SHOWING PREPARATIONOF AN UNMADE FILM. 1968.
l6mm/sound/blackand white/15minutes
PRODUCTIONSTILLS. 1970. l6mm/sound/color/ll
minutes
Barry Flanagan. England
THE WORKS. 1969. l6mm/silent/black and white/c. 26 minutes
Antonio Carlos Fontoura. Brazil
VER 0UVIR. 1967. Photography: David Drew Zingg. l6mm/sound/color/20
minutes
19^
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FILMS

Hollis Frampton. USA
SURFACETENSION. 1968. l6mm/sound/color/l0
minutes
ARTIFICIALLIGHT. 1969.
l6mm/silent/color/25
minutes
CARROTS AND PEAS. 1969. l6mm/s,9ytn/i/c©lor/5^>
minutes
LEMON. 1969. l6mm/silent/color/8
minutes
PALINDRONE. 1969.
l6mm/sound/color/22
minutes
ZORNS LEMMA. 1970. l6mm/sound/color/60
minutes
Ernie Gehr. USA
WAIT. 1968. l6mm/silent/color/7minutes
REVERBERATION. 1969.
l6mm/sound/blackand white/25minutes
TRANSPARENCY. 1969. l6mm/silent
/color/ll minutes
HISTORY. 1970. l6mm/silent
/black and white/36minutes
Dan Graham. USA

^
*°3
°graphy:

minute™

T

RichardsJarden. l6mm/silent/color/c
. k%

Nancy Graves. USA
GOULIMINE. 1970. Photography: Robert Fiore. l6mm/sound/color/10 minutes
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JAn Hafstrom. Sweden
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Linda Leeds * Wsilent/color/i,

197
F

minutes

. Super 8 (shown in slow motion)

Made with Claes P. Soderquist. l6mm/sound/blackand white/12

ORIENTEN. 1969. l6mm/sound/blackand white/l8minutes
Ken Jacobs. USA
AIRSHAFT. 1968. l6mm/silent/colorAminutes
SOFT RAIN. 1969. 12 minutes
*
Erling Johansson. Sweden
ANIMA MUNDI. l6mm/sound/blackand white/15minutes
Shelby Kennedy and Donald Whitaker. USA
THE BRUCE NAUMAN STORY. l6mm/sound/blaek
and white/10minutes
David Lamelas. Argentina
TIME AS ACTIVITY. 1969. l6mm/blackand white/12minutes
George Landow. USA
THE FILM THAT RISES TO THE SURFACEAS CLARIFIEDBUTTER. 1968. l6mm/9h minutes
StandishLawder. USA
NECROLOGY. 1969.
l6mm/sound/blackand white/A minutes
11 HORSES. 1970. l6mm/sound/blackand whiteA minutes
Paul Lawrence. USA.
STREETPART B. 1969. l6mm/sound/blackand white/2 minutes and 1*0seconds
Alfred Leslie. USA
LAST CLEAN SHIRT. 196U. Made in collaborationwith Frank O'Hara. l6mm/sound/black
and white/c. 1*5minutes
Les Levine. Canada
CRITIC. 1966.- l6mm/sound/blackand white/30 minutes
WHITE NOISE. 1967. l6mm/sound/color/A minutes
THE LES LEVINE MOVIE. 1968. Photography: Van Schley. l6mm/sound/color/22
minutes
PAINT. 1969. Super 8/silent/color/7 minutes
196
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Gregory J. Markopoulus
. Greece
GALAXIE. 1966. l6mm/sound/color/90
minutes
Paulo Ro"berto
Martins and Jorge Sirito de Vives. Brazil
ARTE PUBLICA. 1968. Script: Pedro Escosteguy;Director of Photography: Affonso
Beato; Music: Paulo Machado de Barros; Producer: Totem Filmes. l6mm/sound/color/
lh minutes
Tony Morgan. England
MUNICH PEOPLE. 1969- l6mm/sound/black
and white/30 minutes
Bruce Nauman. USA
BLACK BALLS. GAUZE. 1969. 16mm/silent
/black and white/c. 9 minutes each
BOUNCINGBALLS. 1969- l6mm/silent
/black and white/c. 11% minutes
PULLING MOUTH. 1969. l6mm/silent
/black and white/c. 10 minutes
Videotapeswith sound, 1969: BOUNCINGIN THE CORNER. REVOLVINGUPSIDE DOWN.
VIOLIN TURNED D.E.A.D. SIP SINC. PACING UPSIDE DOWN. WALK WITH C0NTRAP0ST0
Robert Nelson. USA
OH DEM WATERMELONS. 1965. l6mm/sound/color/l2
minutes
Group Oho (MilenkoMatanovic,David Nez, Marko Poga6nik,Andraz Salamun). Yugoslavia
PROJECTS. 1969-70. Photography: Nasko Kriznar. 8 mm/silent/color and black and
white/c. ^5 minutes
Yoko Ono. England
BOTTOMS.A BURNINGMATCH. A RAPPING EVENT
Dennis Oppenheim. USA
ARM AND ASPHALT.ARM AND WIRE. 1969- Photography: Robert Fiore. l6mm/silent
/black
and white/6 minutes each
BACK TRACK. 1969. Photography: Anita Thatcher. l6mm/silent
/black and white/7 minutes
WRIST. 1969. Photography: Robert Fiore. l6mm/silent
/black and white/10minutes
ARM WRESTLE.MARBLE GAME. 1970. Photography: Steve Griffin. 8mm/silent/6minutes
each
WHITEWATERPROJECTS. 1970. Photography: Steve Griffin. 8mm/silent/color/20
minutes
Luca Patella. Italy
SKMP2. 1968. FeaturingJannis Kounellis,Eliseo Mattiacci,Pino Pascali,Luca and Rosa
Patella. Producer: Gallerial'Attico. l6mm/sound/colorand black and white/30minutes
Martial Raysse. France
H0MER0 PRESTO. 1967. l6mm/color/l0minutes
JESUS COLA. 1967. 20 minutes
CAMEMBERT. 1970. l6mm
Klaus Rinke. Germany
OPERATIONPOSEIDON. 1969
Edward Ruscha. USA
BOOKS. 1970. l6mm/sound/color
AO minutes
Lucas Samaras. USA
SELF. 1969. l6mm/sound/color/23
minutes
Van Schley. USA
TRIP. 1966. l6mm/silent(to be accompaniedby BEACH BOYS CONCERT)/color and black
and whiteAO minutes
TAKIS AT THE MODERN, JANUARY 3, 1969- l6mm/silent
/black and white/3 minutes
See also: Les Levine,THE LES LEVINE MOVIE; WilloughbySharp, EARTH and PLACE AND
PROCESS
John Schofill.USA
XFILM. 1968.^ Soundtrackby William Maraldo. l6mm/sound/color/Aminutes
Richard Serra. USA
TINA TURNING and three untitled films. 1969. l6mm/blackand white/3 minutes each
UNTITLED. 1969. l6mm/blackand white/5 minutes
UNTITLED. 1969. l6mm/blackand white/25minutes
Paul J . Sharits. USA
RAY GUN VIRUS. 1966. l6mm/sound/color/l5
minutes
N:0:T:H:I:N:G. 1968. l6mm/color/35minutes
TOUCHING. 1969. I6mm/12minutes
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WilloughbySharp. USA
EARTH. 1969. Director: WilloughbySharp; Photography: Van Schley; Sound: Cimeone Silver Apples; Post-production:Martin Andrews and Larry Johnson. l6mm/sound/
black and white/10minutes
?Q?Q
^
e
P
0
3

pporpqq 1
Faaturing John Van Saun ' Su
8/silent/color/ minutes
ACE AND PROCESS. 1969. Producer: Van Schley;Director: WilloughbySharp; Photo
graphy. Robert Fiore. FeaturingIain Baxter, Les Levine, Dennis Oppenheim,John Van
Saun. 16mm/sound/
color/30minutes
Michael Snow. Canada
WAVELENGTH. 1966-67. l6mm/sound/colorA 5 minutes
> . 1968-69. l6mm/sound/color/50 minutes
Irm + Ed Sommer. West Germany
AMICOTHEK. 1969. l6mm/sound/blackand white/10 minutes
GiinterUecker. West Germany
DIE ECKE. 1969. 30 minutes
NAGELFELDZUG. 1969. 30 minutes
Wim van der Linden and Wim Schippers. Belgium
TULIPS. l6mm/color/3^minutes
John Van Saun. USA
NEW NEW YORK ART. 1968. Made for German Television. l6mm/sound/blackand white
See also WilloughbySharp, ELEMENTALEVENTS and PLACE AND PROCESS
Andy Warhol. USA
SLEEP. 1963-6*1.l6mm/silent
/black and white/6^ hours
EMPIRE. 196U. l6mm/silent
/black and white/8 hours
Robert Watts. USA
89 MOVIES (UNFINISHED).1965 to the present. l6mm/silent/color
and black and white/
c. 25 minutes
Joyce Wieland. Canada
LA RAISON AVANT LA PASSION. 1969. l6mm/sound/color/90
minutes
GROUP FILMS
Arte Povera. Italy
Videotape/1^hours. 1970. Contributors: Anselmo, Boetti, Calzolari,Ceroli,
Cintoli,Colombo, de Dominicis,Fabro, Kounellis,Mattiacci,Merz (Marisaand Mario)
Penone, Pistoletto,Prini, Simonetti,Zorio
Fluxus. USA
FLUXFILMPROGRAM - SUMMER, 1966 VERSION. l6mm/silent
/color and black and white/93
minutes
Week of the Angry Arts against the War in Vietnam. USA
FOR LIFE, AGAINST THE WAR. 1967 . Selectionsfrom the originalthree-hour-version
Among the contributors: Robert Breer, Hilary Harris, Storm De Hirsch, Leo Hurwitz,"
Richard Preston,Lee Savage, Stan Vanderbeek. l6mm/silentand sound/colorand black
and white/38minutes
Yippies. USA
YIPPIE!MOVIE. 1968. l6mm/sound/blackand white/c. 15 minutes
Youth Film DistributionCenter. USA
THE MUSEUM HERO. Filmmaker: Alfonso Sanchez. l6mm/l2minutes
YOUNG FILMMAKERSLOOK AT THEMSELVES. Three shorts. Filmmakers: Ira Fabricant,
Judith Kurtz, John MacFadden. l6mm/27minutes
YOUNG FILMMAKERSTALK ABOUT DRUGS. Four shorts. Filmmakers: Raphael Colon,
Alfonso Pagan-Cruzand Luis Vale, Alfonso Sanchez,Edgar Sanchez. l6mm/28 minutes
YOUNG FILMMAKERSLOOK AT THEIR WORLD. Four shorts. Filmmakers: Group Effort,
Andy Gurian, Eliot Rodriguez,Alfonso Sanchez. l6mm/26minutes
YOUNG FILMMAKERSEXPERIMENT. Four shorts. Filmmakers: Jose Colon, Josue Hernandez,
Paul Tepper, Susan Whyne. l6mm/29minutes
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RECOMMENDEDREADING
BOOKS
Acconci Vito Hannibal. TRANSFERENCE: ROGET'S THESAURUS. New York, 0 TO 9 Books,
Alloway, Lawrence. ARTISTS & PHOTOGRAPHS. New York, Multiples,Inc. 1970
Box of photographicreproductions
CARL ANDRE. New York, Dwan Gallery and Seth Siegelaub,1969
A manuscriptedition of 7 hooks of notes and poetry
Atkinson,Terry, ed. HOT-COLD BOOK (1967).
THE FRENCH ARMY (1967).
FRAMEWORKS (1967)
c 9 7
NOTION OF A 350 YEAR OLD SPECTATOR (1968). TEMPERATURE
England Art
^
SUNNYBANK4 & 5 (1969). Chipping Norton,
England,Art & LanguagePress
Battcock,
^Gregory,ed. THE NEW ART: A CRITICALANTHOLOGY. New York, E. P. Dutton &

^'

. MINIMAL ART: A CRITICALANTHOLOGY. New York, E. P. Dutton
Baudelaire,Charles. THE MIRROR OF ART: CRITICALSTUDIES BY CHARLESBAUDELAIRE.
Garden City, New York, Doubleday,1956
Composed of excerpts from Curiosites esthetiouesand L'Art romanticue.translated
and edited by JonathanMayrie
— ~ '
Baxter, Iain. A PORTFOLIOOF PILES. Vancouver,N. E. Thing Co
1968
Bazin, Andre. WHAT IS CINEMA? Essays selected and translatedby Hugh Gray
Berkeley and Los Angeles, Universityof CaliforniaPress, 1967
Berger, John. ART AND REVOLUTION: ERNST NEIZVESTNYAND THE ROLE OF THE ARTIST TN
THE U.S.S.R. New York, Random House, 1969
Brown, J. A. C. TECHNIQUESOF PERSUASION: FROM PROPAGANDATO BRAINWASHING
Baltimore,Penguin Books, 1963
Burnham,Jack. BEYOND MODERN SCULPTURE: THE EFFECTS OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGYON
THE SCULPTURE OF THIS CENTURY. New York, George Braziller 1968
Cage, John. A YEAR FRCM MONDAY. Middletown,Connecticut,Wesleyan University
Press, 1969
J
—
• SILENCE. Cambridge,Massachusetts,and London,England,Massachusetts
Instituteof TechnologyPress, 1969
First edition publishedby the Wesleyan UniversityPress, 1961
Carpenter,Edmund and MarshallMcLuhan, eds. EXPLORATIONSIN COMMUNICATION- AN
ANTHOLOGY. Boston, Beacon Press, i960
CaSS
Mlchel R
^
others. ART AND CONFRONTATION: THE ARTS IN AN AGE
F CHANGE. Greenwich,Connecticut,New York Graphic Society Ltd., 1968
Celant, Germano. ART POVERA New York, Praeger, 1969
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MILLI0N
FT., LIT
BAY - 1969, NEW SOUTH WALES,
AUSTRALIA. Minneapolis,ContemporaryArt Lithographers,1969
Churchman,C. West. THE SYSTEMS APPROACH. New York, Dell PublishingCo
1968
De Bell, Garrett, ed. THE ENVIRONMENTALHANDBOOK. New York, BallantineBooks 1970
Duchamp,Marcel.^ THE BRIDE STRIPPED BARE BY HER BACHELORS,EVEN. A typographic
version by Richard Hamilton of Marcel Duchamp'sGreen Box. Translatedbv
George Heard Hamilton. New York, Wittenborn,i960
Ellul, Jacques. THE TECHNOLOGICALSOCIETY. Translatedby John Wilkinson. New
York, Random House, 196^
Fell, Rene and G. Martin Vivaldi. APUNTES DE PERIODISMO: PRESENTEY FUTURO DE UNA
PROFESION. Madrid, Paraninfo,1967
Ferkiss,Victor C. TECHNOLOGICALMAN: THE MYTH AND THE REALITY. New York, George
Braziller,1969
Fischer Ernst. THE NECESSITYOF ART* A MARXIST APPROACH. Translatedby Anna
Bostock. Baltimore,Penguin Books, 1963
Fuller R. Buckminster. NINE CHAINS TO THE MOON. Carbondaleand Edwardsville
Southern IllinoisUniversityPress, and London and Amsterdam,Feffer and '
Simons, Inc., 1963
Chri

—
. UTOPIA OR OBLIVION: THE PROSPECTSFOR HUMANITY New York
London, Toronto, Bantam Books, 1969
11 wew YOrk

>

Th-rorTnqumr wrT' x
INTEGRITIES: A SPONTANEOUS
AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL
DISCLOSURE. Edited by Robert W. Marks.
New York, The Macmillan Co., 1969
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Gombrich,E. H. ART AND ILLUSION: A STUDY IN THE PSYCHOLOGYOF PICTORIAL
REPRESENTATION. BollingenSeries, Vol. 35, No. 5. New York, PantheonBooks,

1961

'

The A. W. Mellon Lectures in the Fine Arts, 1956, NationalGallery of Art,
Washington,D. C.
Graham, Dan. END MOMENTS. New York, Dan Graham, 1969
Gregory,R. L. EYE AND BRAIN: THE PSYCHOLOGYOF SEEING. New York and Toronto,
McGraw-HillBook Co., 1966
Grieger,Scott. IMPERSONATIONS.Scott Grieger, 1970
Portfolioof photographicreproductions
Hoffman,Abbie. WOODSTOCK NATION. New York, Random House, 1969
Huizinga,J. HOMO LUDENS: A STUDY OF THE PLAY-ELEMENTIN CULTURE. Boston, Beacon
Press, 1955
INFORMATION. A ScientificAmericanBook. San Franciscoand London,W. H. Freeman
and Co., 1966
Jarden, Richards. FACIAL ANGLE. Halifax,Nova Scotia, RichardsJarden (1969);and
other flip-throughphoto books; CINDERELLA,GROWTH RATE (BOYS),GROWTH RATE (GIRIS)
,
TRAFFIC JAM, 1 - 10 FEET, HIGH TIDE (SIMULATION),SUNSET (SIMULATION),
SPEED
LIMIT, BODY WEIGHT
Kaprow, Allan. ASSEMBLAGE,ENVIRONMENTS& HAPPENINGS. New York, Harry N. Abrams, Inc.,

1965

Keniston,Kenneth. THE UNCOMMITTED: ALIENATEDYOUTH IN AMERICANSOCIETY. New York,
Dell PublishingCo., 1965
Kirby, Michael, ed. HAPPENINGS: AN ILLUSTRATEDANTHOLOGY. New York, E. P. Dutton

& Co., 1965

. THE ART OF TIME: ESSAYS ON THE AVANT-GARDE. New York, E. P.
Dutton & Co., 1969
Koch, Kenneth. THANK YOU AND OTHER POEMS. New York, Grove Press, 1962
Kock, Winston E. 't LASERS AND HOLOGRAPHY: AN INTRODUCTIONTO COHERENT OPTICS.
Garden City, New York, Doubleday& Co., 1969
Kosuth, Joseph. FUNCTION. Turin, Italy, EditionsSperone, 1970
Laing, R. D. THE DIVIDED SELF: AN EXISTENTIALSTUDY IN SANITY AND MADNESS.
Baltimore,Penguin Books, 1965
Laslett,P. PHILOSOPHY,POLITICSAND SOCIETY. New York, Barnes & Noble. 3 series,

1956,1962,1967

Lawrence,Steve. NEWSPAPER.New York, 1970
A special simmer issue for the exhibition
Lebel, Robert. MARCEL DUCHAMP. Translatedby George Heard Hamilton. New York,
Grove Press, 1959
Levi-Strauss,Claude. THE SAVAGE MIND. Translationof George Weidenfeld&
Nicolson Ltd. Chicago,The Universityof Chicago Press, 1966
First publishedas La Pensee Sauvage LibrairiePlon, Paris, 1962
. THE SCOPE OF ANTHROPOLOGY.Translated
by Sherry Ortner Paul
and Robert A. Paul. London,Jonathan Cape, Ltd., 1967
. STRUCTURALANTHROPOLOGY. Translatedby Claire Jacobson and
Brooke GrundfestSchoepf. Garden City, New York, Doubleday& Co., 1967
Originallypublishedby Basic Books, New York, 1963
TRISTES TROPIQUES. Translatedby John Russell. New York,
Atheneum^ 1968
First publishedby LibrairiePlon, Paris, 1955
. THE RAW AND THE COOKED: INTRODUCTIONTO A SCIENCE OF
MYTHOLOGY. Translatedby John and Doreen Weightman. New York, Harper & Row, Inc

1969

First publishedas Le Cru et le Cuit LibrairiePlon, Paris, 196^
Lippard,Lucy R. CHANGES: ESSAYS IN ART CRITICISM. New York, E. P. Dutton & Co.,
forthcoming
Malevich, K. S. ESSAYS ON ART 1915-1928. Vol. 1. Translatedby Xenia Glowacki-Prus
and Arnold McMillin. Edited by Troels Anderson. Copenhagen,Borgens Forlag, 1968
• ESSAYS ON ART 1928-1933 • Vol. 2. Translated
by Xenia Glowacki-Prus
and Arnold McMillin. Edited by Troels Anderson. Copenhagen,Borgens Forlag, 1968
Mao Tse-Tung. PROBLEMS OF ART AND LITERATURE. New York, InternationalPublishers,
1950

RECOMMENDEDREADING
Marcuse, Herbert. EROS AND CIVILIZATION: A PHILOSOPHICALINQUIRY INTO FREUD.
New York, Random House, 1962
First publishedby Beacon Press, Boston, 1955
. AN ESSAY OF LIBERATION. Boston, Beacon Press, 1969
McHale, John. THE FUTURE OF THE FUTURE. New York, George Braziller,1969
McLuhan,Marshall. THE GUTENBERGGALAXY: THE MAKING OF TYPOGRAPHICMAN. Toronto,
Universityof Toronto Press, 1962
. UNDERSTANDINGMEDIA: THE EXTENSIONSOF MAN. New York, London,
Sydney, Toronto, McGraw-Hill Book Co. , 196^
. VERBI-VOCO-VISUAL EXPLORATIONS. New York, Frankfort,
Villefranchesur-Mer, Something Else Press, 1967
and Quentin Fiore. WAR AND PEACE IN THE GLOBAL VILLAGE. Co-ordinated
by Jerome Agel. New York, London, Toronto, Bantam Books, 1968
Meyer, Ursula'and A1 Brunelle. ART = ANTI-ART. New York, E. P. Dutton & Co., 1970
Mitchell,John G. with ConstanceL. Stallings. ECOTACTICS: THE SIERRA CLUB
HANDBOOKFOR ENVIRONMENTALACTIVISTS. Introductionby Ralph Nader. New York,
Pocket Books, 1970
Moles, Abraham. INFORMATIONTHEORY AND ESTHETIC PERCEPTION. Translatedby Joel
Cohen. 2nd rev. ed. Champaign-Urbana,
Universityof IllinoisPress, 1968
Mussman, Toby, ed. JEAN-LUC GODARD: A CRITICALANTHOLOGY. New York, E. P.
Dutton & Co., 1968
Oldenburg,Claes. DRAWINGSAND PRINTS. Introductionand commentaryby Gene Baro.
London, New York, Chelsea House, 1969
PROPOSALSFOR MONUMENTSAND BUILDINGS 1965-69.
Chicago, Big Table
PublishingCo. /FollettJ
, 19&9
Paz, Octavio. MARCEL DUCHAMP OU LE CHATEAU DE LA PURETE. Translatedby Monique
Fong-Wust. Geneva, Editions Claude Givaudan, 1967
Peckham,Morse. MAN'S RAGE FOR CHAOS; BIOLOGY, BEHAVIOR,AND THE ARTS. New York,
Schocken Books, 1967
Piper, Adrian./Three Untitled Projects^/New York, 0 TO 9 Books, 1969
Quine, W. V. 0. WORD AND OBJECT. Cambridge,Massachusetts,MassachusettsInstitute
of TechnologyPress, i960
Raisbeck,Gordon. INFORMATIONTHEORY. Cambridge,Massachusetts,Massachusetts
Instituteof TechnologyPress, 196^
Rapoport,Anatol. TWO-PERSON GAME THEORY: THE ESSENTIAL IDEAS. Ann Arbor, University
of Michigan Press, 1966
. N-PERSON GAME THEORY: CONCEPTSAND APPLICATIONS. Ann Arbor,
Universityof Michigan Press, 1969
Renan, Sheldon. AN INTRODUCTIONTO THE AMERICAN UNDERGROUNDFILM. New York,
E. P. Dutton & Co., 1967
Restany,Pierre. LIVRE BLANC-OBJETBLANC. Milan, EditionsApollinaire,1969
Robbe-Grillet,Alain. FOR A NEW NOVEL: ESSAYS ON FICTION. Translatedby Richard
Howard. New York, Grove Press, 1965
Rose, Barbara. CLAES OLDENBURG. New York, The Museum of Modern Art, 1970
Roszak, Theodore. THE MAKING OF A COUNTER CULTURE: REFLECTIONSONIHE TECHNOCRATIC
SOCIETY AND ITS YOUTHFUL OPPOSITION. Garden City, New York, Doubleday & Co., 1969'
Rubin, William S. DADA AND SURREALISTART. New York, Harry N. Abrams, Inc., (1970)
Ruesch, Jurgen, M.D. and Gregory Bateson. COMMUNICATION: THE SOCIAL MATRIX OF
PSYCHIATRY. New York, W. W. Norton & Co., 1968
S. M. S. Portfolios1-6.
New York, The Letter Edged in Black Press, Inc., 1968
Schwarz,Arturo. THE COMPLETEWORKS OF MARCEL DUCHAMP. New York, Harry N. Abrams,

Inc.,1969

Shibutani,Tamatsu. IMPROVISEDNEWS: A SOCIOLOGICALSTUDY OF RUMOR. Indianapolisand
New York, The Bobbs-MerrillCo., 1966
Shubek, M., ed. GAME THEORY AND RELATED APPROACHESTO SOCIAL BEHAVIOR. New York,
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., I96U
Sontag, Susan. STYLES OF RADICALWILL. New York, Dell PublishingCo., 1969
Stein, Maurice and Larry Miller. BLUEPRINTFOR COUNTER EDUCATION. Designed by
Marshall Henrichs. Garden City, New York, Doubleday & Co., 1970
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Steiner, George. LANGUAGEAND SILENCE: ESSAYS ON LANGUAGE,LITERATURE,AND THE
INHUMAN. New York, Atheneum, 1967
Taube, Mortimer. COMPUTERSAND COMMON SENSE. New York, McGraw-HillBook Co., 1963
First publishedby ColumbiaUniversityPress, New York, 1961
Viliegas Lopez, Manuel. EL 'CINEEN LA SOCIEDADDE MASAS: ARTE Y COMUNICACION.
Madrid and Barcelona,Alfaguara,1966
Wall, Jeff. LANDSCAPEMANUAL. Vancouver,Fine Arts'Gallery,The Universityof
British Columbia,1970
Walther, Franz Erhard. OBJEKTE,BENUTZEN. Cologne and New York, Verlag Gebr. Konig,

1968

Waddington,C. H. BEHIND APPEARANCE: A STUDY OF THE RELATIONSBETWEEN PAINTINGAND
THE NATURAL SCIENCES IN THIS CENTURY. Edinburgh,EdinburghUniversityPress,

1969

Weiner, Lawrence. STATEMENTS. New York, Seth Siegelaub,1968
THE WHOLE EARTH CATALOG. Menlo Park, California,Portola Institute,1969-70
Wittgenstein,L. LECTURESAND CONVERSATIONSON AESTHETICS,PSYCHOLOGYAND RELIGIOUS
BELIEF. Compiledfrom notes taken by Yorick Smythies,Rush Rhees and James
Taylor. Edited by Cyril Barrett. Berkeleyand Los Angeles, Universityof
CaliforniaPress, 1967
Wollheim, Richard. ART AND ITS OBJECTS: AN INTRODUCTIONTO AESTHETICS. New York,
Harper & Row, 1968
Woodbury,Angus. PRINCIPLESOF GENERALECOLOGY. New York and Toronto,McGraw-Hill
Book Co., 195*+
Young, La Monte. SELECTEDWRITINGS. Munich, Heiner Friedrich,1969
THE XEROX BOOK. New York, Seth Siegelauband Jack Wendler, 1968
PERIODICALSAND ARTICLES
ART-LANGUAGE. Terry Atkinson,David Bainbridge,Michael Baldwin,Harold Hurrell,eds.
Chipping Norton, Oxon., England
Vol. 1, No. 1, May 19&9
Vol. 1, No. 2, February 1970
CHE FARE/BOLLETTINODI CRITICAE AZIONE D'AVANGUARDIA.
Milan, Italy
"Libelli: La mostra delle mostre d'arte nel mondo," Nos. 6 and 7, Spring 1970
CONTROL MAGAZINE. Steve Willats, ed. London
Issues 1 - 5, 1989-70
DESIGN QUARTERLY. Minneapolis,Minnesota,Walker Art Center
"Form Follows Fiction,"No. 73
"Processand Imagination,"No. 7*+/75
FREE MEDIA BULLETIN,No. 1. Duane Lunden,Jeff Wall, Ian Wallace, eds. Vancouver,
B. C., Canada
THE HUDSON REVIEW. New York
Lucy R. Lippard, "Art Within the Arctic Circle,"Winter 1969-70
L'ART VIVANT. Paris
CatherineMiller, "L'Art Conceptuel,
" January 1970
LETTRES FRANQAISES
. Paris
Michel Claura, "Extremismeet Rupture 1," "Extremismeet Rupture 2," Sept.-Oct. 1969
MUSEUM NEWS. Washington,D. C., AmericanAssociationof Museums
"McLuhanismin the Museum,"March 1968
Craig Gilborn, "Pop Pedagogy: Looking at the Coke Bottle,"December 1968
THE NEW YORK TIMES MAGAZINE. New York
BenjaminDeMott, "The Sixties: A CulturalRevolution,"Dec. lb, 1969
Richard Rovere, "The Sixties: This Slum of a Decade,"Dec. lb, 1969
Roy Bongartz,"It's Called Earth Art— And Boulderdash,
" Feb. 1, 1970
THE NEW YORKER. New York
Harold Rosenberg,"The Art World: De-aestheticization,
" Jan. 2b, 1970
PLAYBOY. Chicago
Jacob Brackman,"The Past as Future: A NonlinearProbe,"Jan. 1970

ROBBHO. Julien Blaine, Jean Clay, eds. Paris, Librairiele Compas
Nos. 1 - k, 1967-68
SCIENTIFICAMERICAN. New York
"The Ocean," Sept. 1969
STUDIO INTERNATIONAL. London
Peter Plagens,"Towardsa definitionof trends in American footballuniforms:
an exercise in a certain kind of art criticism,"Feb. 1969
TULANE DRAMA REVIEW. New Orleans,Louisiana,Tulane University
"Film and Theatre,"Fall 1966
"Politicsand Performance,"Summer 1969
0 TO 9. Vito Acconci, BernadetteMayer, eds. New York
In the past three years numerous articlesrelevant to INFORMATIONhave appeared in
the followingperiodicals: ARCHITECTURALDESIGN, London;ART AND ARTISTS,
London;ART IN AMERICA, New York; ART INTERNATIONAL,Lugano, Switzerland;
ART NEWS, New York; ARTFORUM, New York; ARTS MAGAZINE,New York; ARTSCANADA,
Toronto;ASPEN/THEMAGAZINE IN A BOX, New York; DOMUS, Milan, Italy; LIFE, New York;
METRO, Venice, Italy; STUDIO INTERNATIONAL,London; TIME, New York; YALE FRENCH
STUDIES, New Haven, Connecticut
A detailed list of articles is availablein the Museum Library.
EXHIBITIONCATALOGUES (arrangedchronologically)
New York. The Jewish Museum. YVES KLEIN. Jan. 25 - March 12, 1967
Essays by KynastonMcShine, Pierre Descargues,Pierre Restany,with extracts
from Yves Klein*s "The MonochromeAdventure"
Monchengladbach,Germany. StadtischesMuseum. BEUYS. Sept. 13 - Oct. 29, 1967
New York. Lannis Museum of Normal Art. NON-ANTHROPOMORPHIC
ART BY FOUR YOUNG
ARTISTS. 1967
Edited by Joseph Kosuth and ChristineKozlov
Eindhoven,the Netherlands. Stedelijkvan Abbemuseum. BEUYS. March 22 - May 5, 1968
New York. Finch College Museum of Art. DESTRUCTIONART. May 10 - June 20, 1968
Bern. Kunsthalle. 50 YEARS/ 12 ENVIRONMENTS. July 20 - Sept. 29, 1968
Hamburg. Kunsthaus. PUBLIC EYE. Nov. 1 - Dec. 1, 1968
Stockholm. Moderna Museet. ANDY WARHOL. 1968
Utrecht. Rijksuniversiteit.ENVIRONMENTS. Nov. l6, 1968 - Jan. 5, 1969
New York. Seth Siegelaub. JANUARY 5 - 31, 1969
Monchengladbach,Germany. StadtischesMuseum. HANNE DARBOVEN. Feb. 25 - April 7, 1969
Berlin. Galerie Rene Block. BLOCKADE *69. Feb. 28 - Nov. 22, 1969
Berlin. Neuen Nationalgalerie.SAMMLUNG 1968 KARL STROKER. March 1 - April Ik, 1969
Trenton. New Jersey State Museum CulturalCenter. SOFT ART. March 1 - April 27, 1969
Amsterdam. StedelijkMuseum. OP LOSSE SCHROEVEN/SITUATIESEN CRYPTOSTRUCTUREN.
March 15 - April 27, 1969
Bern. Kunsthalle. WHEN ATTITUDES BECOME FORM. March 22 - April 27, 1969
New York. Seth Siegelaub. MARCH. 1969
Essen, Germany. Museum Folkwang. VERBORGENESTRUKTUREN. May 9 - June 22, 1969
Heidelberg. Studentenhochhauser
am Klausenpfad* Umgebung. INTER MEDIA '69.
Burnaby,B. C., Canada. Simon Fraser University. Untitled exhibition. May 19 June 19, 1969
Organizedby Seth Siegelaub
New York. Whitney Museum of American Art. ANTI-ILLUSION: PROCEDURES
/MATERIALS
.
May 19 - July 6, 1969
Bern. Kunsthalle. FREUNDE * FREUNDE. May 1969
Ottawa. The National Gallery of Canada. IAIN BAXTER. June k - July 6, 1969
Baden-Baden,Germany. StaatlicheKunsthalle. lU MAL lk/ ESKALATION. June 6 July 20, 1969
Lucerne,Switzerland. Kunstmuseum. DUSSELDORFERSZENE. June 15 - July 13, 1969
Basel. Kunstmuseum. JOSEPH BEUYS: KLEINE OBJEKTE. July 5 - Aug. 31, 1969
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Loveladies, New Jersey. LONG BEACH ISLAND, NEW JERSEY. July 11 - 31, 1969
New York. Seth Siegelaub. JULY, AUGUST, SEPTEMBER1969
Seattle. Seattle Art Museum Pavilion. 557,087. Sept. 5 - Oct. 5, 19&9
Organizedby Lucy R. Lippard
Toronto. Art Gallery of Ontario. NEW ALCHEMY/ELEMENTS-SYSTEMS
-FORCES.
Sept. 27 - Oct. 26, 1969
London. The Instituteof ContemporaryArts. WHEN ATTITUDESBECOME FORM.
Sept. 28 - Oct. 27, 1969
New York. Richard Feigen Gallery. JOHN VAN SAUN. September19&9
Note, quotes and anecdotesby WilloughbySharp
Chicago. Museumof ContemporaryArt. ART BY TELEPHONE. Nov. 1 - Dec. lb, 1969
Record in an album
Bern. Kunsthalle. PLANE UND PROJEKTEAIS KUNST/PLANSAND PROJECTSAS ART.
Nov. 8 - Dec. 7, 1969
Stockholm. Moderna Museet. POESIN MASTE GORAS AV ALLA.' (POETRYMUST BE MADE BY ALL.')
FORANDRAVARLDENJ (TRANSFORMTHE WORLD!). Nov. 15 - Dec. 21, 1969
Organizedby Ronald Hunt
Ottawa. National Gallery of Canada. N. E. THING CO. LTD. 19&9
Calendar-cataloguefor X Bienal,Sao Paulo, 1969
Basel. Kunstmuseum. JOSEPH BEUYS. Nov. 16, 1969 - Jan. k, 1970
Eindhoven,the Netherlands. Stedelijkvan Abbemuseum. KOMPAS k/ WEST COAST USA.
Nov. 21, 1969 - Jan. k, 1970
Washington,D. C. CorcoranGallery of Art. ROBERT MORRIS. Nov. 2b - Dec. 28, 1969
Essay by Annette Michelson
Leverkusen,Germany. StadtischesMuseum Leverkusen. KONZEPTION-CONCEPTION.1969
Monchengladbach,Germany. StadtischesMuseum. PANAMARENKO. 19&9
Diisseldorf.Kunsthalle. PROSPECT69. 19&9
Zurich. Bruno Bischofsberger
. SOL LeWITT: b9 THREE-PARTVARIATIONSUSING THREE
DIFFERENT KINDS OF CUBES, 1967-68. I969
New York. Finch CollegeMuseum of Art. ART IN PROCESS IV. Dec. 11, 1969 Jan. 26, 1970
Vancouver. The VancouverArt Gallery. 955,000. Jan. 13 - Feb. 8, 1970
Organizedby Lucy R. Lippard
Stockholm. Moderna Museet. EDWARD KIENHOLZ 11 + 11 TABLEAUX. Jan. 17 - Mar. 1, 1970
New York. The New York CulturalCenter. CONCEPTUALART AND CONCEPTUALASPECTS.
April 10 - Aug. 25, 1970
New York. Seth Siegelaub. 20 PARIS IV.70. April 1970
Organizedby Michel Claura; exhibitionin Paris
Berlin. FernsehgalerieGerry Schum. LAND ART. April 1970
Tokyo. Mainichi Newspaper. BETWEENMAN AND MATTER. 1970
Toronto. The Art Gallery of Ontario. MICHAEL SNOW/A SURVEY. 1970
Oberlin,Ohio. Allen MemorialArt Museum, Oberlin College. ART IN THE MIND.
April 17 - May 12, 1970

This reading list is necessarilyincomplete. It would be impossibleto list
all the material that relates to INFORMATION. An equally long list could be
prepared for each person mentioned in this book but we recommendmost of these
publicationsas essentialand importantclues to the artists thinking.
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TEXT AND PHOTOGRAPHCREDITS

Acknowledgmentis herewithmade to the followingsources for text and material
reproducedon the pages indicated. Photographs"bythe artists,or suppliedhy them
with no other source, are not listed.
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front endpaper: United Press InternationalPhoto
p. 6
Robert Mates and Paul Katz
p. 17
Cesar Carneiro
p. 19 Dan Budnik
p. 22
above: ledt, Abisag Tollman; right, HildegardWeber; below: left, Ute
Klophaus; right, Eva Beuys
p. 23 above: left, Kaare Per Johannesen;right, Ute Klophaus;below: left, Ute
Klophaus; right, Manfred Tischer
p. 36 Bert Stern
p. 1+2 Time Magazine (New York), May 2, 1969,©Time Inc.
p. 1+6 CourtesyFischbachGallery
p. 56 Dan Graham, End Moments New York, Dan Graham, 1969
p. 65 Peter Moore
p. 69
Jay Cantor
p. 86 left, Geoffrey Clements;right, above and below: CourtesyCenter for InterAmerican Relations,New York
p. 92 Frank J. Thomas
pp. 101+-105Phyllis Oppenheim
p. 106 © Yoko Ono, 196I+,1970. From Grapefruit: A Book of Instructionsby Yoko Ono
New York, Simon and Schuster,1970
p. lll+ Cravo Neto
p. 119 Jerry McMillan
p. 120 Bordas
p. 12l+ Peter Moore
p. 127 WilloughbySharp
pp. 11+1+-11+5
NASA
p. ll+6 The BettmannArchive, Inc.
p. 137 Shunk-Kender
p. ll+8 Soichi Sunami
p. ll+9 United Press InternationalPhoto
p. 150 Ken Heyman
p. 151 LIFE Magazine (Sam Rosenberg),(c)Time Inc.
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p. 153 above: Still from Antonio Das Mortes; "belowright: Still from Macunaima

pp. 15U-155 © The New York Times
;

;

;

p. 156 Domus (Milan),April 19&9 (Bror Grenfeldt)
p. 157 Domus (Milan),March 1969
p. 158 above left, below right, and left: Stills from Sympathyfor the Devil above
right: Still from Weekend
p. 159 New York City Departmentof CulturalAffairs
p. l60 Courtesy of the Medical DevelopmentOperation,General ElectricCompany
p. l6U Special edition,Catalogueof first Gutai exhibition,1956
p. 165 above left: Mario Cravo; above right: Still from FelliniSatyricon below:
Henry Smith-Miller
pp. 166-167 LIFE Magazine@Time Inc. (Bill Eppridge)
p. 168 J. D. Lajoux
p. 169 above: Still from II Seme dell' Uomo by Marco Ferrari;photographerClaudio
Patriarci
pp. 170-171 ArchitecturalDesign (London),March 1970
p. 172 above: Still from ZabriskiePoint below: ClaudioAbate, courtesyGalleria
L'Attico
p. 173 Shunk-Kender
p. 175 WashingtonEvening Star Photo (BernieBoston)
pp. 176-177 © ArchigramProgramme;research,"InstantCity,' 1969-70, sponsoredby
the Graham Foundationfor Advanced Studies in the Arts, Chicago
p. 178 Bill Parsons
p. 179 above: Shigeko Kubota Behrman;below: Julian Wasser
p. 182 Stills from Macunaima
p. 183 Shunk-Kender
pp. 18U-185 NASA
p. 186 above: Still from Oh What a Lovely War!; below: Courtesyof Museum of the
American Indian, Heye Foundation,New York
p. 187 Stan Goldstein
p. 188 From Fatos e Fotos (Brasilia),No. especial,Carnaval70, Feb. 19, 1970
p. 189 above: Bridgit Polk; below: Man Ray
pp. 190-191 CourtesySmithsonianInstitution,Washington,D.C.
back endpaper: Bill Parsons

